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"Notable among the deficiencies in the calibration process is the failure 

to document in sufficient detail the procedures used, if in fact any were 

used. Intercomparisons of similar instruments, as a general process, is not 

evident . Long-term, i.e . life-cycle, duration processes are the exception 

rather than the rule . The combined use of on-board, in space and 

earth/natural targets is rarer still. Little use is made of ground and 

air truth data in the calibration process, and there is less reference still 

to signal and data processing. Other problems are the lack of common 

procedures for given types of instruments and the non-use of standardized 

calibration sources. The lack of common procedures occurs in both pre

flight and in-flight calibration , but especially the former. Calibration 

appears to be accepted as a fragmented and sporadic function rather 

than as a total system process that could be used to improve the state of 

affairs ." 

from Calibration Technology fOT Meteorological Satellites, 

by L.E. Williamson, 1977. 
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PREFACE 

This test and caJ.ibration report is presented as a copy of a thesis submitted for a doctorate at 

Oxford University (title: "Satellite Measurement Of Sea Surface Temperature", 1991) . As such, 

topics not directly related to the test and calibration of ATSR are also covered. They have 

been included here for completeness and to provide some background to the test and calibration 

requirement s. 

This report presents the results of the tests performed at Oxford University from the 20th April 

1989 to the 11th July 1989. A complete description of the test facility at Oxford University is 

given. A description of ATSR (including some aspects not presented elsewhere) is also given. 

The test and caJ.ibration programme for ATSR was funded by the Science and Engineering 

Research Council under grant reference numbers SGn 09058 and SGn 10214. Part of the 

calibration data analysis work was funded by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory under 

contract number N2A 1R 0367. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 WHY MEASURE SEA SURFACE TEMPERATURE? 

The basic aim of meteorology and atmospheric physics is to understand the physical and 

dynamical processes that govern the behaviour of our global climate in order to predict its 

future state . This 'climate system' is defined as comprising not only the atmosphere, but also 

the oceans, land surface, cryosphere (i .e. continental ice, mountain glaciers, surface snow and 

sea ice) and biosphere [WCRP, 1984], though it is changes in the atmospheric component that 

are most noticeable to man (e.g . weather, etc.) .The primary driving force behind the general 

circulation of the atmosphere is the heat input from the sun and the Earth, with approximately 

twice as much heat entering the atmosphere from the bottom boundary than from direct solar 

radiation [see, for example , Gill, 1982]. Since most of this bottom boundary is ocean, the 

dominant heat input is through the atmosphere-ocean interface. The heat exchange through this 

interface depends on several factors, including atmospheric temperature, humidity, insolation, 

wind speed , surface state and sea surface temperature (SST). The oceans also constitute a 

large reservoir of heat , storing about 1000 times the energy stored by the atmosphere . As a 

result, an increase in the oceans' temperature requires many times more energy than does the 

same temperature increase in the atmosphere, and conversely, a slight change in the oceans ' 

temperature corresponds to a large change in the energy balance of the atmosphere-ocean 

system. 

It is clear, therefore, that SST is one of the fundamental geophysical variables that has to be 

measured in order to understand the coupled atmosphere-ocean system that forms part of our 

global climate. Furthermore, the global measurement of SST is important in establishing a 

climatological database to facilitate the monitoring of any long term changes in the Earth 's 

climate, such as any global warming that may occur due to the 'greenhouse effect'. 

Another important aspect of SST measurement is the investigation of large-scale SST anomalies 

(ranging from hundreds to thousands of kilometres in extent, and, in some cases, lasting up to 

several years), such as the EI Ni.D.o/Southern Oscillation in the Pacific Ocean, with its associated 

changes in atmospheric circulation and effects on human activities . SST measurements are also 

useful in weather forecasting, investigating oceanic processes (e .g. ocean circulation, frontal 
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1. Introduction 

development, eddy formation and decay, deep water formation, upwelling , coastal dynamics ), 

pollution monitoring and fishery. 

1.2 OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS FOR SST MEASUREMENTS 

The global and climate monitoring applications just mentioned require global coverage of SST 

measurements . The accuracy required of these measurements depends on the application being 

considered, and therefore on the temporal and spatial scales of the processes involved. The 

World Climate Research Programme (WCRP), whose objectives are "to determine to what 

extent climate can be predicted, and the extent of man's influence on climate", has laid down 

observational requirements for various different scales of process [WCRP, 1981]. 

The greatest accuracy is required for large-scale processes such as inter-annual anomalies on 

scales of some 20° longitude by 10° latitude which can last for several months . Such anomalies 

are believed, under certain conditions, to cause changes in the atmospheric global circulation, 

or, in other circumstances, to be merely responses to past atmospheric fluctuations . Residual 

uncertainties in SST measurements of less than 0.5 K are needed if important information about 

these processes is to be obtained [Harries et aI., 1983]. This high absolute accuracy does not 

reflect the accuracy required of a single measurement, but rather that which may be obtained 

by averaging many individual measurements taken over several days and scales of 200 kID to 

300 kID, to reduce random errors. Mesoscale processes such as meanders and eddy-shedding 

in boundary currents, which may be early indices of climate change, require less stringent 

absolute accuracies . However, regular time sequences of these SST patterns are required to 

help understand the underlying dynamics. Small scale processes requiring spatial resolutions of 

a few k.m demand high relative precision between successive measurements, though the absolute 

accuracy is not so important . These requirements are summarised in Table 1.1. 

Table 1.1: Required SST measurement accuracies, {afler WCRP, 1981}. 

Luge-scale 
Processes 

Mesoscale 
Processes 

Small-scale 
Processes 

absolute temperature accuracy 
spatial averaging interval 

temporal averaging interval 
horizontal gr adient accuracy 

± 0.2 K 
200-300 km 

20-40 days 
-

± 1.0 K 
5-10 km 

3.5 days 
-

± 2.0 K 
1.0km 

instantaneous 

0.5 KILO km 

Further to these requirements, the Tropical Ocean and Global Atmosphere (TOGA) programme 

of the WCRP has established a requirement to measure the heat transfer at the atmosphere

ocean interface to an accuracy of 10 \Vm- 2 (this represents 20% of the mean value over the 
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1. Introduction 

North Atlantic) . Studies have shown that a change in SST of ±1 K can alter the heat flur 

by ±20 Wm- 2 at mid-latitudes and up to ±4 G Wm- 2 in the tropics [WCRP, 1981J. This 

requirement has been converted into a SST accuracy requirement of 0.3 K in tropical regions 

between 200N and 200S where SST exceeds 28°C, and 0.5 K elsewhere [WCRP, 1985]. This 

higher accuracy specification for very warm water regions recognises the enhanced sensitivity 

of the atmosphere to SST changes in such areas. These TOGA requirements (plus required 

spatial and temporal resolutions) are given in Table 1.2. 

T..ble 1.2: TOGA SST requirements , [afler WCRP, 1985}. 

Region Spatial Temporal Required 
Resolution Resolution Accuracy 

Global 5° lat X 5° long 30 days 0.5 K 
Tropical (20 0N to 20°5) 2° lat X 2° long 15 days 0.5 K (for SST<28°C) 

0.3 K (for SST~28°C) 

1.3 METHODS OF SST MEASUREMENT 

Measurements of ocean temperature have been made, variously, from buoys, general shipping, 

specialised research vessels, aircraft and satellites. Each method has its own particular 

advantages and disadvantages. The main drawback with most systems is that of coverage 

general shipping is, mostly, limited to shipping lanes; buoys to point measurements distributed 

across the oceans; and research vessels and aircraft to limited areas/routes and only for the 

duration of specific campaigns. Only satellites can provide the global coverage necessary for 

the applications mentioned earlier. They also provide good temporal coverage and allow a 

large database to be built up using a single instrument. On the other hand , satellite-borne 

instruments are expensive, require high technology expertise to build and have to contend 

with the effects of the intervening atmosphere. Overall, the benefits that satellite systems can 

offer outweigh their disadvantages, and any system designed to measure SST globally has to 

be satellite based. This does not mean, however, that other methods of ocean temperature 

measurement are now redundant, as ships, buoys and aircraft are required to provide ground 

truth data necessary to validate the satellite data. 

Satellite-borne instruments have employed both infrared and microwave techniques to measure 

SST. The most successful examples being, in the infrared, the Advanced Very High Resolution 

Radiometer (AVHRR) flown on the NOAA series of meteorological satellites, and, of the 

microwave instruments, the Scanning Multichannel M.icrowave Radiometer (SMMR) flown on 

the Seasat and Nimbus-7 satellites. The second generation of AVHRR instruments (currently 
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1. Introduction 

being flown) have two or three infrared channels for SST measurement plus two visible channels, 

and are used operationally to provide SST products [see, for example, McClain et al., 1983]. 

However, AVHRR suffers from several instrumental problems - in particular, excessive noise 

on the shortwave thermal infrared detector and poor temperature stability of the on-board 

calibration target. The SMMR, which has ten microwave channels (five frequencies, each dual 

polarised), has also experienced some problems with its in-flight calibration [e.g. Njoku et al., 

1980, and Swanson and Riley, 1980J. Though these instruments have provided much useful 

data, the accuracies with which they measure SST fall short of the WCRP requirements . 

Infrared radiometry has two distinct advantages over microwave radiometry because of the 

nature of the Planck function. Firstly, the Planck function peaks in the infrared at terrestrial 

temperatures, so more energy is emitted at infrared wavelengths. Secondly, the rate of change 

of radiance with temperature is much larger in the infrared than in the microwave region, so 

the requirements for the radiometric resolution for a given temperature resolution are much 

more severe at microwave wavelengths. (Conversely, the temperature of a calibration target for 

the infrared has to be measured more accurately than for the microwave). 

In the microwave region the sea surface emissivity is only "'-'0.5 and depends on salinity, surface 

roughness and viewing angle, whereas the emissivity in the infrared is close to 1.0 up to 

large viewing angles. Microwave radiometers also require a large antenna to achieve good 

spatial resolution and can suffer from side-lobe response contamination. The main disadvantage 

with infrared radiometers is clouds, which are optically thick to infrared radiation but mostly 

transparent to microwaves - thus providing microwave radiometers with their major advantage . 

1.4 THE ALONG TRACK SCANNING RADIOMETER 

Against this background , a consortium led by the U.K .'s Rutherford Appleton Laboratory 

(RAL), and consisting of Oxford University's Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and 

Planetary Physics, University College London's Mullard Space Science Laboratory (MSSL), the 

U.K. Meteorological Office and the French Centre de Recherches en Physique de I'Environment 

(CRPE) proposed a new infrared radiometer with variable viewing geometry and a microwave 

add-on, "to provide near-global measurement 'of SST to significantly higher accuracy than is 

possible using existing space-borne infrared or microwave sensors". The instrument, called 

the Along Track Scanning Radiometer with Microwave sounder (ATSR/M)l, forms part of the 

payload of the European Space Agency's first Remote-sensing Satellite (ERS-1). ERS-l was 

launched on an Ariane IV rocket from Kourou in French Guiana at 01:46 (universal time) on the 

17th July 1991. (The Principal Investigator for the ATSR project is Dr. D. T . Llewellyn-Jones 

of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory). 

1	 Note, the combined infrared and microwave padage is referred to as ATSR/M, while ATSR refers to 

the infrared parI only. 
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1. Introduction 

The primary objectives of the ATSR instrument are to: 

•	 measure SST I averaged over 50 km X 50 km areas, to an absolute accuracy of better than 

0.5 K (20') with up to 80% cloud cover, 

•	 produce SST images with a pixel sue of order 1 km, swath width 500 km, and relative 

pixel to pixel accuracy of 0.5 K (20'). 

Secondary objectives include providing cloud cover sraustics, measuring cloud top temperatures, 

producing haze and fog statistics and measuring land and ice surface radiances. 

The performance of ATSR has been simulated using computer modelling of the atmospheric 

transmission. The results are shown in figure 1.1 along with the WCRP requirements and, for 

comparison, the performance of the AVRRR on NOAA-7 and SMMR on Seasat. 

PRCCESSES \
 
~ WCRP REQUIREMENTS

\ 

\ MESO-SCALE 
\ PROCESSES 

\ 

NIGHT TIME
 
CLEAR ATMOSPHERE
 

lCXX)10	 100 
SPATIAL RESOLUTION, km 

SMALL-SCALE/\\ 

Figure 1.1: Simulated periottaesc« of ATSR, along with the WCRP requirements (dashed line} 

and the performance of the AVHRR on NOAA-7 And SMMR on Seasat {from MinneU et al., 1984]. 

The Microwave sounder (built by CRPE) is designed to measure the total atmospheric water 

vapour column amount to an accuracy of better than 0.4 gem -2 under most conditions of 

cloudiness, This atmospheric water vapour content will be used to improve the infrared SST 

retrievals and will provide the neutral atmosphere range correction required for the ERS-l 

radar altimeter . 
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1. Introduction 

In addition to the ATSR/M, the ERS-1 payload consists of a core set of two active microwave 

instruments and two further supporting packages. The ERS-1 mission is primarily oriented 

towards ocean and ice monitoring and these instruments consist of: 

•	 The Active Microwave Instrument (AMI), which combines the functions of a Synthetic 

Aperture Radar (SAR) with a wave scatterometer and a wind scatterometer, and operates 

at 5.3 GHz (C-band) with the aim of measuring the wave spectrum and wind field over 

oceans, and taking all-weather high resolution images over polar caps, coastal zones and 

land areas. 

•	 A Radar Altimeter (RA), operating at 13.8 GHz (Ku-band), to determine spacecraft 

altitude, significant wave height, ocean surface wind speed and various ice parameters. 

•	 A Precise Range And Range-rate Equipment (PRARE) allowing precise satellite range 

determination that will lead to higher accuracy RA measurements and extend the 

ERS -1 mission to ocean circulation studies and geodetic applications such as sea-surface 

topography and crustal dynamics . 

•	 A Laser Retro-Reflector (LRR) - a passive optical reflector to permit accurate satellite 

tracking from laser ranging ground stations . 

Both the ATSR/M and PRARE are referred to as 'Announcement Of Opportunity ' instruments , 

as they were selected from several proposals from the scientific community for additional 

instrumentation, and are funded on a national basis separately from the rest of the ERS-1 

satellite. 

The ERS-1 spacecraft is based around a modified version of the French SPOT platform, and 

has a total mass of about 2.4 tonnes. The platform and payload instruments are shown in 

figure 1.2 . ATSR is attached to the top panel of the Payload Electronics Module (PEM) which 

houses the electronics units for each instrument. (A comprehensive review of the ERS-1 mission 

objectives , spacecraft, ground segment, etc. is given in a special issue of the ESA Bulletin [ESA , 

1991]). 

ERS-1 is in a retrograde, sun-synchronous orbit at a nominal height of 777 km and orbital 

inclination of 98.6° . This orbit results in a sub-satellite velocity of 6.66 kms- 1 across the 

Earth's surface and an orbital period of about 100 minutes. By making slight adjustments to 

the spacecraft's altitude the phasing of the ground tracks can be altered, and repeat cycles of 3, 

35 and 176 days will be used variously throughout the mission. The local time of the descending 

node is 10:30 am. 

;
 



1. Introduction 

I 
Wind Scaner ornerer 
Antenna 

Racar AltImeter 
Antenna 
Along Track Scanning Radiometer ~L';;;--~;::::;~;\~~; 

PayloadMicrowave Sounder -----------,~~..\.~~..L_~:: Electronics 
laser Retrorefiector --------- Module 

IDHT Antenna 

PRARE 

SOlar Arra y 

Figure 1.2 : The ERS-1 spscecrsit. 
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1. Introduction 

1.5 TEST AND CALIBRATION OF ATSR 

The Department of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics at Orlord University was 

responsible for the scientific testing and radiometric calibration of ATSR. This required the 

design and construction of a purpose- built test facility consisting of a large vacuum chamber 

(fitted out with thermal panels and other test equipment) situated in a clean-room. ATSR 

underwent preliminary trials at this facility from 5th September 1988 to 21st September 1988 , 

before undergoing a full test and calibration programme during the period 20th April 1989 to 

11th July 1989. 

The pre-launch testing was considered an essential part of the instrument development 

programme, providing the chance to verify the instrument design concepts and to determine 

if ATSR would meet its scientific requirements. Because of the near-impossibility of in-orbit 

repair of a satellite instrument, it is vital to discover, prior to launch, any possible design flaws 

or manufacturing defects in the instrument. Ground testing in simulated orbital conditions can 

identify such problems, allowing them to be corrected or made provision for - thus reducing the 

probability of failure in orbit. Further, it is desirable to achieve the best possible performance 

and to characterise the instrument's performance under a variety of predicted orbital conditions. 

This requires testing the instrument under several different environmental conditions and over 

its entire operating range. Indeed, the WCRP has recognised the importance of pre-flight 

calibration and recommended that greater emphasis be placed on such activities, particularly 

given the high accuracy requirements for SST and the problems encountered with the in -flight 

calibration of AVHRR and SMMR [WCRP, 1986]. 

The test programme at Orlord covered : 

• field of view determination, 

• radiometric calibration, 

• thermal balance tests, 

• thermal vacuum temperature cycling,
 

• orbital simulations.
 

The complete test and calibration plan is given in Mason, G., [1989]. A summary of this test 

plan is reproduced in Appendix I, and a day by day test log is given in Appendix II. In addition 

to these tests at Orlord, ATSR was subjected to vibration and electro-magnetic comparability 

testing at instrument level, as well as many tests at subsystem level. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SATELLITE INFRARED MEASUREMENT OF SST 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Infrared measurements of SST have been made from space since the 1960's . Though the 

instrumentation technology and retrieval methods have greatly advanced since then, the basic 

problem remains the same - firstly, to measure the upwelling radiation accurately, and 

secondly, to correct for the effects of the earth's atmosphere. The problem is further complicated 

by the non-unity emissivity of the sea, and other surface effects. 

The measurement of SST is an example of the general problem of atmospheric remote 

sounding, the solution to which is found by inversion methods . This work, however, takes 

the 'forward' model approach commonly used in the field of SST measurement. The linear, 

multichannel algorithms resulting from this approach are equivalent to the inverse theory 

solution [e.g. Hepplewhite , 1989]. 

2.2 ATMOSPHERlC EFFECTS 

Satellite infrared measurements of SST are restricted to cloud-free skies and spectral 'win dow' 

regions where the atmospheric transmission is high. Because of absorption, scattering and 

emission of radiation in the atmosphere the brightness temperature as measured from space is 

typically (though not always) less than the actual sea surface temperature . This difference is 

called the 'temperature deficit', and for nadir viewing can range from less than 1 K at high 

latitudes to more than 10 K in the tropics [Maul and Sidran, 1973]. 

Figure 2.1 shows the atmospheric transmission in the infrared , from 1 uti: to 14 uta, for three 

atmospheres with different concentrations of water vapour, along with the relative spectral 

response functions of ATSR. 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 
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Figure 2.1: A tmospheric transmission for three different amounts of precipitable water 

(7mrn - polar; 29mm - temperate; 54 mrn - tropical), and the ATSR spectral 

channels matched to atmospheric 'window' regions. 

This diagram clearly shows how the instrument channels are matched to atmospheric windows 

at 1.6, 3.7, and 10 to 13 JIDl, to minimise the atmospheric effect on the measured radiance. It 

also shows how the transmission depends on the amount of water vapour present, which varies 

considerably from the dry poles to the humid tropics. The transmission also depends on the 

height distribution of the water vapour. 

In the 10 JIDl to 13 JIDl window the attenuation is mostly due to water vapour, with continuum 

absorption being the dominant mechanism. At 3.7 JIDl, however, water vapour absorption 

particularly continuum absorption - is less significant and the absorption due to fixed gases 

such as CO 2 becomes relatively more important. Aerosols (i.e. solid or liquid particles in the 

atmosphere) can also contribute to the attenuation, particularly in the 3.7 pm window. An 

increase in the aerosol attenuation is observable in conditions of haze and, most notably, in 

AVHRR SST measurements following the El Chich6n eruption of April 1982 which created an 

aerosol layer that circled the globe [e.g. Robeck and Maston, 1983]. The relative contributions 

of these various mechanisms to the temperature deficit for a standard tropical atmosphere are 

shown in table 2.1. (The derivation of these deficits from an atmospheric transmission band 

model is described in Barton et al. [1989]). 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

Table 2.1: Va.riOU8 atmospberic contributions to tbe temperature deficit (in degrees Kelvin) 

in	 tbe AVHRR infra.red channels for a standa.rd tropical atmospbere and nadir viewing
 

{data from Ba.rton et al., 1989}.
 

3.7 p.m 10.8 p.m 12.0 p.m 

H20 Continuum 0.36 2.42 3.12 
H20 Lines 1.48 0.67 1.34 
Mixed Gases 0.52 0.48 0.11 
Aerosols 0.18 0.06 0.08 
Sea Surface Emissivity 0.65 0.52 0.79 

Total Deficit 3.23 4.29 5.67 

2,3 SEA SURFACE EFFECTS 

Though the sea surface does not have an emissivity of 1.0, sea water is at its blackest in the 

near- and mid-infrared. The emissivity varies from 0.97 at 3.7 uixx to 0.99 at 11 tuxx [Hobson 

and Williams, 1971] and decreases significantly after ",15 J.III1. This is, however, dependent on 

viewing angle and surface roughness. The emissivity is constant with surface roughness for 

small local zenith viewing angles, though the emissivity does increase with increased surface 

roughness for viewing angles larger than about 50° [Sidran, 1981]. The effect of the viewing 

angle itself on the surface reflectance and emissivity is given in figure 2.2. This shows that 

the emissivity is almost independent of viewing angle up to about 50° . (Figure 2.2 also shows 

the variation of reflectivity and emissivity with viewing angle). The emissivity may be further 

complicated by foam, surface slicks or algae . 
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Figure 2.2: Va.riation of (a) spectral reiiectence &lld (b) emissivity of sea water witb viewing angle 

- (b) also sbows retiected polsrisetion, P , and emitted pola.risation, Q, {from Sidran, 1981}. 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

Infrared radiation emanates from the uppermost few microns of the sea. The temperature of this 

surface skin can be typically 0.1 K to 0.5 K cooler than the 'bulk' temperature of water several 

centimetres deeper [e.g. Robinson et al., 1984]. This difference, called the 'skin effect', is due 

to the vertical. heat transfer through the atmosphere-ocean interface and depends on the local 

wind speed, sea surface state, air-sea temperature difference, air humidity, solar insolation and 

possibly surface tension. Conventional. ship/buoy methods for measuring SST usually measure 

the bulk temperature. Therefore, when comparing SST measurements made in situ and from 

radiometers, this difference should be allowed for. In the past the magnitude of the skin effect 

was less than the SST accuracies obtained by infrared or microwave radiometers. However, with 

the accuracy now offered by ATSR the skin effect is becoming significant for many applications. 

2.4 ATMOSPHERlC CORRECTION 

A correction can be made for the atmospheric attenuation of the surface radiance by taking 

two measurements with differing amounts of atmospheric absorption. Anding and Kauth [1970] 

first proposed using simultaneous measurements at two different wavelengths to achieve this . 

Alternatively, Saunders [1967] demonstrated, using aircraft measurements, that the difference 

in atmospheric absorption could be obtained by measurements at the same wavelength but at 

different angles. The following gives a physical. justification for the two methods. 

In a cloud-free atmosphere , and assuming a sea surface emissivity of 1.0, the radiance reaching 

the satellite is given by, 

L(JI,T,B) = B(JI,T,)r,(JI,B) + I' B(JI,T(p))dr(JI,p,B), (2.1) 
JT.(v,9) 

where L(JI,T, B) is the measured radiance at wavenumber JI and angle B, that corresponds to 

a brightness temperature T, 

B(JI,T,) is the Planck function at wavenumber JI for the surface temperature T" 

r.(JI, B) is the transmission from the surface to the top of the atmosphere at 

wavenumber JI and angle B, 

B( JI, T(p)) is the Planck function at wavenumber JI for a temperature T(p) at pressure 

p, 

r( JI, p, B) is the atmospheric transmittance at wavenumber JI, pressure p and angle B. 

Using the mean value theorem, this can be written as 

L(JI,T, B) = B(JI, T, )r,(JI, B) + B(JI, Ta )[1 - r,(JI, B)], (2.2) 

where B(JI,Ta ) is the Planck function for an average atmospheric temperature Ta given by, 

- 1:, (1',9 ) B(JI,T(p))dr(JI ,p.B ) 
B(JI,T a ) = I . (2 .3) 

1T. (v,9 ) dr(JI , p , B) 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

If measurements are made at two wavenumbers, VI and V2, and the same angle, the equations 

(2.4 ) 

(2.5 ) 

are obtained. If the average atmospheric temperature, TQ, is the same at the two wavenumbers 

being considered, then these equations can be solved. 

Using Taylor's theorem to expand the Planck function about Ta and keeping only the linear 

terms gives , 
- - 8B(v, T a )

B{v,T)::: B{v,Ta ) + (T - T a ) ,	 (2.6)
8T a 

which	 can be substituted into equations (2.4) and (2 .5) to give the solution, 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

where	 T, is the sea surface temperature , 

TI is the brightness temperature as measured at wavenumber VI, 

T2 is the brightness temperature as measured at wavenumber V2. 

The transmission from pressure level p to the top of the atmosphere, at wavenumber V and 

angle 8 is given by 

T{v,p,8) = exp{-k"Xpsec8),	 (2.9) 

2g- lwhere	 k" is an absorbtion coefficient with units cm , 

Xp is the total column density of absorbers from pressure level p upward in gcm -2, 

sec 8 is the airmass. 

For window regions with high transmission this can be approximated by 

(2.10) 

Let k l and k2 be the absorption coefficients at wavenumbers VI and V2 , and Xl and X2 be the 

column densities of the appropriate absorbers . Then if the absorption processes at VI and V2 

are the same and due to the same gases, XI = X2 and 

k l (2 .11) A" = k k t
2 - 1 

which is constant. 

Equation (2.7) can also be written as 

(2 .12) 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

where	 al = 1 + A", and a2 = -A"" giving al + a2 = 1. 

This method can be expanded to include more measurements at d.i1ferent wavenumhers to give 

the equation 

(2 .13) 

with the constraint that 2:; a; = 1. 

Following a similar argument for the dual angle approach and assummg the same average 

atmospheric temperature, Ta , for the two angles, gives the result 

(2.14) 

(2.15) 

where	 T. is the sea surface temperature, 

T1 is the brightness temperature as measured at angle B1 , 

T2 is the brightness temperature as measured at angle B2 • 

Using equation (2.10) for the atmospheric transmission gives 

sec B1
A6-	 (2.16)

- sec B2 - sec B1 ' 

which is constant for a fixed viewing geometry. 

2.5 PRACTICAL SST ALGORITHMS 

In practice algorithms of the form 

n 

T. =ao + La;T; ,	 (2 .17) 
;=1 

are used for multi-spectral measurements with n channels, and SST is operationally derived 

in this way [McClaia et al., 1983]. Algorithms using two measurements in the same 

atmospheric window are called 'split window' algorithms, whereas 'dual window' algorithms 

use measurements from two d.i1ferent windows. The new AVHRRs have three infrared channels 

at 3.7, 11 and 12 uii», allowing 'split window', 'dual window' and 'triple window ' (using all 

three channels) algorithms to be used . ATSR is the first satellite radiometer designed to use 

the dual angle approach. Therefore, this method has not yet been used to retrieve SST from 

measurements from a single instrument , though it has been used to combine measurements 

from two satellites , typically one being a polar-orbiter and the other a geostationary satellite 

[e.g. Holyer, 1984; Dudhia, 1985]. 

Because of the assumptions and approximations made in the above derivation, the coefficients 

a; are not derived from theory, but rather empirically [e.g. McClain et al., 1983; McMillin 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

and Crosby, 1984] or semi-empirically [e.g. Barton, 1983; Llewellyn-Jones et al., 1984]. These 

methods calculate the coefficients by performing a regression analysis between either satellite 

measurements and surface observations (in the empirical case) or simulated satellite and surface 

data obtained from radiance calculations for a large number of model atmospheres (in the semi

empirical method). These methods are, in fact, examples of a 'minimum variance' inversion 

where the first guess is not apparent, but is implied in the statistics used to generate the ai 

coefficients [Eyre, 1987]. 

The algorithms used retain the linear form predicted by simple theory, but they contain an extra 

coefficient, ao, representing a constant offset or bias, and do not always employ the constraint 

that L~=l ai = 1. When this constraint is not used, however, the sum of the coefficients 

(except ao) is usually very close to 1.0, [e.g. McMillin and Crosby, 1984; Llewellyn-Jones et al., 

1984]. The offset no represents physical effects neglected in the preceeding theory that produce 

a constant or near constant temperature deficit with wavelength. Also, if no is obtained by 

an empirical regression between actual satellite measurements and those made in situ it will 

include an allowance for any discrepancies produced by the differing techniques (e .g. skin effect) , 

or any measurement biases introduced by the instruments themselves. 

The algorithms have to be optimised to allow for the instrumental noise present in each channel. 

This is equivalent to minimising the variance of the calculated surface temperatures, 0';, and if 

the noise in the different channels is uncorrelated is given by 

1 N [ n]2 n 
0'; = N _ 1 ~ SST - no - ~ «a; + ~(a;0';}2, (2.18) 

where N is the number of data points used in the regression analysis, (i.e. satellite - in situ 

comparisons, or sets of modelled temperature deficits), 

SST is the in situ or modelled SST value, 

0'; is the radiometric noise in channel i (this is a combination of all noise sources 

including digitisation) . 

In order to obtain the results given in equations (2 .7) and (2.14), the average atmospheric 

temperature T a has to be the same for the two channels. In the dual angle approach, the use 

of approximation (2.10) in equation (2.3) gives 

u l ell i lt B( T( ))k d 
B(v T ) = 1surfue v, p "Xp P (2.19) 

, a 1"au1111e k d 
surface "Xp P 

T

which is independent of angle. Therefore Ta is also independent of angle so long as (2.10) holds. 

For T a to be the same at two wavelengths requires the absorption processes to be similar at 

the two wavelengths and due to the same gases, so that the height (and therefore temperature) 

distribution of the absorbers is the same. Calculations by Prabhakara et al. [19; 4] showed that 

a varies by less than 1 K over the 10.4 - 12.9 utx: region, though Ta will vary by more when 

comparing the 3.7 uti: and 10 - 13 uti: windows . 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

The approximation (2.10) for the transmission will break down when the absorption becomes 

too large. This will occur for large path lengths (i.e, large viewing angles) or large absorber 

amounts, particularly of water vapour. Llewellyn-Jones et al. [1984] obtained the ai coefficients 

at various viewing angles for both North Atlantic and tropical atmospheric profiles. Their 

results show that as the absorption increases and the linear approximations become less valid, 

the error in the retrieved SST increases, as does the magnitude of (L:7:1 a;)-1. Also, the 3.7 Ilm 

window measurements gain a greater weighting as the water vapour absorption increases, since 

water vapour absorption is relatively less important at this wavelength than at 10 - 13 Ilm. 

This work concluded that regionally derived coefficients give more accurate SST measurements, 

and that the atmospheric correction should be airmass dependent. Barton et al. [1989] included 

the airmass dependence of the ai coefficients (at local zenith angle B) by defining 

(2.20) 

where the aji coefficients are independent of angle. Only marginal improvements in the SST 

accuracy were obtained by including more than the first two terms. 

It is generally agreed that including 3.7 Ilm window measurements results in the most accurate 

SST's, though contamination by aerosols (which are difficult to model accurately) and excessive 

detector noise in the 3.7 pm channel of AVHRR have reduced the benefits to some extent. Also, 

at 3.7 psx: there is a significant amount of reflected solar radiation, so measurements at this 

wavelength can only be used to retrieve SST at night. Daytime SST measurement using AVHRR 

relies on the use of 'split window' algorithms in the 10 - 13 psx: window. 

Table 2.2 gives some examples of the ai coefficients derived for ATSR by Barton et al. [1989]. 

These coefficients were obtained by the semi-empirical method described earlier I using a set 

of 74 model atmospheres covering a large range of climates but biased to tropical locations. 

The coefficients are not directly applicable to ATSR as they were derived using the spectral 

responses for AVHRR on NOAA-9, with an assumed noise equivalent temperature, CTi, in each 

channel of 0.04 K. Also, Barton et al. present the coefficients using the airmass dependent form 

of equation (2.20), while, for clarity and ease of display, table 2.2 only reproduces the first 

term of (2.20), i.e. ai = Goi, so these algorithms are only applicable to the centres of the scans. 

Table 2.2 does, however, give a good indication as to the relative sizes of the coefficients and 

to the weighting given to each channel. The values quoted for CT, (defined in equation (2.18)) 

are for all viewing angles across the ATSR scan. This column clearly shows the importance 

of the 3.7 psx: channel, and suggests a typical precision, CT" for ATSR of about 0.23 K. If the 

radiometric noise, CTi, is reduced by averaging measurements over 50 km x 50 km areas the 

overall precision, CT" is reduced to about 0.13 K [Zavody, 1991b]. Also, note that L:~=l ai is 

always close to 1.0 
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2. Satellite Infrared Measurement of SST 

Table 2.2: Examples oi coefficienls oi SST algorithms [or ATSR [Iot centres oi ead view only), 

(from Barton et al., 1989]. Note: channels 1, 2, &lld 3 refer to 3.7 ,10.8 &IJd 12.0 Jjm 

in the nadir scan &lld 4, 5 &IJd 6 refer to the same wavelengths in the [orward scan , 

Channels l1Q 1 al a2 I a3 a4 a~ C1£ I l: ~ = l ai I (I, 

Daytime 

2,3 

2,5 

2,3 ,5 ,6 

1.50 

-4 .11 
-1.56 

-
-
-

3.668 

3.427 

3.325 

-2.672 

-
-0.926 

-
-
-

-
-2.418 

-1.188 

-
-

-0 .208 

0.996 

1.009 

1.003 

0.2674 

0.2632 

0.2300 

Nighttime 

1,2 

1,4 

1,2,4 ,5 

1,2 ,3 ,4,5 ,6 

-9.37 

-6.50 

-6 .30 

-5 .32 

1.491 

3.087 

1.324 

1.203 

-0.450 

-
0.805 

0.667 

-
-

-
-0 .158 

-
-2.065 

-0 .341 

-0.256 

-
-

-0.764 

-0.152 

-
-
-

-0 .283 

1.041 

1.022 

1.024 

1.021 

0.1605 

0.1905 

0.0994 

0.0840 

2.6 CLOUD CONTAMINATION 

It has been estimated that at any given time approximately 50% of the earth 's surface is 

covered by cloud [P alt ridge and Platt, 1976]. Therefore clouds can pose a significant problem 

in determining SST accurately from space, and any measurement whose field of view is filled by 

clouds has to be identified and removed before SST is calculated. Even if clouds cover only ",,1 % 

of the field of view , they can affect the measured brightness temperature by ",,0.1 K [Duggin 

and Saunders, 1984]. 

Various techniques have been developed for detecting clouds over the sea, all based on the 

different properties of clouds and the sea surface. (Detecting clouds over land has proved to 

be less successful as the temperature and emissivity of the land surface are more variable than 

for the sea). Firstly, while cloud top temperatures vary from ",,200 K for thick high clouds 

to ",,280 K for thick low clouds , SST typically varies between ",,271 K and ",,309 K. Secondly, 

clouds usually have an albedo greater than 50% , whereas the albedo of the oceans is generally 

less than 10%, except in regions of specular reflection ('sunglint ' or 'glitter' ). Clouds also tend 

to have a lower emissivity than the sea surface , and the emissivity variation with wavelength 

is different. Finally, clouds are often patchily 'distri buted and therefore appear less spatially 

uniform than the sea surface. 

M.any of the various techniques are complementary and can be used to detect different types 

of clouds. Indeed , any operational cloud detection scheme needs to be a collection of different 

techniques , and even then no scheme will detect all cloud-contaminated measurements with 

100% certainty. Uniform thin cirrus, and low-level stratus and fog have proved to be particularly 

difficult to detect reliably. Saunders [1987] describes an automated scheme for flagging cloud 

contaminated AVHRR data using seven separate tests. 
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CHAPTER 3
 

THE ALONG TRACK SCANNING RADIOMETER
 

3.1 INTRODUCTION
 

The Along Track Scanning Radiometer is an advanced imaging infrared radiometer designed to 

measure global SST to an absolute accuracy of better than ±0.5 K . (The scientific objectives 

are stated in §1.4) . To ac.h.ieve this high accuracy ATSR employs several novel design features. 

First, ATSR has a conical scanning geometry allowing the same area of sea to be viewed through 

two different atmospheric paths, thus permitting the dual angle atmospheric correction method 

to be used. ATSR is the first satellite-borne instrument to use this technique. (In addition, 

ATSR has channels at 3.7 or 1.6 uix: (switchable), 10.8 uti: and 12.0 utxi, also allowing the use 

of well-proven multi-spectral type SST algorithms. These channels are designated la, Ib, 2 and 

3 respectively. The 1.6 J.lID channel was not in the original design, being added later to improve 

cloud detection during the daytime). 

Second, ATSR has low-noise detectors which a.re cooled to their operating temperature of ",80 K 

by a Stirling cycle cooler. This cooler was specially developed for ATSR (derived from a common 

development programme with another satellite instrument - the Improved Stratospheric And 

Mesospheric Sounder, ISAMS) . ATSR is one of the first space instruments to use such a device . 

Third, on-board calibration is provided by two high emissivity, precision blackbodies. One 

blackbody floats at the instrument's fore-optics temperature while the other is heated by a 

constant power, providing a two-point calibration at temperatures straddling the expected sea 

surface brightness temperature range. These targets a.re positioned around the instrument 's 

scan cone so that both are viewed by the detectors every scan. 

Thermal control of the instrument is essential to ac.h.ieve the correct temperature for the fore

optics enclosure and hence for the cold blackbody. This is ac.h.ieved passively through the use 

of multi-layer insulation (MLI) and thermal control coatings . To minimise structural mass , 

the instrument is made from carbon-fibre and aluminium honeycomb . Both ATSR and the 

Microwave Sounder are mounted on a common baseplate which is bolted onto the ERS-1 

PEM. 
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3. Tbe Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

The instrument control functions and data handling are managed by the Digital Electronics 

Unit (DEU), which is based around an 80C86 microprocessor. The DEU is mounted separately 

from ATSR in the ERS-l PEM. 

ATSRjM has three main modes of operation: 

STA!\'1)BY - Infrared radiometer and microwave sounder off, DEU active .
 

RUN- UP - A transitional mode during which the sub-systems are conditioned for nominal
 

operations, e.g. detectors being cooled, hot blackbody being heated. The DEU 

controls the transition to NOMINAL at the end of this phase. 

N01fINAL - FUll instrument operational mode. 

Any of these modes can be entered by operator command. In addition, the instrument will 

automatically enter STANDBY under specific error conditions (including critical temperatures 

being exceeded or excessive power consumption). 

The instrument is shown in figures 3.1 (photograph) and 3.2 (drawing) . Figure 3.3 shows a 

functional block diagram of the instrument . (A description of ATSR may be found in a series 

of SPIE papers - Delderfield et al. [1985], Gray [1985] and Tinkler et al, [1985] - or Edwards 

et al. [1990]). 

The total mass of ATSRjM is 87.5 kg , of which 56.0 kg comprises the infrared radiometer and 

all its electronics including the DEU (13.5 kg) . The total power consumption is 106 .3 W in 

N01fINAL and 134.4 W during RUN-UP. 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

Figure 3.1: Photograph of the Along TracJ: Sca.nning Radiometer {cour tesy of RALJ. 
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with the inflilred detector padage shown as inset. 
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Figure 3.3: Bloc! diagr&I1l for the Along Track Scanning Radiometer {courtesy of RAL}. 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

3.2 FORE-OPTICS AND SCANNING GEOMETRY 

The optical design for ATSR was done by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory [Gray, 1985]. 

The equations presented here that describe the conical scanning geometry were derived by 

myself (though others have derived similar expressions). 

The dual angle viewing is achieved by continuously rotating a plane inclined mirror to scan out 

a cone , radiation from which is reflected onto an off-axis paraboloid (diameter = 106.2 mm, 

focal length = 540 mm) and then focused onto a cooled field stop. This scan cone is tilted 

forward to give the two views of the Earth - at nadir, and forward along the sub-satellite 

track at approximately 47° to the nadir. The nominal design of the optics was for a scan cone 

hill angle of 23.45°, though measurements on the flight scan mirror showed the actual half 

angle to be 23.627°. (The paraboloid mirror has been stopped down from its nominal diameter 

of 110 mm to maintain adequate beam clearances through the nadir and forward apertures in 

the carbon fibre structure) . This optical arrangement is shown in figure 3.4 . 

FOCAL PLA~'E 
ASSE..\1BLY o 

..... 
..... 

..... 
..... 

..... ..... ..... ..... .......... 
..... ~ ..... ..... ..... 

~ ..... ..... ..... ..... 
..... 

ALO='G-TRACK VIEWOFF·A.-XIS PARABOLOID 
, Foe J.i Len g1!1 =540mrn I 

:\ADIR VIEW 

Figure 3.4 : ATSR Iote-optics . 

The scan mirror is made of diamond turned aluminium and the assembly is dynamically 

balanced to reduce vibration problems . The paraboloid mirror is made of Zerodur and held in 

a tita.n.ium mount. Both mirrors are gold-plated for high infrared reflectivity. The mirrors and 

the detector package are mounted on an optical bench. 
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3. Tbe Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

The overall scan parameters are determined by the spacecraft 's orbit (see §1.4). With a sub

satellite velocity of 6.66 kIDs-I, a scan mirror rotation rate of 6.66 Hz is required to produce 1 km 

pixels along the sub-satellite track. If the sea surface emissivity is to be considered constant, 

then the viewing angle must not exceed ...... 55° (see §2.3). An orbit height of 777 km therefore 

gives a nominal scan cone full angle of 46.9° (equation 3.4) . This size of scan cone also allows 

the nadir and forward swaths to be 500 km wide . From 777 km, a 1 km pixel corresponds to an 

instantaneous field of view (IFOV) of 7~7 radians = 0.0737°, (at nadir) giving approximately 

2000 pixels per scan. The IFOV is determined by the field stop which, therefore, has to be 

540 X 7~7 = 0.695 mm square. 

By defining 2000 pixels per scan, the integration time per pixel is 6.66;2000 = 75 usecs, The 

actual field of view (FOV) is then the 'autocorrelation' of the IFOV produced by rotating the 

scan mirror around by ~~~~ = 0.18°. The orientation of the !FOV with respect to the sub 

satellite track does not rotate with the rotation of the scan mirror but remains fixed around the 

scan cone. However , the size of the projected !FOV on the Earth's surface does change around 

the scan - being 1 k.m x 1 k.m at the centre of the nadir view and 2.82 km X 1.60 km at the 

centre of the forward view. The nadir and forward views are defined as containing 555 and 371 

pixels , respectively". The centre pixels of the two views are 915 k.m apart , corresponding to 

a time interval of 137 seconds . The two on-board blackbodies are positioned between the two 

Earth views - each target view comprising 16 pixels, giving a total of 958 data pixels. 

An optical shaft encoder mounted on the scan mirror assembly determines the angular starting 

position of the first of the 2000 pixels to an accuracy of 1
10th of a pixel. This index pixel is 

actually positioned between one of the calibration targets and the start of the nadir view such 

that the centre of the nadir view corresponds to pixel number 501. (The direction of scan mirror 

rotation is clockwise as viewed from ATSR looking down at the Eai th ). 

The ATSR scan pattern and geometry are shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6 . The geometrical 

scan parameters are defined by equations (3 .1) to (3.9), while table 3.1 gives the various scan 

parameters for pixels at the centre and edges of both nadir and forward views . Table 3.1 shows 

the nadir and forward views to be 509.0 k.m and 519.5 km wide respectively. (The forward view 

is wider to allow for some error in yaw pointing) . 

I	 This is the nominal pixel selection that is usually selected in-fught , tbough. several other options also 

emt for selecting different puels to make up the 958 data pizels from the total of 2000. 
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55 .~ TO LOCAL 
ZE!'nTI-I 

FORWARD VIEW 
(371 pixels) 

ON-BOARD 
BLACKBODIES 

915krn 

,..
 

+VE 'ALONG TRACK' 
DIRECTION 

+VE 'ACROSS TRACK' 
DlRECfIO:\' 

Figure 3.5: ATSR scan pattern on the Earth's surface, giving the definitions 

for posjtive 'along trm' and 'across track' directions used in this work. 
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Figure 3.6: ATSR.scan geomelry. 
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3.	 Tbe Along Track Sceiuiing Radiometer 

For pixel number n, the scan parameters shown in figure 3.6 are given by (assuming the centre 

of the nadir view to coincide with the sub-satellite point): 

B = (n - 501) 3600 (3 .1) 
2000 

sin(t3/2) = sin a sin( B/2)	 (3 .2) 

tan(t3 /2) 
COSj =	 (3.3)

t an o 

.. . 13 R+h 
SID 1 = SID --	 (3.4 ) 

R 

z = R (i - 13)	 (3.5 ) 

sin(y/ R) = sin(i - 13) sin-r	 (3.6) 

cos(i - {3)
cos(z /R) =	 (3.7)

cos(y/ R)
 

¢ R sin(y/ R)
tan -	 (3 .8) 
- R(l - cos(y/ R)) +h' 

P = R sin (i - 13) (3.9)sin {3 , 

where a is the scan cone half angle = 23.6270, 

h is the satellite's altitude, nominally = 777 km, 

R is the radius of the Earth (mean Earth radius = 6371 km), 

B is the angle of rotation of the scan mirror from its position when viewing the central 

pixel of the nadir view (pixel number 501), 

13 is the viewing angle from nadir at the satellite, 

i is the viewing angle from the local zenith at pixel n, 

z is the 'along track distance' along a great circle joining the central pixels of the nadir 

and forward views (line N F), from the sub-satellite point to the intersection of N F 

and the great circle perpendicular to N F that passes through pixel n (note that N F 

is not necessarily the sub-satellite track), 

y	 is the 'across track distance' from N F, along a great circle perpendicular to N F, to 

pixel n, 

z is the great circle distance from the sub-satellite point to pixel n, 

j is the angle on the Earth's surface at the sub-satellite point from N F to pixel n, 

a is the along track angle subtended by z at the scan mirror, 

( is the across track angle sub tended by y at the scan mirror, 

<I>	 is angle subtended by y from a height h in the plane normal to N F which includes 

pixel n , 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

P is the distance from the satellite to pixel n. 

Note, the distances in these equations are relative to the instantaneous sub-satellite point and 

not to pixel number 501. 

Table 3.1; Scan parameters [or puel.s at the centres and edges oi both nedir and Iotwsrd views . 

Pixel: Centre of 

I 
Edge of 

Nadir View Nadir View 

Centre of 

Forward View 
Edge of 

Forward View 

Pixel number(s) 

Rotation angle, 8 
Nam angle, f3 
Local zenith angle, i 
Along track distance, Z 

Across track distance, y 

Pixel distance , P 

501 

0.00° 

0.00° 

0.00° 

0.00 km 

0.00 km 

777.00 km 

224, 778 

-49.86°, +49.86° 

19.45° 
21.94 ° 

108.44 km 

254.49 km 

830.40 km 

1501 

180.00° 

47.25° 

55.48 ° 

914 .72 km 

0.00 km 

1241.32 krn 

1316 , 1686 

146.70°, 213.30° 
45 .16° 

52.71 ° 

798 .30 km 

259.76 km 

1180 .21 km 

.

3.3 FOCAL PLANE ASSEMBLY 

The focal plane assemb~y (FPA) was designed, constructed and tested by the U.K. Meteorolog

ical Office. The FP~ c~nsists of the field stop, detectors, filters , beamsplitters and condensing 

optics . All components are dowel located and bolted onto a single baseplate, as shown in figure 

3.7. This assembly is :enclosed by an electroform nickel cover attached to the baseplate. The 

whole assembly is cooled down to "'80 K by a mechanical cooler via a flexible copper braid , 

and supported from the optical bench by six thin-walled fibre-glass supports. A ba.ffie limits 

stray radiation from the instrument structure from entering the detector package, and also acts 

as an RF choke . A vacuum jacket (the inside of which is gold-plated) surrounds the FPA to 

provide further shielding from thermal and RF radiation, and allows the FPA to be evacuated 

for ground testing . The FPA mounting arrangement is shown in figure 3.8 . 

A single field stop is used to ensure good spatial co-registration between the IFOV of each 

channel. Radiation passing through the field stop is spectrally separated using dichroic 

beamsplitters. The field stop is imaged onto the 3.7, 10.8 and 12.0 }Jm detectors using three 

identical ellipsoid mirrors. (The size of the paraxial image of the field stop on the detectors 

is 174 usx: square) . To minimise possible thermal distortions within the FPA , these ellipsoid 

mirrors were made from the same bar of aluminium alloy as the baseplate . A zinc sulphide 

aspheric lens is used to image the field stop onto the 1.6 utx: detector, as there is insufficient 

space to accommodate another identical ellipsoid mirror and to use a different mirror would 

have been more expensive than using a lens. 
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OFF-AXIS 
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MIRROR 
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FIL TER 

OFF-AXIS 
ELLIPSOID 
MIRROR 

12 ~m CHANNEL 
FIL TER 

Figure 3.7: Optical layout for the ATSR FPA - the field stop 

is located in plaIJe X, [from Tinkler et 0.1., 1985]. 
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Figure 3.8: Mounting .uraIJgement for the FPA , [from Tinkler et 0.1., 1985}. .. 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

The field stop is cooled to limit the radiation emitted by the field stop that reaches the 

detectors. Similarly, the aperture stop should also be cooled, and therefore be positioned on the 

cooled FPA . The ellipsoid mirrors therefore act as the nominal aperture stops for each channel. 

However, to maximise use of the radiation collected by the paraboloid mirror , the ellipsoid and 

paraboloid mirrors were designed to subtend the same angle at the field stop. Diffraction at 

the field stop then allows the detectors to 'see' radiation from the paraboloid surround and the 

FPA baffle. (This effect was increased by stopping down the paraboloid mirror). The total 

throughput, An, for radiation falling onto the detectors is then defined by the ellipsoid mirrors , 

and is equivalent to that for the nominal paraboloid mirror (assuming radiation from the cooled 

electrofonn nickel cover to be negligible), i.e. 

11.02 0.695 ) 2 2sr.An =1rX--X ( 540 = 1.5742 x 10-4 cm (3 .10) 
4 

The actual throughput for 'scene' radiation is some fraction of this, (.xAn, with (1 - ~.x)An 

originating from the paraboloid surround and FPA ba.ffie. The fractional loss, o.x, of 'scene ' 

radiation from the 106.2 mm diameter paraboloid due to diffraction at the field stop has been 

calculated [Zavody, 1991a], allowing the actual throughput for each channel to be calculated 

from 

c An _ ( C) 10.62 
2 

(0.695) 2 ...x - 1 - u.x X 1r X -- X -- (3.11)
4 540 

The values for O.x and the resulting values for ~.xAn and ~.x are given in table 3.2. 

Table 3.2: Diiirscuon loss, o.x, and resulting values for ~.xAn and ~.x for each channel. 

Channel Diffraction Loss, O.x ~.xAn (cm2sr) 
~.x 

1b 1.6 J-lm 0.007 1.4570 x 10-4 0.926 

l a 3.7 J-lm 0.015 1.4453 x 10-4 0.918 

2 10.8 J-lm 0.038 1.4115X 10-4 0.897 

3 12.0 J-lm 0.041 1.4071 x 10- 4 0.894 

Diffraction is greatest in the 12.0 usx: channel where 10.6% of the radiation originates from the 

fore-optics enclosure - 2.6% from the FPA baffle and the remaining 8.0% from the paraboloid 

surround. 

The detectors for the 1.6 and 3.7 utxx channels are 200 utxx square photovoltaic InSb devices. 

Photoconductive HgCdTe detectors (190 uti: square) are used for the 10.8 and 12.0 utx: channels. 

The cooled nickel shield surrounding the FPA reduces the background radiation falling on these 

detectors. This means that the short-wavelength channels are limited by statistical photon 

noise at high photon fluxes. though Johnson noise becomes important at low fluxes. Thermal 

generation-recombination noise dominates in the 10.8 and 12.0 utx: channels. 
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3. Tbe Along Track Scanning Racliometer 

The spectral response of each channel was measured by the U.K. Meteorological Office [Stringer 

and Smith, 1989]. (This was done at unit level on the FPA at a temperature of 82 K) . The 

measured responses (normalised to a peak value of 1.0) are plotted in figure 3.9, and the 

tabulated values are given in Appendix m. The transmission of the FPA for each channel at 

the wavelength of peak response is given in table 3.3. 

Table 3.3: lla.nsmission oi the FPA [or each channel at the wavelength ot pealrespon&e, >'p<!alr. 

Channel Peu Response 

Wavelength, >'pulr 

Optical Component and Transmission (T) 

or Reflection (R) at >'pulr 

Transmission of 

FPA at >'p<!alr 

Ib 1.596 IJm Bea.msplitter '3' (R): 0.970 
(6266cm- 1) Plane mirror (R): 0.960 

Aspheric lens (T): 0.850 

Blocker (T): 0.886 

Filter (T) : 0.766 
0.54 

La 3.722 IJm Bea.msplitter '3' (T): 0.960 
(2687 em-I) Beamsplitter '1' (R): 0.965 

Ellipsoid mirror (R) : 0.980 

Filter (T): 0.865 
0.79 

2 11.040 IJm Beamsplit ter '3' (T): 0.965 
(906 em-I) Bea.m.splitter '1' (T): 0.945 

Beamsplit ter '2' (T): 0.830 

Ellipsoid mirror (R): 0.980 

Filter (T) : 0.910 
0.68 

3 11.856 IJm ' Beamsplirter '3' (T): 0.970 
(843 em-I) Bea.msplitter '1' (T): 0.895 

Beamsplitter '2' (R): 0.970 

Ellipsoid mirror (R): 0.980 

Filter (T): 0.900 
0.74 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

3.4 SIGNAL CHANNELS 

The signal channels consist of the detectors on the cooled FPA; four pre-amplifiers of two 

types in a shielded Mu-metal box located in the instrument's fore-optics enclosure; and four 

identical signal channel processing (SCP) boards located in the Infrared radiometer Electronics 

Unit (lEU). Digital signals from the SCP boards are transmitted to the DEU. Heavily screened 

cable harnesses are used between these sub-systems to minimise interference. The pre-amplifiers 

and lEU boards were designed by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, while British Aerospace 

provided the DEU. (The pre-amplifiers and SCP boards are fully described in White and Bisla 

[1989], and Bisla and White [1989]). 

The photocurrent from each of the InSb photodiodes (maximum signal ",,3.6 nA) is amplified 

by a two gain stage pre-amplifier before being passed onto the SCP board. The feedback 

components and first gain stage (a dual JFET) are packaged in with the detector and cooled 

to minimise the Johnson noise . This first stage acts as a current to voltage converter with a 

'gain' of 200 MO giving a peak output voltage of ""0.72 V. A second stage (gain = 1.4) is then 

used to produce a peak output signal of 1 V. 

The HgCdTe detectors are manufactured with pairs of elements. The infrared radiation is 

focussed onto only one element, the other being masked off so that it is 'blind'. This arrangement 

is used to reduce the net dc offset by amplifying the difference between the signals from the two 

elements. The detectors are current biased so that a change in conductivity produces a change 

in the voltage across the detector. The maximum difference signal is ""1 m\". The pre-amplifier 

has a gain of 1000 to produce a peak output voltage of 1 V. For these detectors a bias current 

of about 4 mA produces the optimal signal to noise ratio. (The actual bias current wed is 

3.85 mAl. 

A block diagram of the SCP boards is shown in figure 3.10. The pre-amplifier signal is received 

by a differential amplifier (gain 2.2), with a digitally controlled variable offset. (A 14 bit digital

to-analogue converter (DAC), with a resolution of 0.5 m V per bit, is used to control this variable 

offset) . The signal is then attenuated by a 12 bit multiplying DAC before being amplified further 

(gain 23.3). This arrangement gives an overall gain of 51 which can be digitally reduced by the 

multiplying DAC. The signal is then sampled using a switching network because of the short 

integration/reset times involved. Two integrators are used alternately, so that one can integrate 

for the full 75 IJseconds per pixel while the other is being read and reset. Finally, the signal is 

digitised to 12 bits (voltage range = °to 10 V). 

The variable gain and offset functions allow the output levels of each channel to be controlled so 

that the full dynamic range can be used and, in particular, the difference in the output counts 

between the 10.8 and 12.0 1Jm channels can be kept small enough for the data encoding scheme 

to work (see §3.7). The gain and offset levels are controlled by the (mis-named) autocalibration 

function or 'autocalloop' - a program which runs in the DEU. This 'autocalloop' reads the 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

temperatures of the on-board calibration targets and the output counts for 'snapshot' pixels 

viewing eaca target. The gain and offset values are then altered to produce pre-programmed, 

optimum count levels in each channel for the given target temperatures . The interval between 

updates is commandable from 256 scans (38.4 seconds) to 32768 scam (81.9 minutes). The 

'autocal loop' can be independently disabled for each channel, and the gains and offsets let 

by operator command. (Note, since there is no signal from the blackbodies at 1.6 pm and the 

two InSb detectors have very similar characteristics, the required gain of the 1.6 pm channel is 

related to the 3.7 pm channel gain and the offset is set to 100 counts by the 'autocalloop'). 

3.5 STIRLING CYCLE COOLER 

The FPA is cooled down to its operating temperature of ",,80 K by a Stirling cycle cooler . 

Though this cooler was specially developed for ATSR (by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory), 

it is based on the same design as that on which the ISAMS cooler is based. The cooler 

development programme, design and operating principles are described in Werrett et al. [1985] 

and Bradshaw et al. [1985]. 

The ATSR cooler uses a balanced head-to-head compressor (see figure 3.11) to reduce vibration 

of the FPA. The cooler operates at a frequency of 44 Hz and uses a working fluid of high purity 

helium at a mean pressure of 10 bar. Optimum performance occurs with the displacer leading 

the compressor by ""740 (Note, the phase difference between the displacer and compressor is • 

programmable for the ATSR cooler - altering this phase difference by 1800 allows the cooler 

to be run in reverse to heat up the FPA). 

COMPRESSION 

( DRIVE COIL 

~~~~~~ MAGNEi 

SPACE 

Figure 3.11: The head-to-head compressor {or the ATSR cooler {from Delderlield et 01., 1985}. 
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3. Tbe Along Thad Scanning Radiometer 

The cooler produces 0.5 W of cooling at an FPA temperature of 80 K for a total of 42 W 

input to the compressorjdisplacer and associated electronics. This power is dissipated as heat 

via local radiating surfaces and by conduction along an ammonia filled heatpipe to a radiator 

mounted on the side of the ERS-1 PEM. 

3.6 ON-BOARD CALIBRATION TARGETS 

The two on-board calibration targets were designed and built by the Mullard Space Science 

Laboratory of University College, London. One of these targets floats at the temperature of 

the fore-optics enclosure, while the other is heated with constant power. For redundancy both 

targets are identical and either may be nominated as the 'hot' blackbody (though only one 

target may be heated at anyone time). Three heating power levels are available - level 1 

(2.1 W), level 2 (3.9 W) and level 3 (5.0 W) . In addition, a high power boost heater is used to 

accelerate the heating during RUN-UP. The two targets are labelled according to their position 

within the instrument using spacecraft XYZ co-ordinates - ATSR is mounted on the -x panel 

ofthe spacecraft, so the blackbodies are designated as +XBB (nearest the instrument baseplate) 

and -XBB. The +XBB is normally selected as the hot blackbody. Since no additional optical 

components are required to view the blackbodies, the complete optical chain can be calibrated. 
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Figure 3.12: The ATSR oa-bossd cAlibration blad:body [from De1derfie1d et al., 1985]. 
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3. The Along Track Scanning Radiometer 

The blackbody cavity consists of a 140 m.m diameter cylinder with a conical base (see figure 

3.12) . The base and cylinder are made of aluminium specially treated by Martin Marietta 

to have a high surface emissivity. Measurements show this material (called Martin Marietta 

Enhanced Optical Black) to have a reflectivity of between 1% and 1.5% at the ATSR infrared 

wavelengths [Mason, et al., 1990]. The emissivity of the targets has been both measured and 

calculated [Mason, I., 1989] and the results are given in table 3.4. 

Table 3.4: OlJ-board calibraCiolJ bl.clbody enllssiricies. 

Channel 

la 3.71-'m 

2 10.81-'m 
3 12.0l-'m 

Emissivity 

0.9985 ± 0.0010 

0.9995 ± 0.0003 

0.9994 ± 0.0003 

Each target has six miniature platinum resistance thermometers (PRTs) mounted in the base 

with a further PRT mounted on the cylindrical shroud. These PRTs and their readout 

electronics have been given an end-to-end calibration against a 'transfer standard' (calibrated 

at the National Physical Laboratory, NPL) to an absolute accuracy of ±10 mK (3u). The 

telemetry counts from each PRT are converted to temperature using a separate quadratic 

conversion. These calibrations are not expected to be valid for the complete ERS-1 mission, 

due to long term drifts in the PRT resistances. However, investigations have shown that the 

calibrations should be maintained to better than 30 mK over 5 years [Mason, et al., 1990]. 

The cavity is thermally isolated from its surroundings to minimise thermal gradients across the 

base and achieve a high thermal stability. In addition, the base of the target is not heated 

directly. Measurements show residual temperature gradients across the blackbody base to be 

less than 20 mK at conditions of equilibrium. 

3.7 DATA ENCODING 

There are 958 data pixels each scan. A further 2 pixels, which were reserved for some analogue

to-digital converter calibration data (now redundant), are also transmitted giving a total of 960 

pixels per scan. ATSR has been allocated 32 bits per pixel, i.e . 1920 16-bit words per scan 

(150 msecs). These data are combined with a header (6 words), housekeeping data (68 words), 

synchronisation data (2 words) and the Microwave Sounder telemetry (16 words) to give a total 

data rate of 2.13 kbits per second for ATSR. 

The housekeeping data consist of 346 variables (counters, status flags, temperatures, currents, 

etc .) with each variable having a unique 3-digit identifier - called a TM .Z number. Variables 
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Table 3.5: Dala compression formals for ATSR. {Note, msb = mosl significalll bil) . 

TM.Z301 TM.Z302 TM.Z303 Compression Format 

0 - - 10 msbs of 12 bit 10.8 J.lm data, and 
10 msbs of 12 bit 12.0 J.lm data. 

1 - - 12 bit 10.8 J.lm data, and 

8 msbs of 9 bit 10.8 J.lm  12.0 J.lm difference. 

- 0 0 11 msbs of 12 bit 3.7 J.lm data. 

- 0 1 1 bit threshold flag (1.6 J.lm threshold va.lue in TM.Z320) , 
10 msbs of 12 bit 1.6 J.lm data 

if 1.6 J.lm data> TM.Z320 (flag set to 1), or 
10 msbs of 12 bit 3.7 J.lm data 

otherwise (flag set to 0). 

- 0 2 11 msbs of 12 bit 1.6 J.lm data. 

- 0 4 11 msbs of 12 bit 3.7 J.lm data (odd pixels). 
11 msbs of 12 bit 1.6 J.lm data (even pixels). 

- 1 0 9 bit mantissa, 2 bit exponent 3.7 J.lm data. 

- 1 1 1 bit threshold flag (1.6 J.lm threshold value in TM.Z320), 

9 bit mantissa, 2 bit exponent 1.6 J.lm data 
if 1.6 J.lm data> TM.Z320 (flag set to 1), or 

9 bit m antissa, 2 bit exponent 3.7 J.lm data 
otherwise (flag set to 0). 

- 1 2 9 bit mantissa, 2 bit exponent 1.6 J.lm data. 

- 1 4 9 bit mantissa, 2 bit exponent 3.7 J.lm data (odd pixels), 

9 bit mantissa. 2 bit exponent 1.6 J.lm data (even pixels). 

\ 

\ 

that do not need to be updated each scan e.g. temperatures, are 'sub-commutated' over 8 scans, 

i.e. some words contain a different variable each scan for 8 scans before repeating a variable . 

Because of possible interference effects from the powerful radars on ER5-1, each pixel has a 

blanking pulse set if the SAR, scatterometer or RA is transmitting. The 48 data bits from 

the 4 channels are therefore compressed into the remaining 31 bits. The 10.8 and 12.0 p..m 

channel data occupy 20 bits, while 11 bits are assigned to either the 1.6 or 3.7 p..m data. The 

exact compression format depends on the values of certain TM.Z variables (see table 3.5). The 

'autocalloop' is used to ensure that the difference (in counts) between the 10.8 and 12.0 uti: 

channels is within the range 0 - 29 so that the difference option (TM.Z301 = 1) can be used. 

This scheme was devised by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. 

The difference option for the 10.8 and 12.0 uti: channels (TM.Z301 = 1) is normally used, giving 

full 12 bit resolution for the 10.8 J.lm data and effectively 11 bit resolution for the 12.0 J.lm data. 

The 1.6 uti: channel is used during the daytime part of the orbit to improve cloud detection, 

and the 3.7 J.lm channel is used at night to allow the use of 'triple window' S5T algorithms. 
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3.8 GROUND SEGMENT DATA PROCESSING 

ATSR data will be processed (along with data from other ERS-1 instruments) at the UK 

Processing and Archiving Facility (PAF) which is part of the Earth Observation Data Centre 

(EODC), located at RAE Farnborough. The ATSR data processing algorithms and quality 

assurance procedures were defined by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and provided to the 

UK PAP. (Other PAPs are located in France, Germany and Italy). 

The ATSR/M products generated by the UK PAF will include: 

1. raw count images, 

2. infrared brightness temperature images (1 kID X 1 kID resolution)' 

3. SST images (1 kID X 1 kID resolution)' 

4. precision average SST (to lat X to long resolution), 

5. microwave brightness temperature images, 

6. total water vapour content. 

The curved ATSR scans are straightened by projection onto a 1 kID X 1 kID grid, allowing 

the two views to be combined. This image rectification procedure includes corrections for the 

Earth's rotation, the Earth's oblateness, spacecraft orbit eccentricity, spacecraft yaw, pitch and 

roll, and 'yaw-steering' of the spacecraft . Cloud contaminated pixels are identified and flagged 

by a suite of complementary techniques before SSTs are calculated. 

The precision average SST is calculated by, firstly, binning pixels into 10 arcmin X 10 arcmin 

latitude/longitude cells. The radiances for each channel are then averaged over a1l the cloud-free 

pixels in each 10 arc.m.in cell. These radiances are converted into brightness temperatures, from 

which the SST for the cell is calculated (both single view and dual view algorithms are used) . 

The to latitude X to longitude SSTs are then calculated as the average of nine 10 arcmin cell 

SSTs. 

The SST algorithms used are of the linear form given by equation (2.17) and are optimised 

500N(S) and 500N(S)for three different latitude regions - 25°S to 25°N, 25°N(S) to to 

900N(S). (Further regional algorithms, e.g. Mediterranean, may be added later during the 

mission). The a, coefficients for each region were calculated by linear regression on simulated 

sea surface temperatures and satellite-measure.d brightness temperatures, calculated using an 

atmospheric transmission model for various atmospheric profiles [as per Barton et al., 1989J. 

Each region was characterised by ",60 atmospheric (radiosonde) profiles with five different sea 

surface temperatures per profile. Furthermore, the a, coefficients are airmass dependent (see 

§2.5) and were calculated for five bands across the 500 kID swath - 0 to ±50 kID, ±50 to 

±100 kID, ±100 to ±150 kID, ±150 to ±200 kID and ±200 to ±250 kID. 'Split window' and 

'triple window ' algorithms have been produced for both single view and dual view cases. 

Various quality assurance flags and parameters are produced at all stages of the processing 

scheme , e.g. instrument temperatures outside nominal range. number of cloud free pixels in a 
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10 arcmin cell, standard deviation of pixel SSTs in a 10 arcmin cell, difference in SST for a 

10 arcmin or to cell between single view and dual view algorithms. These parameters and flags 

are themselves processed to provide a confidence report on the quality of the data products. 

A description of the complete processing scheme may be found in Eccles et al. [1989]. 

3.9 MICROWAVE SOUNDER 

The Microwave Sounder was designed and built in France by the Centre de Recherches en 

Physique de l'Environment with funding from the French National Space Agency, CNES, 

The sounder senses radiation at 23.8 and 36.5 GHz. The 23.8 GHz signal is dominated by 

atmospheric thermal radiation from the 22.235 GHz molecular rotation line of water vapour (at 

this observing frequency the signal is relatively independent of the height distribution of the 

water vapour). The second channel lies outside the absorption line in an atmospheric window, 

allowing a correction to be made for radiation from the Earth's surface and/or liquid water. 

The radiometer uses a 60 em diameter offset-fed antenna to view the Earth in the nadir direction. 

The full-width half-power points of the main beam at 23.8 and 36,5 GHz are at 1.84 0 and 

1.200 respectively, corresponding to footprint diameters of 25.0 and 16.3 km on the Earth's 

surface. The receiver consists of two conventional Dicke radiometers. Calibration is achieved 

using an internal hot load and a sky horn. 
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CHAPTER 4
 

TEST OBJECTIVES AND REQUIREMENTS
 

4.1 INSTRUMENT PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 

This section reviews the main instrument performance requirements for ATSR to meet its 

principal scientific objectives stated in §lA. These are the main requirements affecting measured 

SST accuracy that could be tested during the Oxford tests. These requirements have been 

specifically calculated /re-worked for this thesis by myself, unless otherwise stated . 

4.1.1 Radiometric Accuracy 

One of the stated objectives of ATSR is to measure SST to an absolute accuracy of ±0.5 K 

(20') over a 50 km x 50 km area with up to 80% cloud cover [§lA]. (A 50 km x 50 km area 

corresponds to 2500 pixels in the nadir view and ..... ~~~ X 502 = 16i1 pixels in the forward view 

- 20% of which is 834 pixels ). 

The sea surface temperature, T" is calculated from ATSR measurements by linearly combining 

the brightness temperatures measured in each channel, Ti, i.e. 

T, = C1{) + L 
n 

«r., (4.1 ) 
i=1 

with the ai coefficients being derived using the 'semi-empirical' method from an atmospheric 

transmission model [§3.8], and where I:~=1 ai :: 1.0 [§2.5]. If ATSR introduces a bias, t:J.Ti , into 

the measured brightness temperature of each channel the resulting error in T, will be given by 

t:J.T, =L
n 

ait:J.Ti . (4 .2) 
i=1 

Such biases may be introduced, for example , by incorrectly measured spectral responses, 

systematic errors in the temperature measurement of the on-board blackbodies. temperature 

gradients across the on-board blackbodies or incorrect on-board blackbody ernissivities. If the 

biases are equal for each channel and given by t:J.Tbia, then 

(4.3) 
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Following the notation used in §2.5, the precision with which ATSR measures SST, r1SST, is 

given by 

(4.4 ) 

N~1 L~ [SST-ao - L~=l aiTi]' +L~=1(air1;)2 is the variance of the calculated 

surface temperatures (this is calculated assuming that the instrument introduces 

no biases, i.e. li.T, = 0) - equation (2.18) where, 

N is the number of sets of data points used in the regression analysis to calculate 

the a, coefficients, 

SST is the actual SST value used in the regression analysis, 

a; is the noise equivalent temperature in channel i, 

a alm	 is the error introduced by inadequacies in the atmospheric transmission model, 

e.g. due to inadequate knowledge of the spectral properties of various atmospheric 

constituents and their temperature and pressure dependencies (this is particularly 

the case for water vapour continuum absorption), and uncertainties in modelling 

the effects of aerosols, 

r1in.!	 is the error introduced by other instrumental effects not yet considered, such as 

changes in the bac.kground radiation incident on the detectors due to temperature 

changes in the instrument 's fore-optics, or drifts in the electronics/detector 

responses between calibrations. 

(Note, r1; is the quantity that is minimised in the regression analysis to derive the optimal ai 

coefficients [§2.5]). 

The magnitude of the maximum error in the calculated SST (to the 2r1 level) is therefore 

n 

!li.T.12<T = IL: a,li.T, I+ 2r1SST ~ Ili.T/>il.. ! + 2r1SST,	 (4.5 ) 
,=1 

where Ili.T.1 2<T should be :S 0.5 K. 

To achieve this accuracy with ATSR requires that the absolute error in the measured brightness 

temperature in each channel, li.T" be less than ±0.1 K, with the remainder of the error budget 

being comprised as follows: 

r1. = 0.13 K (Zeivody [1991b]),
 

r1atm = 0.13 K (author's estimate),
 

r1'n.t = 0.08 K (author's estimate) ,
 

= r1SST = 0.20 K. 

The value quoted above for r1. is typical for regionally developed algorithms using the 10.8 and 

12.0 uix: channels and both views. over a minimum of 834 pixels to reduce the radiometric noise , 

a. . The values for r1atm and r1in.! are estimates (made after various conversations with other 

members of the ATSR project team) of their contributions to the error budget. 
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Globally, SST varies from -271 to -309 K [e.g. Bottomley et al., 1990J. Atmospheric effects 

cause the brightness temperature at the top of the atmosphere to be, typically, less than the 

actual SST [§2.2]. At ATSR wavelengths and viewing angles, the extreme range of brightness 

temperatures at the top of the atmosphere for radiation from the sea surface in clear sky 

conditions covers -265 to -305 K. Therefore, this is the range over which ATSR should measure 

brightness temperatures to an accuracy, ATi , of better than ±0.1 K. 

4.1.2 Radiometric Noise 

The requirements for the radiometric noise, ai, are dictated by the objective to measure SST to 

a relative pixel to pixel accuracy of 0.5 K (2u) . The required NEAT values and signal-to-noise 

ratios, SIN, for each channel are given in Tinkler et al., [1985] and reproduced in table 4.1. 

These values are quoted for a scene brightness temperature of 270 K for the thermal infrared 

channels. The required 1.6 IJm channel SIN is quoted at t% albedo (where 100% albedo 

corresponds to the signal at the top of the atmosphere for nadir viewing, with the sun directly 

overhead and 100% Lambertian reflection) . 

Table 4.1: Performance requirements [or eio{;b cbannel [or a scene brightness 

temperature ot 270 K [from Tiniler et al., 1985). 

Channel Required NEA T per pixel Required SIN ratio 

lb 1.6IJID - 20 (with tro Albedo) 
la 3.7 IJID 0.08 K 227 

2 10.8 IJID 0.05 K 800 

3 12.0 IJID 0.05 K 800 

For a systematic bias , AT;, which is constant and does not vary around the scan, the relative 

pixel to pixel accuracy, USST, is given by equation (4.4), where a , is now calculated for single 

pixels not 50 kID x 50 kID areas. Using the same values as previously for Ual m and Uin,l then 

gives a requirement of a , == 0.20 K for single pixels. Note, however, that (4.4) is probably an 

overestimate of the relative pixel to pixel error, since a , is the error calculated over a range 

of different atmospheric profiles and the atmosphere is not expected to vary to such an extent 

over the horizontal scales involved here. 
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4.1.3 Instrument Temperatures 

According to the original ATSR design [e.g. Delderfield, 1985], adequate radiometric perfor

mance of the instrument requires that: 

1.	 the instrument fore-optics float between 243 K and 264 K, together with one calibration 

blackbody, 

2.	 the hot blackbody is heated to between 300 K and 312 K, 

3.	 the detectors are running at temperatures between 80 K and 90 K, 

4.	 the Stirling cycle cooler body is not running at temperatures greater than +30°C. 

These specifications are based on operating the on-board blackbodies at temperatures that 

straddle the 265 K to 305 K SST brightness temperature range [§4.1.1]; cooling the detectors 

to meet the NE~T requirements; and stopping thermal run-away in the Stirling cycle cooler. 

However, following some thermal analysis of the instrument, it became evident that warmer 

fore-optics temperatures would have to be tolerated (especially towards the end of the ERS-1 

mission) [Simpson, 1987]. 

4.1.4 Temperature Stabilities 

The paraboloid mirror surround and FPA baffle are 'visible' to the detectors, and must remain 

stable in temperature over a calibration period to avoid introducing drifts Ierrors into the 

measured radiances . Similarly the temperature of the detectors must also remain constant 

to avoid drifts in detector responsivity. Such temperature changes contribute to the error term 

ainlt in equation (4.4). 

Assuming a calibration period to be the time interval between the two views (approrimately 

2 minutes) and assigning an error budget of 0.02 K to each component produces the following 

stability requirements [Delderfield, 1985]: 

1.	 the on-board blackbodies shall not drift in temperature by more than 0.01 Kmin" ", 

2.	 the temperature of the paraboloid surround shall not change by more than 0.1 Kmin " ", 

3.	 the temperature of the FPA baffle shail not change by more than 0.4 Kmin"", 

4.	 the temperatures of the detectors shall not change by more than 0.03 Kmin " " . 

The temperature stability requirements for the paraboloid surround and FPA baffle were 

calculated assuming the fore-optics to be at the warm limit of the allowed range (264 K) while 

viewing the coldest sea surface scene brightness temperature (265 K). Since these temperatures 

are about equal, the maximum allowed temperature change , ~Tmaz, is given by 

0.02 
(4.6 )~Tmaz = 0' 
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where c is the surface emissivity (assumed = 1.0), and f is the fraction of radiation from the 

paraboloid surround or FPA baffle - a maximum of 8.0% and 2.6% respectively for the 12.0 uti: 

channel [§3.3]. 

4.1.5 FOV Co-registration 

The FOVs of the individual channels must be accurately co-aligned with respect to each other to 

permit accurate cloud clearing. No specific requirement was given as to the level of misalignment 

allowed. However, Delderfield et al. [1985] state the expected maximum offset for integrated 

FOVs to be "2
10th pixel between channels for a given pixel". This value included an allowance 

for possible differential channel-to-channel delays in the integrator pulses, with the detectors 

being "focussed on the field stop by the FPA so as not to give centroid errors of more than 

3
10th pixel" between !FOVs. This statement was made assuming that the !FOV of each channel 

would be a flat, 'top-hat' response - which turned out not to be the case. 

4.2 TEST OBJECTIVES 

The main objective of the test programme at Orlord was to ensure that ATSR met the 

performance requirements given in §4.1. In particular , to ensure that ATSR measured brightness 

temperature in each thermal infrared channel to an accuracy of better than ±0.1 K over the 

range 265 K to 305 K, over a range of environmental conditions. 

The test programme at Orlord covered FOV determination, radiometric calibration, thermal 

balance tests, thermal vacuum temperature cycling and orbital simulations. No polarisation 

or spectral response measurements were made at instrument level - these measurements were 

made at unit level on the FPA by the Meteorological Office [§3.3], and are reported in Stringer 

and Smith [1989]. The test objectives stated here have been taken from the ATSR test plan 

[Mason, G. 1989]. 

4.2.1 Field or View Determination 

1. To map out the !FOV of each of the four channels to an accuracy of better than /0 th of 

a pixel. 

2. To measure the co-alignment between the !FOVs of each channel. 

3. To	 determine whether any thermal distortion of the instrument's structure causes any 

misalignment or defocus in the fore-optics - and if so, by how much . 

4 .	 To determine whether outgassing (of principally water vapour) from the carbon-fibre 

structure of ATSR, when in vacuum , causes any misalignment or defocus in the fore

optics - and if so, by how much. 
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Objective 4. stated above required mapping out the ITOV of eac.h channel both in air and in 

vacuum. Originally this was thought to be feasible, however, the proposed method of mapping 

out the ITOVs could not be used in air. Therefore, linear capacitance transducers were attac.hed 

to the optical bench to measure any possible distortions due to outgassing during pump down 

and throughout the tests in vacuum. No significant distortions in the structure were observed, 

and this aspect of the tests will not be mentioned further. 

4.2.2 Radiometric Calibration 

1. To measure the linearity of eac.h of the thermal infrared channels (i.e. the 3.7, 10.8 and 

12.0 p.m channels}, 

2. To	 verify the on-board calibration procedure over the full range of external target 

temperatures. 

3. To verify	 that the different channels produce consistent results, i.e . that they eac.h give 

the same brightness temperature when viewing the same target. 

4. To determine and measure any scan dependent strays. 

5. To determine and measure any radiometric leaks . 

6. To measure any dependence of radiometric performance on instrument temperature 

(i.e. thermal loading). 

7. To	 determine any radiometric c.hange in the detectors' response as a function of FPA 

temperature. 

8. To	 determine any c.hange in radiometric performance with on-board blackbody power 

levels. 

Since ATSR is a self-calibrating radiometer these tests were not, strictly speaking, an absolute 

calibration of the instrument, but rather a verification of the on-board calibration procedures. 

The 1.6 p.m channel was not calibrated at Oxford, and will be calibrated in-flight using reflected 

solar radiation (probably over White Sands, New Mexico, USA). 
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4.2.3 Thermal Balance Tests 

1.	 To determine, experimentally, the steady-state temperatures of the ATSR instrument for 

known thermal environments, approximating those predicted in orbit, and to compare 

with the predictions of the thermal mathematical model (TMM). 

2. To determine the sensitivity of the instrument to variations in the thermal environment, 

and to compare with the predictions of the TMM. 

3. To	 determine the sensitivity of the instrument to variations in the power levels of the 

on-board blackbodies, and to compare with the predictions of the TMM. 

4.	 To verify that the instrument meets the thermal specifications necessary for adequate 

radiometric performance. 

5.	 To verify that the TMM correctly simulates the instrument in the test chamber, or to 

make any necessary changes to the TMM to achieve this. 

6. To	 measure the RUN- UP times for the instrument from STANDBY to NOMINAL for 

typical orbital thermal environments. 

4.2.4 Thermal Vacuum Tests 

1.	 To verify that ATSR can operate without equipment damage at the 'qualification' 

temperature limits as specified by ESA. 

2. To	 thermally cycle ATSR between these temperature extremes to identify any possible 

design or manufacture flaws in the instrument. 

4.2.5 Orbital Simulations 

1. To verify	 the instrument 's radiometric performance under simulated transient orbital 

thermal conditions . 

2. To	 measure the thermal stability of the instrument and its various subsystems under 

simulated transient orbital thermal conditions. In particular, monitor any temperature 

excursions of the on-board blackbodies, paraboloid mirror or cooler. 

The test facility does not (and was never intended to) include a solar simulator, so the orbital 

simulations could not simulate direct sunlight and entering/leaving eclipse, but only variations 

in the integrated thermal flux. 
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4.3 TEST REQUIREMENTS 

This section reviews the general test requirements and describes how the test plan was developed 

to meet the test objectives. More detailed test equipment requirements are given in chapter 5. 

4.3.1 General Requirements 

The tests required to meet the test objectives are listed below. 

•	 Map out the ITOVs at two different thermal environments . 

•	 Verify the on- board calibration in the centre of the nadir view for nominal instrument 

operating conditions and a nominal thermal environment. (The calibration should 

be verified over target temperatures covering all expected sea surface brightness 

temperatures [§4 .1.1] and some cloud top temperatures. A single-point low radiance 

measurement should also be included). 

•	 Investigate possible scan dependent strays by verifying the calibration at all points around 

both the forward and nadir views. 

•	 Investigate possible radiometric strays (at all points around both views) by holding 

the external calibration target(s) at a constant temperature and rapidly varying the 

background 'out-of-field' radiation. 

•	 Investigate possible dependence of radiometric performance on instrument temperature 

by verifying the calibration for various thermal environments. 

•	 Verify the calibration for an increased FPA temperature (i.e. lower cooler power) . 

•	 Verify the calibration for various on-board blackbody power levels. 

•	 Measure the instrument's steady-state temperatures for various thermal environments. 

•	 Measure the instrument's steady-state temperatures for various on-board blackbody 

power levels. 

•	 Measure the instrument RUN-UP times for typical orbital thermal environments. 

•	 Thermally cycle the instrument between its 'qualification' temperature limits following 

the prescribed thermal vacuum temperature cycle. 

•	 Simulate the expected transient orbital thermal environment and monitor the instru

ment's radiometric performance when viewing external calibration targets held at con

stant temperatures. 

•	 Measure the instrument's temperature response to a simulated transient orbital thermal 

environment. 

Together, these tests require a large vacuum tank situated in a clean-room; temperature control 
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panels to provide the correct thermal environment: precision calibration target(s) ; an infrared 

point source and collimating optics for the FOV measuremcrt s: electronics to control these 

various components; and computers to log and process the dat a 

The design of ATSR requires one of the on-board calibration targets to float at the temperature 

of the instrument 's fore-optics , The thermal balance of the instrument therefore affects its 

radiometric performance. As a result, the radiometric calibration of ATSR must be performed 

in the same thermal environment as ATSR expects to encounter in-flight , and the test facility 

must be capable of adequately simulating this thermal environment. In addition, the thermal 

environment must be changed rapidly enough to meet the requirements of the orbital simulation 

and thermal vacuum transients. 

Two external calibration targets are required to verify the on-board calibration procedures 

- one positioned in each of ATSR 's two views, with one target being held at a constant 

temperature while the other is cycled in temperature . These external targets should have 

better performance characteristics than the on-board targets. The temperature of the external 

targets must be variable over the range 240 K to 310 K - covering the expected sea surface 

brightness temperature range and some cloud top temperatures. In addition, one of the targets 

must be capable of being cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperatures for the low radiance 

measurements . Furthermore , the external targets must be capable of being positioned to any 

point around the ATSR scan cone . 

To determine the instrument's !FOVs, the image of an infrared point source must be mapped 

across ATSR's field stop . The size of this image has to be smaller than the field stop itself, and 

the infrared source has to be positioned at infinity to be imaged correctly by the instrument's 

paraboloid mirror onto the field stop. This can be achieved by positioning the point source 

at the focal point of a collimating mirror to produce a collimated beam of radiation. This 

collimated beam must overfill the instrument's paraboloid mirror so that diffraction at the 

paraboloid is not dominated by diffraction at the collimator, and to include all abberations 

caused by the paraboloid that contribute to the image shape. 

The temperatures of the external targets and thermal environment need to be measured , 

displayed and logged by computer. These data have to be combined with ATSR data to 

perform the calibrations, with the relevant software installed on a computer that has access to 

both data streams . 
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4.3.2 Test Plan 

Slippages in the ATSR development programme put considerable pressure on the time available 

for test and calibration at Oxford University. In particular, it was not possible to predict how 

much time would actually be available for testing, and, therefore, whether or not it would be 

possible to complete all the individual tests required to meet the stated test objectives. It was 

therefore decided to order the testa according to priority, and to complete as many tests at 

possible (in this order) in the time available. This approach required some real- time evaluation 

of the results from each test, to decide whether or not it had been performed satisfactorily and 

whether, as a result, any further tests were necessary. 

The radiometric calibration tests were given the highest priority, followed by the FOV 

determination. Moreover, the individual radiometric calibration tests were ordered in priority 

so that the most important tests would be performed first. These tests included a low radiance 

measurement where one of the external calibration targets would be cooled by liquid nitrogen . 

Concerns about thermal shocking of the target (and its fluid supply lines) fracturing a joint and 

therefore causing a leak, meant that this test was scheduled last. However, this measurement 

was viewed as an important test that would be performed, albeit last, even if time was short . 

The thermal balance tests to verify the TMM were combined with the radiometric calibration 

tests performed at various thermal environments and on-board blackbody power levels. The 

thermal vacuum tests were required to qualify the complete instrument for flight (most of the 

subsystems were subjected to their own thermal vacuum tests) . However, ATSR was to undergo 

thermal vacuum tests at payload level at ESTEC, so the Oxford thermal vacuum tests were 

given a low priority. The orbital simulations were given the lowest priority. 

However, the FOV test equipment could not be accommodated in the vacuum chamber at the 

same time as the radiometric calibration targets and their support structure. This support 

structure also supported the temperature panels simulating the heat loading from the Earth, 

which was required for the all the thermal tests. Furthermore, changing between these two 

assemblies was a major reconfiguration of the test equipment, requiring several days to complete. 

It was therefore decided to reconfigure the test equipment only once and to perform the FOV 

determination first, before reconfiguring the chamber for all the remaining tests. 

This process resulted in the test sequence as detailed in Mason, G. [1989], and reproduced in 

Appendix 1. This plan was closely followed throughout the test period . Testing continued 24 

hours a day over (nominally) three shifts, with informal test reviews being held daily and formal 

test reviews occurring about twice per week. As a result, all the tests were completed over an 

11 t week period - though only just. 
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CHAPTER 5
 

DESCRIPTION OF THE TEST FACILITY
 

5.1 CLEAN-ROOM AND VACUUM CHAMBER 

The clean-room was situated on the ground floor of the 'Atmospheric Physics Laboratory' . A 

filter bank. covering one wall of the room, produced a horizontal laminar air flow across the 

room .....hich was extracted through grills in the ceiling at the other side. The average velocity 

of the air flow was measured at 0.4 rns This design provided class 100 conditions at ther ". 

filter bank and class 10 ,000 at the far side (verified by particle monitors ). The floor area of 

the clean-room measured 6 m x 4.8 m. (This room was previously a computer terminal room 

and was converted into a clean-room for ATSR under the supervision of Bob Watkins, who also 

designed the vacuum system descri bed here ). 

The test chamber was a large cylindrical aluminium vacuum tank - 1.68 m in diameter and 

2.9 m long. The tank was aligned horizontally with its axis perpendicular to the air flow, and 

was sited near the filter bank. The tank consisted of a centre section (0.5 m long), which was 

fixed to the floor , and two 1.2 m long end-caps . The end-caps were mounted on wheels, but 

could be lifted off these wheels by jacks. Equi-spaced around the centre section were eight large 

ports for feedthrough flanges. The port positioned at the bottom was used to evacuate the 

tank Each end-cap had a single feedthrough flange, one of which had a small window mounted 

in it. A O.i5 m deep service duct ran from under the centre section to the plant room located 

in the basement . 

An 'Ed..... ards E2M40' rotary pump and 'EH500A' mechanical booster were used to evacuate 

the tank from atmospheric pressure to a crossover pressure of >- 2 x 10- 2 mbar , at which point 

a 'Cryostar 3500 ' cryopump took over. (Using this combination the crossover pressure was 

reached in 36 mins for an empty tank). The cryopump head was located beneath the tank 

in the service duct, and was isolated from the chamber evacuation port by a pneumatically 

operated . 12 inch diameter. gate valve. The cryopump compressor ..... as located in the plant 

room. An 'Enn2' rotary pump was used to rough out the cryopump. A 1/4 swing valve (also 

pneumatically operated ) isolated the mechanical booster / rot ary pump from the chamber. The 

mechanical booster was sit ed beneath the tank and was backed by the rotary pump, which was 

mounted in the plant room . Backstreaming of oil vapour from the booster / rot ary pumps into 
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5. Description of the Test Facility 

the chamber, at low chamber pressures , was minimised by maintaining a positive gas load with 

a dry nitrogen bleed above the booster. An air compressor , also located in the plant room , 

provided the compressed air (at pressures of 6 and 3.5 bar) for the pneumatic valves . The 

evacuated tank could either be let up to air or filled with dry nitrogen (boil off from a large 

liquid nitrogen, L1'2, container) . This vacuum system is shown schematically in figure 5.1. 

Additional cryopumping of the chamber was provided by a LN2 cold finger, which consisted 

of 3.2 m of 1/2 inch diameter, stainless steel, flexible hose. LN2 was fed to the cold finger 

automatically from a phase separator located under the vacuum tank. The cold finger helped 

to reduce the partial pressure of water vapour in the chamber. 

Tank pressure was monitored by a Pirani gauge (range 100 - 10- 3 mbar ) and a Penning gauge 

(range 10-2 - 10- 7 mbar} . In addition, a 'Spectramass Dataquad' residual gas analyser (RGA) 

was used to measure the partial pressure of gases of different atomic masses (range 1 - 200 

amu) in the chamber. The RGA also gave a measure of total pressure. A second Pirani gauge 

monitored the pressure in the roughing line between the mechanical booster and the rotary 

pump. 

The pumps and valves were controlled from a panel in the control room, which was adjacent 

to the clean-room. Pressure displays and the residual gas analyser controller / display were also 

located in the control room. 

During ATSR testing, pressures of less than 1 x 10- 7 mbar were achieved with the instrument 

and all the test equipment in the tank. The main gas load was observed, using the RGA, to 

be water vapour. The RGA also showed the presence of helium (which is not pumped by the 

cryopump) and low levels of unidentified hydrocarbons (cracking pattern peaks at 39 ,41,43, 

55 , 56 and 57 amu - the ratio of these peaks suggested these hydrocarbons were polymeric 

plastics rather than oils) . Long term molecular contamination was monitored using two witness 

mirrors placed in holders fixed in the instrument and a calcium fluoride window installed in the 

chamber. The analysis of these was performed by the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory and 

showed contamination levels to be low [Knight, 1990]. 

(Note, there was insufficient space available in the vacuum chamber to accommodate the 

complete instrument baseplate, i.e. the baseplate onto which both ATSR and the Microwave 

Sounder are mounted , so the structural model baseplate was cut-down in size and used for the 

tests at Oxford University. This cut-down baseplate was made from the same materials and 

coated with the same surface finishes as the flight model baseplate . ATSR, mounted on this 

cut-down baseplate, was aligned in the tank such that the axis of the instrument's scan cone 

and the vacuum tank axis were collinear). 
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5.2 THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

As outlined in §4.3.1, the thermal environment provided in the test chamber had to accurately 

simulate the expected orbital thermal environment to ensure that the on-board blackbodies 

were at the correct temperatures for the radiometric calibration tests. This section describes 

the configuration of the thermal panels used, their required temperatures, the refrigeration 

circuits used to achieve these temperatures and how the panel temperatures were monitored. 

5.2.1 Thermal Panels 

The ATSRjM baseplate is bolted onto the PEM top-plate of ERS-l. Sun-shields on the 

spacecraft will shade ATSR from direct sunlight, though reflections from other parts of the 

spacecraft (particularly the support struts for the AM] antennas) will cause ATSR to be exposed 

to some solar radiation . ATSR will also be exposed to thermal infrared radiation emitted by the 

rest of the spacecraft and will therefore be in a complex thermal environment that is difficult, 

if not impossible , to simulate exactly. The test chamber therefore provided a much simpler 

thermal environment that was an adequate approximation to orbital conditions and which 

was simple to model and analyse . This consisted of three separate components at different 

temperatures . 

To simulate the connections to the spacecraft the cut-down baseplate was bolted onto a so

called 'PEM simulator' via 22 links of the same thermal conductance as used between the flight 

model instrument baseplate and PEM top-plate. (Two further conductive links between the 

baseplate and PEM simulator did not line up due to a drawing error). The PEM simulator 

was covered with a single layer of aluminised kapton to provide the same thermal finish as the 

ERS-1 PEM top-plate, and was maintained at the predicted PEM top-plate temperatures. 

Radiation from the Earth was simulated using a so-called 'earth-shine plate ' . This structure 

also supported the external calibration targets which had to be rotated around the instrument 

scan cone. The earth-shine plate assembly was therefore mounted on rollers and aligned so that 

it rotated around the central axis of the vacuum chamber. The assembly consisted of six kite 

shaped panels angled at 23.4 5° (the instrument 's nominal scan cone half-angle) towards the 

chamber axis, the two external calibration targe~s, a large ring gear (216 teeth , 1296 mID pitch 

diameter) and the necessary support framework . This whole assembly weighed over 0.25 tonnes . 

The external targets were mounted diagonally opposite each other, behind elliptical apertures in 

two of the panels. A 'drum baffle' maintained at the same temperature as the earth-shine plate 

ensured that ATSR viewed a cavity of uniform temperature , and did not 'see ' the inside of the 

chamber or the ring gear at room temperature. This drum baffle consisted of a cylindrical strip 

of diameter 1090 mm and width 165 rom, vacuum brazed along one edge onto a fiat support 

panel containing a large cutout. 

The remaining four sides of ATSR (designated as +Z, -X , + Y and -Yin spacecraft 
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coordinates) were surrounded by a 'cold boz ' , which provided a uniform temperature 

environment around most of the instrument. The temperature of this cold box was selected , 

using a thermal model, such that the resulting temperature distribution of the instrument in 

the chamber was as close as possible to that predicted in orbit. 

Figure 5.2 shows the various elements of the thermal environment. The test set-up for the 

radiometric and thermal tests , with ATSR surrounded by the temperature panels, is shown in 

figure 5.3. Figure 5.4 shows the earth-shine plate assembly and drum baffle as viewed from the 

ATSR scan mirror position. 

All the panels were made from 1 mm thick copper sheets coated with '3M Neztel 2010' black 

paint . The spectral emissivity of this paint has been measured by the National Physical 

Laboratory [Mason , 1988]. These measurements show the paint to have a total emissivity 

of 0.96. The heat loading on the panels from the inside of the chamber and support structure 

at room temperature was reduced by covering the backs of the panels in MLl (six layers of 

aluminised mylar and 'Dacron ' netting) and by using low thermal conductivity, glass-fibre 

supports . The temperature of the panels was controlled by circulating a cooled non-expendable 

refrigerant through stainless steel pipes (1 /2 inch outside diameter) attached to the back of the 

panels. These fluid pipes were vacuum brazed onto the copper panels, at > 1000°C, to ensure 

a good thermal contact which would not fracture when cooled rapidly. The cooling circuits are 

described in §5.2 .3. 

A 'McLennan M093-FD-8011' stepper motor (400 steps per revolution) was used to rotate the 

earth-shine plate assembly. The earth-shine plate ring gear was driven by a 20-tooth drive 

cog, which was itself driven through a 1:90 gearing mechanism by the motor. The relationship 

between the number of stepper motor steps and rotation angle of the earth-shine plate was 

therefore given by, 

1080 steps = 10. (5 .1) 

(Backlash of 300 steps was observed between the ring gear and drive cog). The zero/home 

position of the earth-shine plate was defined as the position in which the external targets were 

centred in the instrument's nadir and forward views. To verify the calibration at all points 

around the nadir view, the earth-shine plate had to rotate by ±49.86° around this zero position 

[§3.2]. Limit switches positioned at ±50° (±54',000 steps) were used as end-stops to limit the 

earth-shine plate's rotation. For redundancy, these limit switches consisted of pairs of opto

switches wired in parallel. A further opto-switch marked the home position. The direction of 

positive rotation of the earth-shine plate was clockwise as viewed from the control room. 

The McLennan motor controller, located in the control room, allowed the motor to be operated 

either manually or via an IEEE 488 interface from a computer . (Note , the blue button on the 

controller facia rotated the earth-shine plate in the negative direction, and the yellow button 

in the positive direction). 
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Figure 5.4 : Rotating earth-shine plale and drum baffle , 

as viewed from the ATSR scan mirror position . 
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5.2.2	 Required Panel Temperatures 

The thermal and optical properties of the instrument's surfaces will degrade while in orbit. 

causing them to absorb more radiation, become warmer and change the instrument's thermal 

balance. The instrument is therefore designed to operate under two extreme temperature 

environments - one representing cold beginning of life (BOL) conditions with a summer solstice 

solar flux and BOL surface properties, and the other, hot end of life (EOL) conditions with 

a winter solstice solar flux and EOL surface properties. The environmental parameters used 

for these two steady-state design cases for ERS-1 are given in table 5.1. (The Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory was responsible for the thermal design of ATSR, described in Simpson 

[1987} and Peskett [1989a}. Earth-shine and solar heat fluxes incident on the instrument were 

calculated using ESA's 'VWHEAT ' suite of programs. These heat fluxes were used as input 

to the instrument thermal model, written using the corrunercial 'THETA' thermal analysis 

software package). 

Table 5.1 : Parameters for BOL and EOL thermal design cases for ERS-l [from Simpson, 1987). 

I Cold	 BOL Case IHot EOL Case 

Solar coustaat (Wm- 2 ) 1326 1418 

Solar declination ang le (=) +23.44 -23 .44 

Earth albedo 0.2 0 .4 

Earth-shine (Wm - 2) 189 261 

Sub-solar earth temperature (K ) 268.0 289.3 

Dark-side earth temperature (K ) I 238.9 260 .3 

These parameters were used to calculate the earth-shine plate temperatures, Tu p , required 

to simulate the BOL and EOL heat fluxes from the Earth. Assuming the earth-shine plate 

emissivity to be 1.0 (a valid assumpt ion when allowing for multiple reflections , though the 

actual value was 0.96), Tu p was calculated from 

4	 7l' Rk (5.2)I7T.,p = E + of 47l'(RE + h)2 ' 

where	 17 is the Stefan-Boltzmann const anr e, 5.67 X 10-8 Wm- 2l\ - 4 , 

E is the earth-shine in \\"m -2 . 

Q is the earth albedo , 

F is the solar constant in Wm- 2 , 

R£ is the Earth 's radius = 63il km . 

h is the orbit height = iii km. 

This resulted in earth-shine plate temperatures of 256 K and 285 K for the BOL and EOL 

design cases respectively. (The drum baffle was maintained at the same temperature as the 

earth-shine plate ). 
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The PEM simulator temperatures were taken from the most recent thermal model results .
 

(Though ATSR was designed to be conductively isolated from the PEM, there is some heat \
 

flow across this interface. The best predictor of the PEM top-plate temperature in orbit was
 

therefore taken to be the ATSR thermal model , which allowed this temperature to float while
 

fixing the internal PEM temperature to the values predicted by Fokker ). These results gave
 

PEM simulator temperatures of 277 K (BOL) and 289 K (EOL) [Peskett, 1989a].
 

To calculate the required cold box temperatures, a new thermal model representing ATSR
 

in the test chamber surrounded by the environment panels was constructed. A geometrical
 

representation of the thermal panels was combined with the ATSR external geometrical model
 

to calculate the radiative couplings between the instrument and the test environment . (The
 

geometrical model of the test environment is included as Appendix IV). These couplings
 

were calculated as diffuse view factors (reflection from Nextel 2010 paint is almost entirely
 

Lambert ian [Mason, 1988]) using 'VWHEAT', and replaced those couplings in the thermal
 

model between ATSR, the rest of ERS-1 and space . The incident earth-shine and solar heat
 

fluxes included in the model were removed. Radiative couplings from the internal ATSR surfaces
 

to Earth were transferred to the earth-shine plate . This work was done using the 'THETA'
 

software package at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory.
 

The new model contained a single node for each of the earth-shine plate, drum baffle and PEM
 

simulator, with the cold box being represented by four nodes (back , top, right side and left side).
 

The temperatures of the earth-shine plate, drum baffle and PEM simulator nodes were set to
 

the values given above, and the temperature of the cold box nodes altered until the resulting
 

instrument temperature distribution was as close as possible to that predicted in orbit. In
 

particular, close agreement (better than l°e) between the predicted temperatures of the on


board targets was aimed for. Table 5.2 shows the predicted temperatures for the on·board
 

targets for cold box temperatures of 225 K (BOL conditions) and 235 K (EOL conditions),
 

with the predicted orbital temperatures for comparison.
 

The required steady-state BOL and EOL panel temperatures are summarised in table 5.3.
 

Table 5.2: Comparison belw~n predicled on-board teiget temperalures [or orbilal
 

and test environment (chamber) conditions. (Model dala from Febru&1Y 1989).
 

Environment + 'XBB Temp (0C) -XBB Temp (Oe) 

BOL orbital (+XBB power level 1) 
BOL chamber (+XBB power level 1) 

+10,0 
+10.3 

-12.6 
-11.9 

BOL orbital (+XBB power level 2) 
BOL chamber (+XBB power level 2) I 

+26 .1 
...26.5 

-11.4 
-10.5 

EOL orbital (+XBB power level 1) 
EOL chamber (+XBB power level 1) 

+24 .5 
+24,0 

+5 ,2 
+4.9 

EOL orbital (+XBB power level 2) 
EOL chamber (+XBB power level 2) I 

+38,7 
+38.4 I 

+6.2 
+6,1 
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T..ble 5.3: Test chamber panel temperatures [or steady-state BOL and EOL conditions. 

Cold BOL Case Hot EOL Case 

Cold box temperature 

Earth-shine plate temperature 
PEM simulator temperature 

225 K 

256 K 

277 K 

235 K 

285 K 

289 K 

The panel temperatures required for the orbital simulations were calculated by Simon Peskett 

(RAL) for BOL thermal conditions . The earth-shine plate temperatures were calculated directly 

from the 'VWHEAT' transient analysis. 'VWHEAT' was used to calculate the earth-shine 

radiation , Ei(B), and solar and albedo radiation, Si(B), incident on each instnunent surface , i, 

for specified angles, B, around an orbit. For an Earth facing surface of area Ai, the required 

earth-shine plate temperatures were then given by 

T 4 (B) = EdB ) + Si(B) (5.3 )
(1 ~'P Ai' 

The cold box temperatures , Tcb(B), were also calculated from the 'VWHEAT' analysis. The 

sum of the heat fluxes incident on the instrument's +Z, -X, +1' and -1' faces were weighted by 

the sum of the steady-state BOL heat fluxes , Ei(ss) and Si(SS), and the cold box steady-state 

BOL temperature to obtain the transient cold box temperatures as follows, 

I:i(Ei((} ) + Si((})) 
(5.4 )

I:i (Ei(ss) + Si(SS)) . 

The 'VWHEAT' transient analysis was performed at 20 positions around the 100 minute orbit 

- corresponding to intervals of 5 minutes. Programmable temperature controllers were selected 

for the cold box and earth-shine plate to allow changing thermal environments to be simulated. 

However, these controllers were only capable of storing eight separate temperature segments 

[see §5.2.3]. The orbital thermal environment was therefore simulated by seven set-point 

temperatures, with a linear rate of change of temperature over the intervals between these 

set-points (one 10 minute and six 15 minute intervals) . 

The PEM top-plate temperature was not expected to vary greatly around an orbit, and since 

the temperature controller for the PEM simulator was not programmable , the PEM simulator 

was held at its steady-state BOL temperature for the orbital simulations . The required panel 

temperatures for the orbital simulations are given in table 5.4. 

Table 5.4 shows the largest rate of change of temperature for the earth-shine plate to be 

3 Kmin- 1 (255 K to 210 Kover 15 minutes) . This value was taken as the maximum required 

rate of change of temperature for the thermal environment. Table 5.4 also gives the coldest 

required temperature to be 210 K. 
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Table 5.4: Environment panel temperatures for simulation of transient orbital fluxes. 

I
Time (mins) 

0 
15 
30 
45 
60 
75 
90 

100 

Cold-box (K) 

210 
222 
235 
240 
230 
225 
215 
210 

Earth-shine Plate (K) 

253 
235 
260 
295 
255 
210 
243 
253 

PEM Simulator (K) 

277 
277 
277 
277 
277 
277 
277 
277 

The profile for the proposed thermal vacuum temperature cycles was taken from an ERS-l 

project document written by Dornier that specified environmental design and test requirements 

[Best , 1986] . These thermal vacuum tests were designed to stress the instrument to its 

'qualification' temperature limits , which are given in table 5.5. The prescribed temperature 

cycle for the instrument structure is shown in figure 5.5. 

Table 5.5 : Qualilication and acceptance temperature limits (in 0 C) for various ATSR subsystems. 

(Note, only the column relating to the infrared radiometer was relevant to the Oxford tests). 

Power I Infrared 
Radiometer 

I 

Infrared 

Elect ronics 

DEU Microwave 

Radiometer 

Qualification 

Off 

Min Switch-on 

On 

-50 
-45 
-45 

+50 

+35 

-50 
-45 
-45 

+65 

+55 

-50 
-50 
-50 

+ 70 

+55 

-50 
-45 
-30 

+70 

+50 

Acceptance 

Off 

Min Switch-on 

On 

-40 
-40 
-40 

+50 

+35 

-40 
-40 
-40 

+60 

+50 

-40 
-40 
-40 

+60 

+50 

-40 
-45 
-20 

+60 

+40 

The thermal environment must be capable of heating the instrument to its 'qualification' 

temperature when ATSR is unpowered. From table 5.5, the warmest required temperature 

for the thermal environment is therefore 323 K. The coldest required temperature , from table 

5.4, is 210 K. 
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Figure 5.5 : Thermal vacuum temperature cycles (to 'qualiJication' limits) , 

showing the required change in temperature [or the ATSR structure. 
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5.2.3 Refrigeration Circuits 

The temperature of the PEM simulator was controlled by circulating a cooled water /glycol 

mixture through the pipe on the underside of the panel. A commercial 'Conair Churchill 

02CTCVHP' chiller was used to cool the fluid and pump it around the circuit. Fine temperature 

control of the fluid was achieved with a 1 kW in-line heater controlled by a 'Eurotherm 820' 

three-term controller . The temperature of the fluid was monitored by a PRT, which was 

connected to the 'Eurotherm' controller. The required PEM simulator temperature was entered 

on the front panel of the controller, which was mounted in the front panel of the chiller. The 

chiller was located in the service duct running from the plant room to under the tank. Therefore, 

to gain access to the chiller and change the PEM simulator temperature, a floor panel in the 

clean-room had to be lifted. The controller was equipped with an RS232 interface to allow 

remote operation, but this feature was not used. 

The required temperat ures for the earth-shine plate/ drum baffle and cold box were much colder 

than for the PEM simulator. Specially designed heat exchangers (using LN2) were therefore 

used to cool the refrigerant for these panels . These heat exchangers were designed by Bob 

Watkins and Derek Cragg (RAL) , who modified an exist ing design for cooling the 'Long 'White 

Cell' spectroscopy facility at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. (The heat exchangers for 

the ATSR test facility were actually built before the 'Long White Cell' heat exchanger). 

A perfluorinated hydrocarbon (tradename ' Gal den HT100 ') developed by Montedison was 

chosen as the refrigerant for the heat exchangers. 'Galden HT100 ' is a non-toxic, non-flammable 

liquid, whose physical properties are given in table 5.6. This compound is a liquid over the 

complete temperature range required for the thermal environment, i.e. 210 K to 323 K . (For 

comparison, table 5.6 also gives the properties of 'Halon 2402', which was used as a refrigerant 

for the external calibration targets [§5.4 .2]) . 

Table 5.6 : Physical properties of 'Galden HTJOO' and 'Halon 2402' 

(data from manufacturers' data sheets). 

'Halon 2402 ' Property ! 'Galden HTI00 ' 

Boiling point (0C) 100 47 

Freezing point (0C) <-100 -110 

Molecular weight (amu) 415 260 

Density at 25°C (gem -3) 1.i8 2.16 

Vapour pressure at 25 ° C (m bar) 

Kinematic viscosity at 25°C (mm2s - 1 ) 
I 56 

0.80 

468 

0.0033 

Kinematic viscosity at -54 cC (mm 2s- 1 ) 8.30 -
Specific heat at 25°C (Jg- 1 °C- 1 ) 1.047 0.695 

Latent heat of vapourisation at boiling point (Jg- 1 ) 83.74 115.55 

Thermal conductivity at 25° C (Wcm- I ° C - I ) 0.0007 0.0005 

Surface tension at 25 °C (Kern-I ) 0.00015 
I 

0.00018 
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The 'Galden ' fluid was cooled by LN 2 using tube-in-tube cooling elements , as shown 

schematically in figure 5.6 . A central tube, containing boiling Li'2, was surrounded by a 

second tube through which the 'Galden' fluid was passed. For large temperature differences 

across the boundary wall, the heat transfer occurs in the so-called 'film boiling' regime where 

the inside of the boundary wall is insulated by a thin film of nitrogen vapour. In this regime the 

heat transfer rate remains relatively constant with temperature difference [Sauer and Ragsdell, 

1973]. 

Each heat exchanger consisted of four such elements arranged in parallel and connected to 

common supply and exhaust manifolds . The LN'2 level was therefore the same in each element. 

However, the height from the supply manifold to the start of the outer tube was not equal for 

each element, i.e. each element started cooling at a different LN 2 level. At low LN 2 levels only 

one element had a long enough outer tube for the 'Galden ' fluid to be cooled. The four elements 

had outer tube lengths of 590 mm, 490 mm , 490 mm and 440 rom. This design allowed for fine 

control at low LN' 2 levels. The fluid was pumped through the outer tube of each element in 

series. 

The t ube-in-t ube elements and supply / exhaust manifolds were enclosed in a vacuum vessel to 

reduce the heat load and LX2 consumption. The heat exchangers were sized to provide 5 kW of 

cooling at 225 K. To prevent the 'Galden' fluid from freezing in the heat exchangers, the fluid 

was pumped rapidly around each refrigeration circuit by a 'HMD TC15' seal-less, centrifugal 

pump. This pump provided pumping speeds of 3.0 kgs- I (equivalent to 1.7 IS-I for "Galden 

HT100' at 25°C, from table 5.6 ). The pump was positioned beneath the heat exchanger, which 

was located in the plant room. 

The LN 2 level in the heat exchangers was monitored by a capacitive level detector, and set using 

an 'Oxford Instruments' level controller which operated an 'Asco' cryogenic valve (solenoid 

operated) in the LN 2 supply line to the heat exchanger. In practice, these solenoid valves 

were found to leak, however, and the LN 2 flow rates were cont rolled by manual isolation 

valves positioned in series with the solenoid valves. This required considerable operator 

experience /monitoring and very fine adjustment of the isolation valves to obtain the required 

LX2 levels . The solenoid valves were kept open by setting the required LN 2 level on the level 

controllers to ..... 60%. (Normal operation required LX2 levels of 20% to 30%) . 

A drain valve was connected to the LN 2 supply manifold of each heat exchanger to allow the 

U, 2 to be rapidly drained in an emergency. (This facility was used several times during ATSR 

testing, e.g . during a total power cut and following a failure of one of the centrifugal pumps). 

The overall cooling power of each heat exchanger was controlled by setting the LN 2 level. 

Fine temperature control of the fluid was achieved with the use of 'Hedin ' 4.2 kW in-line 

heaters . These heaters were 1.2 m long and were located in the service duct. The heaters were 

controlled by 'Eurot herm 818P' programmable, three-term controllers which monitored the fluid 
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temperatures using type T thermocouples . The required earth-shine plate/drum baffle and cold 

box temperatures were entered on the controllers' front panels . (The controllers were equipped 

with RS232 interfaces , but these were not used for ATSR testing). These controllers allowed 

pre-programmed temperature profiles (consisting of up to eight segments) to be followed. This 

feature was used for the orbital simulations. The controllers were located in the control room. 

The basic layout of one refrigeration circuit is shown in figure 5.7 . 

The earth-shine plate and drum baffle cooling circuits were on the same refrigeration circuit, 

but were separated before entering the vacuum chamber. Manual ball valves allowed each 

cooling circuit to be isolated individually from outside the chamber. Inside the chamber, the 

earth-shine plate circuit was divided into six loops (one for each panel). The drum baffle circuit 

was divided into three loops - two around the cylindrical baffle and one around the support 

plate . A distribution manifold , mounted on the back panel of the cold box , divided the cold 

box circuit into six loops (two on each of the remaining panels) . Cooling of the back panel was 

provided by the distribution and return manifolds. The PE~1 simulator circuit consisted of a 

single cooling loop . 

The expected heat loading on the panels (calculated from the thermal model of ATSR in the 

chamber) was used to space the fluid pipes . The layout of the pipes was designed such that the 

pressure drops around each cooling loop in a given circuit were balanced. Outside the chamber, 

the refrigeration pipes , in-line heaters and centrifugal pumps were insulated using 19 rom thick 

'Armstrong AF / Armafiex' thermal insulation. 

These circuits used 26 'Cajon VCR' couplings (copper gasket seals) and 10 'Cefilac ' couplings 

(spring loaded, alumin.ium seals) inside the chamber. A further 8 'Cefilac ' couplings connected 

each supply and retum feedthrough to the refrigeration circuits outside the chamber. Each 

circuit could then be blanked off at one feedthrough and evacuated from the other feedthrough. 

This allowed each circuit to be thoroughly leak checked (using helium and an 'Edwards Spectron 

3000S' leak detector) before filling the circuit with its refrigeration fluid. However, each circuit 

had to be completely emptied of its fluid after breaking a coupling , before the reconnected 

circuit could be leak tested. To gain access to ATSR the cold box had to be disconnected from 

its supply f retum pipes - this happened several times during testing . The 'Galden' fluid was 

expelled from the pipes using a hot n.itrogen purge and , in desperation , compressed air (though 

this latter method was not recommended as it stressed the ex..isting couplings). No leaks of 

refrigerant occurred during the entire testing period . 
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5.2.4 Temperature Monitoring 

The temperature of the thermal environment inside the chamber was monitored using 'type T ' 

(copper I constantan) thermocouples attached to the rear of the temperature panels . These 

thermocouples were configured in batches of up to twelve measuring junctions together with 

one common reference junction, with the constantan (copper-nickel) wires connected together. 

The thermocouple voltage with respect to the reference junction, VT j C , was then measured. 

The temperature of the reference junction was measured with a PRT. This arrangement is 

shown schematically in figure 5.8. 

All the thermocouples were made from a single reel of kapton insulated, thermocouple wire 

(manufactured by 'Thermo-Electric') . The thermocouples were soldered onto thin , kapton

backed, copper pads, which were affixed to the thermal environment panels with double-sided 

adhesive tape. Insulating, kapton tape and then low emissivity. aluminium tape were used to 

cover the thermocouples. The first ",,100 mm of each thermocouple wire was thermally anchored 

to the environment panel to minimise any heat flow along the wires into the junction. 

The constantan wires from each batch of thermocouples were connected to a common constantan 

rail mounted on a small 'thermocouple connector board'. The copper wires were wire-wrapped 

and then soldered to copper pins (using cadmium-tin solder to minimise any induced thermo

EMFs). To minimise thermal gradients across the connector boards , which could produce 

differential thermo-EMFs, each board was mounted on a copper block with a thermally 

conductive gasket. These copper blocks were mounted on the environment panels , with the 

voltage signals transmitted to measurement electronics, located inside the chamber , along PTFE 

insulated ribbon cable (supplied by 'Gore-Tex' ). 

The temperature of the thermal environment was monitored by a total of 58 thermocouples 

and 4 PRTs. These were distributed as follows, 

cold box : 20 measuring junctions (plus 2 reference junctions ), 1 PRT , 

earth-shine plate: 14 measuring junctions (plus 2 reference junctions), 1 PRT, 

drum baffle : 12 measuring junctions (plus 1 reference junction) , 1 PRT, 

PE~1 simulator : 12 measuring junctions (plus 1 reference junction), 1 PRT . 

A further 36 type T thermocouples were used to monitor the temperature of ATSR. These 

were in addition to the in-flight instrument temperature sensors , which could not be used when 

the instrument was unpowered. These thermocouples were not provided by Oxford and were 

affixed to ATSR, using a thermal potting comp ound , before delivery to Oxford. However, 

their temperatures were measured using the same method as for the thermal environment 

thermocouples and were recorded as part of the environment data. 
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'Rosemount E712A' (Ro = 100 ll) PRTs were used to measure the temperature of the reference 

junctions. Each PRT was mounted in a 30 rum x 30 nun x 8 mm copper block using vacuum 

grease to achieve good thermal contact. The PRTs were wired in the standard 'four-wire' 

configuration, with the first ",100 mm of each wire thermally anchored around the perimeter of 

the copper block with varnish to reduce the heat flow down the wires into the platinum element. 

The reference junction(s) were affixed to the copper block as described above. 

The PRTs were calibrated, to an absolute accuracy of ±6 mK (lu), by John Cosier of the 

Clarendon Laboratory, who measured the PRT resistances, in vacuo, against a rhodium

iron resistance thermometer (traceable to a NPL standard) over the temperature range 60 K 

to 300 K. Measurements were made every "'10 K. Before being calibrated, the PRTs were 

thermally cycled (20 times) between LN 2 temperatures and +50°C to improve the stability of 

the resistance versus temperature relationship [see Besley and Kemp, 1983]. A least squares 

cubic fit was applied to the calibration data for each PRT, resulting in typical rms residual 

values of 0.05 K for temperatures above 120 K. The calibration coefficients are given in table 

5.7. A total of 10 PRTs were calibrated, from which 5 were selected for use. 

Table 5.7: Calibrat ion coefficients for thermal environment PRTs. 

TpRT(K) = bo + blRpRT + b2R~RT -r b3R~RT' RpRT in ll . 

PRT Number bo bl b2 b3 

2.2737 1.7284 X 10- 3 -1.9094 X 10-6 

2.2723 1.7301 X 10- 3 -1.8909 X 10-6 

2.2741 1.7248 X 10-3 -1.9015X 10-6 

2.2737 1.7255 X 10- 3 -1.9050X10- 6 

2.2739 1.7108 X 10- 3 -1.8484XlO-6 

2 .27~8 1.7266 X 10-3 -1.8788 X10-6 

2 .27~1 , 1.7134 X10-3 -1.8524 X 10-6 

2.273: 1.i253 X 10-3 -1.8990 X 10-6 

2.2716 11.7345X10
3 -1.9134 X10-6 

2.2724 1.7361 X10-3 -1.9294 X10-6 
< 

Comments 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

30 .331 

30.385 

30.361 

30.528 

30 .385 

30 .361 

30.362 

30 .376 

30.438 

30.382 

PRT for cold box 

Self-heating observed 
Not used 

PRT for earth-shine plate 

Self-heating observed 

Not used 
PRT for PEM simulator 

PRT for ATSR 

Self-heating observed 
PRT for Drum Baffle 

The temperature of the reference junction, given by TPRT, was converted to the equivalent 

voltage of the junction with respect to a reference junction at DoC, Vrtf. This was done using a 

cubic relation (equation (5.5)) obtained from a least squares fit to the standard reference table 

for type T thermocouples (BS 4937, part 5) . 

Frrr = -6 .3852 + 4.7824 X lO-3TpRT + i .8966 X 10-5T~RT - 4.1355 X 10-8T~RT' (5.5) 

This fit resulted in a rms residual of 0.0016 m V over the temperature range -200°C to + 100 "C. 

Figure 5.9 shows the relationship (from the standard reference table) between voltage (in mV) 
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The thermocouple voltage relative to a reference thermocouple at DoC, VT / Co ' c' was then given 

by 

(5.6)
 

where VT /C was the measured thermocouple voltage relative to the reference junction at 

temperature TpRT . VT / Co ' c (in mV) was converted into temperature , TT/C, (in K) using 

the relation [Boudry, 19i6] 

4776 .4 154.83 
TT/C = 511.44 + 13.364 X VT / Co' c - _,' (5.i)

21.861.,- VT/Cooc 7.8242 + VT / Co ' ' c 

which results in an error of less than 0.08 K over the temperature range -200 DC to +400 DC. 

The thermocouple voltages, 'VT / C , were converted into frequency signals using voltage-to

frequency converter (VFC) cards, which were designed by Jim Crawford for the ISAMS test 

facility. The VFC cards were located inside the chamber and transmitted the frequency signals 

throu gh an electrical feedthrough to an interface unit (a frequency counter designed and built 

by J im Williamson ), which sent digital signals to a computer for data logging and conversion 

to temperatures. 

The VFC cards were based around an 'AD650' device (a voltage-to-frequency converter) and 

a multiplexer . Each VFC card could accept up to 12 input signals in th e range -5 m V to 
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+5 mV (hence the grouping of thermocouples in batches of up to 12) . Two constant voltage 

sources were mounted on each "FC card to provide calibration signals of "- ±5 m V to allow the 

frequency signals to be converted back into voltages. These calibration voltages were measured 

to an accuracy of better than ±2 p,V to permit accurate conversions. 

A similar VFC card with a 1 rnA constant current source was used to measure the resistance 

of the PRTs . High precision resistors of 20 n (±0.004 n) and 160 n (±0.008 n) provided a 

two-point calibration for the resistance measurements. 

The estimated accuracy (10') for the temperature measurement of the thermal environment 

was ± 0.08 K for the PRTs and ± 0.7 K for the thermocouples. These values were based on an 

analysis of the complete signal chain . 

In addition to these temperature monitors for the thermal environment and ATSR, one 'type K ' 

(nickel-chromium/nickel-aluminium) thermocouple was required to measure the temperature 

of the hot globar used for the FOV determination [§5.3.1]. (The standard reference table for 

type K thermocouples, BS 439i part 4, covers the temperature range -270°C to +1370°C). 

Since one type K thermocouple was required for the optical bench, it was decided to monitor 

the temperature of all the optical bench components using type K thermocouples . A total of 

6 type K thermocouples were used . Each type K thermocouple was connected to an 'AD595' 

device (a thermocouple amplifier with cold junction compensation), which produced a linear, 

10 mVoC-l signal. This device was accurate to ±3°C. One VFC board was adapted to accept 

input signals of 0 V to 15 V for these thermocouples . When the optical bench was removed 

from the chamber and replaced with the earth-shine plate assembly, the type K thermocouples 

were used to monitor the temperature of the McLennan (earth-shine plate rotation) motor. 

It was important to know when the instrument (and the environment panels) returned to 

thermal equilibrium following a change in the temperature of the thermal environment. A 

definition of 'steady-state temperature ' for each of the cold box , earth-shine plate , drum 

baffle , PE~1 simulator and ATSR was therefore ad opted. The temperature readings from each 

individual sensor were averaged over a 30 minute period . The sensor was defined as being in 

steady-state if the average reading did not change by more than 0.5 K over five averaging periods 

(2t hours). Quasi-steady-state was defined as a change of between 0.5 K and 1.5 K over five 

averaging periods. When each of the 36 thermocouples monitoring ATSR was in steady-state , 

then ATSR was defined as being in steady-state . Similarly for the cold box , earth-shine plate , 

drum baffle and PE~1 simulator. This feature was found to be very useful during the testing . 
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5.3 OPTICAL TEST EQUIPMENT 

This section describes the optical test equipment used for the FOV determination, including 

the infrared point source (which was based around a ceramic globar) and the required globar 

temperatures. The scanning methods used to map out the instrument's !FOVs are also 

described . It should be noted that the optical test equipment could not be placed inside the 

vacuum chamber at the same time as the earth-shine plate assembly. 

5.3.1 Optical Bench 

The optical bench consisted of an infrared point source, an off-axis paraboloid mirror (focal 

length = 1021 rom, clear aperture diameter = 165 nun ) and an optical flat (clear aperture 

diameter = 219 rom) , all mounted on a rigid plinth . 

The mirrors were manufactured by 'Optical Surfaces ' and gold plated for high infrared 

reflectivity. The surface of the paraboloid was accurate to >' /4 and the optical flat to >. /10 

(at>. = 589 nm). The paraboloid was mounted in a 'Specac 56.302' two-axis, gimbal mount , 

equipped with micrometer screws for angle adjustment. The optical flat was mounted in an 

'Aerotech AOMI30-9M' two-axis, motor-driven , gimbal mount. This mount permitted rotation 

by the stepper motors of ±4° in both azimuth and elevation about a home position, or manual 

rotation of 360 0 in both axes if the clamping screws were released. An 'Aerotech Unidex XI' 

motion controller (with an IEEE 488 interface to allow remote operation from a computer) was 

used to control the stepper motors. This controller was fitted with 'Aerotech DYNACRON 

DM4000' microstepper translators to provide fine resolution of the stepper motor positioning . 

These were configured such that the relationship between number of steps and rotation angle 

about each axis was , 

1 step = 0.001 ar csecs . (5.8 ) 

(This was verified by measurements with a laser an d a .t ape measure ). 

The infrared point source consisted of a 70 utt: pinhole illuminated by an incandescent globar 

The pinhole (a standard component for electron microscopy, supplied by 'Agar Scientific ') was 

laser drilled in the centre of a 4 rom diameter molybdenum disc. The disc was coated with 

'Next el 2010' paint on one side - the side facing the collimator - to increase the emissivity. 

The diameter of the pinhole was verified by measurement with a travelling microscope. The 

molybdenum disc was mounted from the front of the infrared source so that it could be replaced 

without moving the source itself. The globar was supplied by Perkin-Elmer ('part number 137

0032') and could be operated at temperatures of up to ",,600 K in air and "", 1500 K in vacuum. 

The globar emissivity, eQlo,>. , was given by [P erkin- Elmer , 1987 ;, 

eQlo,>. = 0.3 for>' < 3. j /-lm, 

£9 10,>. = 0.9 for>' > 5.26 utu, (5 .9 ) 

with a linear change for 3.7 uit: < >. < 5.26 uti». 
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A shutter was positioned between the globar and the pinhole to allow background radiation 

to be removed . The shutter was operated by a rotenoid, which was arranged such that the 

shutter was closed when the rotenoid was energised. Opto-switches were used to indicate 

the open/closed state of the shutter. The globar was mounted on low thermal conductivity 

supports to minimise the heat loading on the source front plate. Also, the globar was wrapped 

in a platinum foil radiation shield with a small exit aperture, which had the effect of reducing 

the power required to heat the globar to a given temperature. The temperature of the globar 

was measured by a very fine wire , type K thermocouple affixed to the rear of the globar with 

a ceramic adhesive ('Autostic' manufactured by Carlton Brown and Partners). The globar was 

surrounded by a LN 2 cooled, nickel-plated, copper block which removed excess heat from the 

infrared source , and was designed to maintain the pinhole foil at room temperature. (When the 

optical bench was removed from the chamber and replaced by the earth-shine plate assembly, 

the LN 2 supply fretum hoses for this cooling block were used as a LN 2 cold finger to provide 

additional cryopumping , as described in §5.1). The voltage across and current through the 

globar were monitored and used to provide a constant power supply to the globar. However , the 

temperature of the globar was very sensitive to variations in the supply power, and temperature 

drifts were observed as a result. 

The globar and its supports were housed in a box, which was mounted on runners . Thumbwheels 

allowed the horizontal position and height of the source box (and hence the pinhole) to be 

adjusted. A small 12 V bulb could be inserted through a hole in the top of the source box to 

illuminate the pinhole from behind for alignment and focus adjustment purposes. 

The pinhole was positioned at the focal point of the paraboloid mirror to produce a collimated 

beam of radiation, which was then 'steered ' into the centre of the nadir aperture of ATSR by 

the optical fiat . The optical bench was aligned normal to the axis of the vacuum chamber, as 

shown in figure 5.10. Figure 5.11 shows the optical arrangement. 
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The motorised , gimbal mount for the optical flat was mounted on its side such that the elevation 

rotation axis was vertical and the azimuth rotation axis was horizontal . The x-axis of the 

Unidex motor controller was connected to the elevation axis motor , and the y-axis to the 

azimuth axis motor. Rotation about the x-azis therefore corresponded to angular deflections 

in the instrument's 'along track' direction, and about the y-axis to the 'across track' direction . 

Using the definitions given in §3.2 (figure 3.5), positive rotation about the x-axis corresponded 

to the negative along track direction and positive rotation about the y-axis to the negative 

across track direction. 

In this configuration the x-axis lay in (or at least parallel to) the plane of the mirror face with 

the mirror rotated by t x 66.373° = 33 .1865° from the y-axis - see figure 5.11. (Recall from 

§3.2, the ATSR scan cone half angle was measured to be 23.627°). Rotation about the x-axis 

therefore caused the collimated beam to be reflected by twice the angle of rotation. However , 

this was not true for rotation about the y-axis because the y-axis did not lie in (or parallel to) 

the plane of the mirror face . Figure 5.12 shows the situation for a small rotation of angle ¢ 

about the y-axis . The incident ray, I, is perpendicular to the y-axis and at () := 33 .1865° to the 

mirror normal , ON . After rotation ¢ about the y-axis, the mirror normal becomes ON', and 

the reflected ray is deflected by angle w from R to R'. From equation (5 .8) and figure 5.12, the 

angular deflection of the collimated beam per step was therefore 

x - axis : 1 step = -2 x 0.001 arcsecs , (5.10) 

y-axis : 1 step := -2 cos 2 33 .1865 ° x 0.001 = 1.4008 x 0.001 arcsecs . (5 .11) 

(This geometry was first explained by Peter Gray (RAL)) . 
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The size of	 the pinhole diameter was chosen such that the size of the geometrical image in 

the instrument's field stop was about 2
10th of the size of the field stop. The diameter of the 

geometrical image, dg , was 
70 x 540 

dg = 1021 = 37.0 uia, (5.12) 

which is 5.3% of the size of the field stop. Aberrations due to the optical bench caused the 

image to be slightly larger than this. The size of these aberrations (excluding diffraction) was 

measured to be < 10 um, with the optical bench in 'auto-co!limating ' mode [§5.3.2]. This 

corresponded to a maximum equivalent image size at the instrument's field stop of, 

(70 + 10) x 540 
dg+a b = 1021 =42.3 uixx . (5.13) 

However I the actual size of the image was larger than this because of diffraction effects and 

aberrations in the instrument 's optics . (The diffraction is limited by the finite size of either the 

collimating optics or the refocussing optics, whichever is the smaller - in this case the ATSR 

paraboloid). Levine [1987] states the actual size of the image to be given by, 

(5.14)
 

where"	 IS the diameter of the point spread function (assumed Gaussian) caused by 

the random errors due to mechanical imperfections in the optical surfaces, 

misalignment of optical elements, defocussing , residual design errors, et c., of the 

instrument's optics; " :::55 utt: [Gray, 1991], 

d1/f!~	 is the Airy diffraction diameter out to the 1/e2 level, and is given by [Levine, 

198;]' 

(5.15)
 

where	 f is the effective focal length (= 540 nun),
 

a is the radius of the aperture (= 53.1 nun) .
 

The image sizes calculated using (5 .14) and (5.15) are given in table 5.8. This table shows 

the image size was diffraction limited at 10.8 utt: and 12.0 utti, while optical aberrations in the 

instrument were the dominant factor at 1.6 uti: and 3.7 utti . (These calculations were performed 

after the !FOV measurements and suggest that a 100 Jlm diameter pinhole could have been 

used without significantly affecting the image size). 

Table 5.8: Diameter of pinhole image at the instrument's field stop. 

Channel 

Ib 1.6JlID 

l a 3.7 Jlrn 

2 10.8 Jlrn 

3 12.0 Jlm 

d1/f!~ (JlID) I (Spot Diam)40' (Jlrn) I % Of Field Stop Size 

14.65 

33.88 

98 .88 

109.87 

70 .91	 10.2I 
77 .21 I 11.1I 

120.80 I 17 .4 

129 .94	 18.7I 
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5.3.2 Alignment of the Optical Bench 

Alignment of the optical bench consisted of two parts: 

•	 alignment of the optical bench components relative to the instrument, 

•	 positioning the pinhole 'on-axis' and at the focal point of the collimator . 

The optical bench was aligned with respect to ATSR using an 'instrument simulator'. This 

simulator consisted of an aluminium plate with a laser mounted in a turntable at the equivalent 

position of the instrument scan mirror, and 1 m.m diameter apertures to define the directions of 

the the scan cone axis and centers of the nadir and forward views. The instrument simulator was 

bolted to the PEM simulator and placed in the chamber at the nominal instrument position. 

(The nominal instrument position was marked using location dowels and defined using the 

instnunent simulator to align the scan cone axis along the vacuum tank axis. The rotating 

earth-shine plate assembly was also aligned using this instrument simulator) . The optical 

bench was mounted in the chamber perpendicular to the vacuum tank axis, and the mirrors 

positioned using the following procedure. 

1.	 Point the laser in the direction of the centre of the nadir view. 

2.	 Rotate the optical flat mirror about its y-axis until the x-axis is vertical . 

3.	 Adjust the position of the optical fiat mirror until the laser beam strikes the centre of 

the mirror. 

4.	 Rotate the optical flat mirror about its x-axis until the laser beam also strikes the centre 

line of the collimator . 

5.	 Adjust the vertical position of the collimator until the laser beam strikes the centre of 

the collimator. 

6.	 Check that the reflection of the collimator is in the centre of the optical flat mirror when 

viewed from the position of the laser, so that the collimated beam of radiation from the 

infrared source will overfill the instrument's scan mirror . 

Scribe lines were marked on the rotating axel and stationary mount to indicate the correct angle 

for steering radiation into the instrument. (When ATSR was placed in the tank, the position of 

the mirrors was checked visually to ensure that the collimated beam did overfill the instrument 

scan mirror). 

Positioning the pinhole on-axis and at the focal point of the collimator required the optical 

bench to be set-up in 'aut o-collimat ing' mode , i.e . with the fiat mirror angled to reflect the 

collimated beam back on itself, and an optical alignment rig fixed in front of the pinhole. The 

alignment rig consisted of a spherical mirror . a pellicle beamsplitter , a graticule and an eyepiece. 

This set-up is shown in figure 5.13. 

Alignment of the pinhole on-axis and at the focal point of the collimator was an iterative 

process between adjusting the pinhole-to-collimator distance . However, once the pinhole had 

been positioned on-axis and the collimator and infrared source clamped in position , only the 
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Figure 5.13: Optical set-up for alignment and focus adjustment of the optical bench . 

focus adjustment was required. The optical bench was aligned by Peter Gray (RAL) to ensure 

that the pinhole was on-axis with respect to the collimator, using the following procedure. 

1.	 Cover the spherical mirror and illuminate the pinhole from behind. 

2.	 Rotate the optical fiat (using the Unidex controller) until the image of the pinhole is 

coincident with the pinhole . 

3. Visually check the image quality (using the pellicle beamsplitter and eyepiece). 

4.	 Manually adjust the micrometer screws on the collimator mount and/or the position 

thumbwheels on the infrared source. 

5.	 Repeat steps 2. to 4. until the arrangement that produces the least aberrations is found. 

This alignment process was performed after the preliminary test period (September 1988) and 

again just prior to the final testing . The first alignment showed significant coma to be present 

in the pinhole image. This was caused by the off-axis paraboloid not having been mounted 

correctly (being rotated by ""150 0 in its mount) . The mirror was then mounted correctly. 

The pinhole was positioned at the focal point of the collimator using the following procedure. 

The objective of this procedure was to make the pinhole and the image of the pinhole produced 

by the collimator coincident. This was done by placing an intermediate marker (the graticule) 

at the same distance from the collimator as the pinhole . 

1.	 Cover the off-axis paraboloid and illuminate the pinhole from behind. 

2.	 Adjust the graticule until it is coincident with the image of the pinhole . 

3.	 Keep the eyepiece focussed on the image of the pinhole, and move the graticule towards 

the beamsplit t er until the image of the graticule is coincident with the image of the 

pinhole . 
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4.	 The graticule and pinhole are now both the same distance from the spherical mirror, 

i .e. AB = F B, and therefore are both the same distance from the collimator, i.e. 

AD = FD. 

5.	 Cover the spherical mirror and remove the cover from the off-axis paraboloid. 

6.	 Move the source back /forth along the line of sight from the pinhole to the centre of the 

paraboloid mirror, until the image of the pinhole is coincident with the graticule. 

7.	 The pinhole is now at the focal point of the mirror. 

5.3.3 IFOV Scanning Methods 

The IFOYs of ATSR could be mapped out in two ways using the optical bench, - with 

and without the instrument scan mirror rotating. Both these methods required the analogue 

detector responses to be recorded. This was done by taking the signals from test points on the 

SCP boards (the particular test points used were immediately after the 2.2 gain stage of the 

SCP boards - see figure 3.10 ). These test points were accessible via the 'J08' test connector 

on the IEL:. 

1.	 ATSR scan mirror rotating. 

The image of the pinhole was scanned across the field stop in the 'along track' direction by 

rotation of the optical fiat mirror about its x-axis . At each image position, rotation of the 

instrument scan mirror caused the pinhole image to be scanned across the field stop in the 

'across track' direction. The detector response (before integration and digitisation) was then 

recorded by a digital storage oscilloscope (triggered by a pulse from the ATSR scan mirror 

encoder once per revolution) . For a 75 JJS pixel, the geometrical image of the pinhole just 

cleared itself every ....... 4 JJS . 

2.	 ATSR scan mirror stationary. 

The instrument scan mirror was positioned to view down the centre of the nadir view and, 

for safety, the rotation circuit disabled. The optical flat mirror was then used to map out 

the IFOYs in both 'along track ' and 'across track' directions. The analogue signal from the 

detectors was then recorded using a digital voltmeter at each image position. 

The first method proved to be unsuccessful because of a larger than erpected electrical RC 

time constant in the connection cables. This was due to a 100 kD protection resistor on the 

SCP boards and some capacitance in the leads. The effect of this was to smear out the trace 

on the oscilloscope from the expected i5 JJS wide 'top-hat I response, so that the response was 

....... 350 JJS wide with a rise time of r- 70 JJS. This method was first used during the preliminary 

test period (September 1988 ), when the smearing was wrongly attributed to optical aberrations 

(coma) in the pinhole image [~5 .3 .2 ]. It was not until the main test and calibration period that 

the correct cause of the smearing was identified. The test set-up then had to be reconfigured 

to map out the frOYs using the second method . 
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5.3.4 Required Globar Temperatures 

The thermal infrared signal reaching ATSR from the optical bench IS given by (neglecting 

background radiation reflected from the globar ), 

signal = r~u,>.t:glo,>.B(>', Tg1o)AOpin 

+ r~u,>.t: /oil,>.B(>., T/oidA(OIFOV - Opin) 

+ r~u,>.(1- t:/oil,>.)B(>.,Tbaclc)A(OIFOV - Opin) (5 .16 ) 

+ r Au,>.(1 - r Au,>.)B(>., Tpa,.ab)AOIFOV 

+ (1 - rAu .>.)B(>',TjladAOIFO\· , 

where rAu,>. is the reflectivity of gold at wavelength >., 

t: glo,>. is the emissivity of the globar at wavelength >. , 

t: joil ,>. is the emissivity of the pinhole foil at wavelength >. ,
 

B(>.,T) is the Planck function at wavelength>. and temperature T,
 

T g10 is the temperature of the glcbar ,
 

T j oil is the temperature of the pinhole foil ,
 

Tbaclc is the background temperature "'-296 K,
 

Tpa,.ab is the temperature of the paraboloid mirror,
 

T/1at is the temperature of the flat mirror,
 

A is the ATSR aperture area,
 
0 .695:1 -6 di

OIFOV ~ = 1.656 x 10 stera ans ,
 

Opin = " 1:;2~~7:1 = 3.692 x 10-9 steradians = 0.0022290IFOV .
 

If Tpa,.ab =T j 1at = Tbaclc :::::: 296 K, with the pinhole foil cooled and held at room temperature , 

T baclc, (5.16) can be reduced to, 

(5.17) 

where Tw m r	 is the equivalent scene brightness temperature for a blackbody filling the whole 

!FOV that would produce the same total radiance . 

The 1.6 uti: channel detects reflected solar radiation, and at this wavelength the signal from 

the pinhole is simply 

(5 .18) 

Figure 5.14 shows ATSR looking directly down in the nadir direction at solar radiation reflected 

from the Eart h 's surface . 
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ATSR
 

EARTH
 

Figure 5.14: ATSR nadir viewing of reBected solar radiation . 

Let Al be the area of ATSR's IrO\" on	 the Earth's surface, 

A 2 be the collecting area of ATSR , 

(for nadir viewing Al and A 2 are then parallel and the angle between their normals 

o be the Earth's albedo,
 

h be the orbit height (= 777 krn},
 

R,un be the solar radius (= 6.960 x 108 km},
 

R,un 10 ..",Ih be the sun to earth distance (= 1.49 6 X 1011 km ).
 

T,un be the solar temperature (= 5770 1\),
 

(}I\m be the local solar zenith angle at AI,
 
,.R'O,un be the solid angle subtended by the sun (= RJ '"0 ) , 

, .. " ,..... ,,. 
OIFO\' be ATSR's ITO\' (= ~), 

0..4, be the solid angle subtended by A 2 from Al (= ~) . 

The total solar irradiation , G,un, on area Al is (in Watts per unit wavelength), 

(5.19) 

The total reflected radiation (in \\" ~m-l ) is then, 

(5.20) 

and	 the reflected intensity, I, (or brightness) of radiation (in \\" ~m-Isr-I) is, 

J = oC ,un. (5.21) 
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The solar radiation reflected from AI and collected by A 2 (in Wpm-I) is therefore, 

signal = I cos BAl A~ DA~ 

(5.22 )=acosB,unB(>.,T,un) R;u::::artil AD1F o v . 

Equating (5 .18) and (5 .22) gives 

(5.23 ) 

In the infrared , the reflectance of gold, r Au,A' is 0.97 [Touloukian and DeWitt, 1970]. The 

values for £g!O,A are given in equation (5.9) [~5 .3 .1]. 

The globar temperature required to map out the 1.6 utt: channel ITOV was calculated from 

(5.23) for the sun overhead , B,un = OC, and an albedo of 0.15 (equivalent to B,un = 60" and 

Q = 0.3). The required globar temperatures for the thermal infrared channels were calculated 

using (5.1 i). A value of TlCe n = 310 .0 K was used for the 3.; pm channel. Using the same• 

value for the 10.8 utu and 12.0 utt: channels resulted in globar temperatures in excess of the 

maximum operating temperature of ....... 1500 K . The resulting values for T,cm. for these channels 

were therefore calculated with the globar at its maximum temperature. It was decided that 

these values were acceptable. Table 5.9 summarises the required globar temperatures, Tg 1o , and 

the corresponding equivalent scene temperatures , T,c.n e» 

Ta.ble 5.9: Required globes temperatures [or FOV determina.tion. 

Channel Tg10 (K) I r.i.: (K ) I Q 

Ib 1.6 utx: 1365 I - 0.15 

la 3.7 utt: 651 310.0 -

2 10.8 pm 1500 303.3 -
3 12.0 utt: 1500 302.0 - I 

These globar temperatures for the 1.6 uti: and 3.i .pm channels were found to produce sufficient 

detector signals . However, equations (5 .16) to (5 .18) make no allowance for diffraction at 

the pinhole, which reduces the amount of radiation from the globar that is accepted by the 

collimator. This effect is greatest in the long wavelength channels . As a result, the globar was 

run at temperatures up to 1650 K to produce large enough signals in the 10 .8 iux: and 12.0 utx: 

channels . Fortunately, the globar showed no signs of deterioration following operation at such 

high temperatures , though problems w ere experienced w ith the thermocouple attached to the 

globar . 
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5.4 EXTERN AL CALIBRATION' TARGETS 

The external calibration targets were designed and constructed by the U.K. Meteorological 

Office . This section lists the design requirements, describes the targets and their temperature 

measurement/control systems , and details how the emissivity of the targets was calculated (by 

myself). 

5.4.1 Requirement8 

The original des ign requirements for each external calibration target [from Tinkler, 1985] are 

given below . 

1.	 The emissivity of the target shall be greater than 0.999 for target temperatures between 

240 K and 310 K for wavelengths between 1 and 14 J.1m . 

2.	 Temperature gradients across the target are less than 0.02 K . 

3.	 Temperature fluctuations of the target are less than 0.02 K over an ATSR calibration 

cycle . 

4.	 The minimum area of the target that can be 'viewed' by ATSR must be an ellipse of 

25 cm major axis and 16 cm minor axis. 

5.	 The target is required to meet the above performance when mounted inside the Oxford 

ATSR calibration facility . 

6.	 The target temperature control and measurement system should interface with an IEEE 

bus. 

These requirements do not state the required accuracy for the temperature measurements nor 

the accuracy with which the emissivity must be known . From §4.1.1, for ATSR to meet its 

scientific objectives, it must be calibrated to an accuracy of better than ±0.1 K over the 

temperature range 265 K to 305 K . This 100 mK error budget for the on-board calibration 

targets consisted of three components (emissivity, temperature non-uniformity and temperature 

measurement accuracy), each of which was assigned a nominal error budget of ..... 35 m.K [Mason 

et al., 1990 ]. Ideally, the external targets should have better performance characteristics than 

the on- board targets . Therefore , the absolute accuracy of the temperature measurement of the 

external targets should be better than 35 mK, and any errors caused by the emissivity not 

being unity should also be less than 35 mK. Assuming the radiation reflected from the target 

to be constant, the limiting accuracy with which the emissivity must be known, ~! , is then 

given by, 

B(A.T-0 .035 ) 
1 -;-~! =	 (5.24)

BlA ,T ) 

where B (A, T ) is the Planck function at wavelength A and temperature T. For ATSR the most 
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stringent requirement is set by >. = 12.0 utx: and T = 305 K, which gives 

!:J.! = ±0.00046. (5.25 ) 

To meet requirements 2. and 3. above, the temperature must be measured to an accuracy of 

better than 20 mK. 

5.4.2 Description 

Each target consisted of a circular (250 mm diameter), aluminium alloy base, a 350 mm high, 

cylindrical baffle and a top-plate with an elliptical entrance aperture (236 mm major axis and 

160 nun minor axis ). Circularly symmetric grooves (15 0 half angle, 10 nun wide) were machined 

into the base. The baffle was tapered slightly - having a diameter of 252 nun at the base and 

240 mm at the aperture-plate. Both the baffle and aperture-plate were manufactured from 

5 mm thick copper. The base and inside of the baffle/aperture-plate were coated with '3M 

Nextel 101-CI0' black paint. The temperature of the target was controlled by circulating a 

fluid through the structured base and then around the baffle. The whole assembly was housed 

inside an aluminium support cylinder, which was attached to mounting rings on the rear of 

the earth-shine plate assembly. A cooled radiation shield was mounted beneath the base. This 

construction is shown in figure 5.15. 

The targets were delivered to Oxford with a 1 nun gap between the 250 mm diameter base and 

the 252 mm diameter baffle. The original target design included provision for sealing this gap 

and a MLI blanket to cover the base, neither of which were provided. The gap was sealed using 

aluminium adhesive tape coated with Nextel paint - not an ideal solution. In addition, the 

baffle was covered with a 11LI blanket to minimise possible thermal gradients. 
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Figure 5.15: External calibration target for ATSR. 
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The temperature of each target was measured using sa 'Rosemount £109' PRTs (R o = 100 0) 

- four mounted on the base, one positioned half-way along the baffle and one positioned on the 

aperture-plate. These PRTs were calibrated by the Meteorological Office, over the temperature 

range -20°C to +40°C, using a temperature bath and a resistance thermometer (traceable to 

a NPL standard). These data were used to calculate the resistance/temperature relationship 

for each PRT using the Calleridar- Van Dusen equation: 

TR =	 1 + Q [T _6(~ _ 1) (~) _ f3 (~ _ 1) (~) 3] (5.26)u,	 100 100 100 100' 

where	 T is the temperature in °C, 

RT is the resistance (in 0) at temperature TOC, 

Ro is the resistance (in 0) at DoC, measured for each PRT, 

d f	 ' R'o-R"Q al ul t hPRTwas c	 cae or eac usmg Q = R o(40 0-024t)' 

6 = 1.495 for 'Rosemount £109' PRTs (manufacturer's data), 

f3 = 0.11 for T < OCC or 0.0 for T> DoC. 

The Ro and Q ...·alues for each PRT are giv en in table 5.10. The maximum error in the conversion 

from resistance to temperature (over the calibration temperature range) was ±10m1\: [Mellor, 

1988]. 

Table 5.10: Ro and Q values for the external calibration target PRTs (PRT no.s 1 to 4 

were mounted in the base, no. 5 half-wa.v along the baffle and no. 6 on the aperture-plate). 

PRT Ro(0) Q 

Nadir view target: PRT1 99.967 

PRT2 99.948 

PRT3 99.995 

PRT4 99.980 

PRT5 99.856 

PRT6 99.808 

3.927X 10-3 

3.927X10- 3 

3.926X 10- 3 

3.927X 10- 3 

3.850x 10- 3 

3.850 X10- 3 

Forward view target: PRT1 99.948 

PRT2 100.003 

PRT3 100.043 

PRT4 99.934 

PRT5 100.038 

PRT6' I 99.981 

3.923 X 10- 3 

3.926 X 10- 3 

3.924 X10- 3 

3.927 X10- 3 

3.847X 10- 3 

3.845 X10- 3 

The temperature monitoring and control system for the targets was designed and built, under 

contract, for the Meteorological Office by Marconi Space Systems. The resistances of the 

PRTs were measured by a 'F'luke data aquisition system, based around a 'Fluke Helios 2289A' 

computer (which con v erted the data to temperatures). This system was mounted in an 

instrument rack which was located in the plant room. and was interfaced to a 'Hewlett Packard 

HP310' control computer, located in the control room. The PRT temperatures were displayed 
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on the HP computer, with the temperatures high.l..ighted if they were not stable to 0.01 Kmin- 1 

or better . 

The PRT temperatures were digitised by the HP computer to 20 m.K and transmitted to the 

Oxford Science Computer every 16 seconds [ § 5 . 5 ~ . The resulting accuracy in the temperature 

measurements was therefore given by v'10 2 + 102 = ±14 mK. (Note, this was not the noise level 

- the noise was dominated by the digitisation interval and was therefore ~ 20I v'i2 ~ 6 mK 

(ItT)). 

The refrigeration fluid used to cool the targets was 'Halon 2402' (the physical properties are 

given in table 5.6). The two targets were on independent refrigeration circuits . The temperature 

of the fluid for one target was controlled using a small, stand-alone, "Neslab LT-50DD' cooler, 

whose set-point temperature was adjusted manually using a dial . The fluid temperature in the 

other circuit was controlled by a large, purpose built refrigerator (dubbed the 'Marconi cooler') 

with a fine control , Peltier heat exchanger connecting the supply and return lines . The Marconi 

cooler and Peltier device were controlled by software in the HP computer, with the required 

target temperature being entered into the computer . The Neslab and Marconi coolers were 

located in the service corridor adjacent to the tank room, with the Peltier device located in a 

floor duct close to the chamber. Figure 5.16 shows this configuration . 

Originally, the Marconi cooler was to be used to control the temperature of the variable 

temperature target, while the Neslab cooler kept the fixed temperature target at 280 K . The 

Marconi cooler was therefore connected. initially, to the target mounted in the instrument's 

nadir view and the refrigeration lines were to be swapped over before and after calibrating ATSR 

around the forward view [test no. 11, Appendix I]. However, the performance of the Marconi 

cooler (in particular the control software) was very poor and the target took an excessive time 

to reach thennalstability at the required temperature . Therefore, during testing it was decided 

to use the Neslab cooler as the primary cooler and to swap over the refrigeration circuits only 

once . (Both coolers provided the same operating temperature range of 242 K to 310 K). 

In addition, the target mounted in the instrument's forward view had a secondary cooling loop 

around the target baffie for LN 2 cooling for the low radiance measurements. The three cooling 

loops used a total of 24 'Cajon VCR' couplings inside the chamber - none of which leaked. 

Both targets were also equipped with heaters for rapid warm-up, though these were not used. 
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Figure 5.16: Hardware configura lion [or lhe ex tetn sl calibralion rargers . 
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5.4.3 Emissivity 

The emissivity of the external targets was calculated using a mathematical model. The target 

was divided into a total of 21 surfaces as follows : 

• 13 annuli representing the base (corresponding to the 13 circular grooves), 

• 1 annulus representing the sealed gap , 

• 5 cylinders representing the baffle, 

• 1 surface for the aperture-plate , 

• 1 ellipse for the aperture itself. 

The effective emissivity of each surface is greater than the actual surface emissivity because 

of multiple reflections inside the target. Allowing for all multiple reflections, the effective 

emissivity, EefJ(i), of surface i is given by, 

(5.27) 

where c, is the surface emissivity of surface i, 

t: is the temperature of surface i ,
 

Ai is the area of surface i,
 

Bp., T) is the radiation emitted at wavelength>. by a surface at temperature T,
 

Fj - i is the 'view factor ' (also known as 'configuration factor ' or 'shape factor ') from
 

surface j to surface i , and represents the fraction of radiation leaving surface 

j which strikes surface i directly (assuming Lambert's law holds). Note, the 

reciprocity relation for view factors : 

(5.28) 

[See, for example, Siegel and Howell. 1981] . 

Not e, the summation is performed over all surfaces except the surface representing the elliptical 

aperture. 

This can be rearranged to give, 

B( \ T ·) - L (b i j - (1 .., E.-)Fi _ j ) ( ·)B(>. T)
"', , - Eel I J ,; , (5.29) 

Ei 
; 

(where bi j is the Kronecker delta function) or, if the target is isothermal, 

(5.30) 

Both equations (5 .29) and (5 .30) can be written III matrix notation and solved for EefJ(j) by 

matrix inversion . This requires the actual surface ernissivit ies and the view factors between all 

surfaces to be known. 
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The surface geometry in the blackbody model was chosen to allow simple calculation of the view 

factors between surfaces. The view factor FI - 2 from a circular disc of radius rl to a parallel , 

coaxial , circular disc of radius r2, separated by a distance h , is given by [e.g Siegel and Howell, 

1981J - see figure 5.1i, 

(5 .31) 

The view factors between annuli, between cylinders and from annuli to cylinders can be derived 

using (5.28) and (5.31) - see figure 5.1i. 

In the blackbody model , the target top-plate and ellipt ical aperture were combined to form a 

circular disc which was divided into many, narrow , concentric annuli. The view factors from 

each surface to these annuli were then calculated and weighted by the fractional area of each 

annulus falling within the ellipse (see Appendix V). The weighted view factors from each surface 

were summed together to calculate the view factor from that surface to the elliptical aperture. 

The effective emissivity of a grooved plate is greater than the material emissivity. This emissivity 

can be obtained using equation (5.2 i) by dividing the grooves into many surface elements and 

calculating the view factors between all these surface elements. For straight grooves, the view 

factors are calculated using the equations of Ha.m..ilton and Morgan [1952]. The view factors for 

circular grooves have been calculated by Tim Nightingale [Nightingale, 1988]. The emissivity 

of each groove was calculated for a range of material emissivities from 0.9 to 1.0 (in steps of 

0.005) using a program written by Tim Nightingale. The resulting emissivities were used as 

the surface ernissivit ies for the annuli in the model, from which the effective emissivity of each 

surface was calculated. 

The overall emissivity of the target, £BB , was calculated as the weighted mean of the effective 

emissivities of the surfaces representing the target base . The weighting used for each surface 

was the surface area, multiplied by the view factor to the aperture , multiplied by the fraction 

of the surface area visible when projected onto the aperture, i.e . 

(5 .32 ) 

where F,-app is the view factor from surface i to the elliptical aperture, 

U ', is the fraction of the surface area Ai that lies inside the elliptical aperture when 

projected ont o the aperture - see Appendix V. 
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of model results for external target emissivities. 

The emissivity of the external targets was also calculated by Zhang Zhimin, who developed 

a similar model [Zhang, 198i]. This model was based on straight, not circular, grooves, and 

divided the base and aperture-plate into rectangular surface elements (64 each), with the view 

factors being calculated numerically. A comparison between the results from the two models 

is shown in figure 5.18. This comparison gives good confidence in the validity of the model 

results. 

The blackbody model described thus far assumed that the grooves were perfect, i.e. that the 

tops and bottoms of the grooves were not rounded . In reality this w as not the case . The model 

accounted for this by assuming the tops and bottoms of the grooves to be flat. The emissivities 

of the surfaces representing the grooves were then weighted by the material emissivity and the 

fractional area assumed to be flat. Table 5.11 shows the results obtained from the model with 

perfect grooves and, also, assuming the width ofthe tops of the grooves to be 0.5 rom and the 

bottoms to be 1.0 nun . 

The targets were coated with 'Nextel 101-C10' black paint. The spectral emissivity of this 

paint has been measured by KPL [Clarke and Larkin , 1985 ) and is shown in figure 5.19 . Clarke 

and Larkin [1985; ascribe the dips in the emissivity curve at 9 pm and 22 pm to "Reststrahlen 

reflections in the silica ballit ini incorporated in the material". The spectral emissivity was 

weighted by the normalised ATSR spectral responses to calculate the emissivity of the paint for 

each channel. The response of the 10.8 pm channel overlaps slightly wit h the dip at 9 utxv . (The 

spectral response of the Nextel paint ..... as not investigated before the paint was selected ). The 
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5. Description of the Test Facility 

Table 5.11 : Model results for emissivity of external targets . 

M aterial External Calibration Target Emissivity, eB B 

Emissivity Perfect Grooves (No Flats) IFlats - 0.5mm at top , 1.0mm a.t bottom 

0.9970562 0.9963539 0.900 

0.905 0.9972231 0.9965578 

0.910 0.9973877 0.9967592 

0.915 0.9975500 0.9969581 

0.920 0.9977114 0.9971556 

0.925 0.9978681 0.99734~fi 

0.930 0.9980237 0.9975403 

0.935 0.9981776 0.9977300 

0.940 0.9983290 0.9979171 

0.945 0.9984788 0.9981021 

0.950 0.9986262 0.9982849 

0.955 0.9987719 0.9984 6:'4 

0.960 0.9989154 0.998643 8 

0.965 0 .9990572 0.9988202 

0.970 0.9991974 0.9989946 

0.975 0.9993356 0.9991672 

0.980 0.9994718 0.9993374 

0.985 0.9996062 0.9995059 

0.990 0.9997392 0.9996726 

0.995 0.9998703 0.99983 72 

1.000 1.0000000 1.0000000 
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Figure 5.19: Spectral emissivity of 3M Nextel 10J-CJO, {data from Clarke and Larkin, 1985}. 
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emissivity of the paint varies from batch to batch and with a variety of factors such as method 

of application, direction of spraying (if sprayed) and temperature and humidity conditions at 

the time of application. At ATSR wavelengths the typical variation in emissivity is ±0.01 

[Larkin, 1989]. The main source of error in the final blackbody emissivity is the uncertainty in 

the material emissivity [Zhang, 1987]. The emissivty of Nextel paint shows little temperature 

dependence over the range 77 K to 373 K [Stierwalt, 1966]. 

The final blackbody emissivity for each ATSR channel was then calculated, assuming the width 

of the tops and bottoms of the grooves to be 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm respectively, using the 

spectrally weighted emissivity of Nextel paint. The results are given in table 5.12, with the 

variation of target emissivity with material emissivity shown in figure 5.20. The resulting 

uncertainty in the target emissivity is less than the ±0.00046 requirement derived in §5.4.1. 

Table 5.12: Emissivi'y of Next el paint, ENulo l IOI-C10 (). ). 

i1IId the extertiel targets, EBB().), at ATSR wavelengths. 

Channel I ENnl<1 IOI-CIO().) 
I 

EBB(). )I ! 
l a 3.7 /lID 0.970 ±0.010 I 0.99899 ±0.00035 

0.955 ±0.010 0.99847 ±0.00036 

3 12.0/lID 

2 10.8/lffi 

0 .962 ±0.010 \ 0.99871 ±0.00037 
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Figure 5.20: Variation of ATSR ez tern ai tsrgei emissivily Vo'ilh material emissivi ty, 

also showing the emissivity at ATSR waveieng ths. (Data from table 5.11 ) . 
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5.5 COMPUTER HARD'\VARE 

The logging of environment data and control of various test equipment components was 

performed by the Oxford Science Computer (OSC) . Dave Corney was responsible for this aspect 

of the test facility. The real-time calibration software (written by myself) also ran on the OSC . 

The OSC was a 'Digital Equipment PDP 11/23' running the 'RSX 11M Plus (version 2.1)' 

operating system. It was equipped with a 10 Mbyte hard disc and two 'RX50' floppy disc 

drives. It was also equipped with an IEEE 488 interface . The OSC was connected to three 

terminals and a printer . 

The instrument was controlled by the electrical ground support equipment (EGSE), which 

was designed and built by MSSL . The EGSE was based around two PDP computers and was 

equipped with a 1600 bpi tape drive for data archiving. Instrument data were transferred to the 

OSC from the EGSE via a direct memory access (DMA) interface . (Spurious interrupts on this 

link caused several problems, initially. These were solved by earthing the DMA interrupt/assert 

line with a paper-clip) . The OSC accepted one instrument packet every second. The vacuum 

chamber pressure was monitored by the OSC (via the VFC cards), and a vacuum status word 

sent to the EGSE to allow the instrument to be shut down automatically in the possible event 

of a vacuum failure . 

The OSC was connected to the VFC card frequency counter via a RS232 line. The OSC was 

also connected to the Hewlett Packard external target controller, McLennan motor controller 

and Unidez motor controller via an IEEE 488 bus . This configuration is shown in figure 5.21. 
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Figure 5.21: Computer hardware configuration. 
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Environment monitoring and control was performed via the Data Logging and Display System 

(DLDS) written by Dave Corney. This software routinely gathered the following data: 

•	 VFC cards :
 

thermocouples monitoring thermal environment and ATSR,
 

PRTs monitoring thermal environment,
 

VFC card calibration voltages ,
 

VFC card calibration resistances,
 

globar shutter positions (from opto-switches ],
 

rotating earth-shine plate limit opto-switches.
 

vacuum chamber pressure,
 

•	 External calibration targets :
 

target temperatures (12 PRTs),
 

HP computer status word ,
 

•	 McLennan motor controller:
 

earth-shine plate angular position,
 

•	 ATSR: 

housekeeping data (one complete instrument packet header, plus all sub-commutated 

data for the next seven instrument packets), 

pixel dat a for the on-board targets (from one packet). 

These data (plus a time stamp) were archived every 16 seconds on a circular disc file. Since the 

OSC did not have a large hard disc or a tape drive, the archived data were routinely transferred 

to the department 's 'PDP 11/70' where daily tape back-ups (two copies) were made. DLDS 

converted all these data (including instrument parameters) from raw counts to temperatures, 

positions, etc. Various screen displays were available for the user to view all the above data . 

DLDS also allowed commands to be sent to the HP target controller to change the temperature 

of one of the targets; or to the McLennan motor controller to rotate the earth-shine plate 

assembly. (Provision was also made for DLDS to control the Unidex motor controller for the 

optical fiat mirror, but this was not used). 

The EGSE tape drive was used to save instrument pixel data when required (the housekeeping 

data were routinely archived by the OSC). Since a standard 40 Mbyte tape was filled in 25 

minutes, it was not possible (nor desirable) to record all the instrument data . No pixel data 

were required for the FOV determination , but ----5 minutes of data were recorded for each 

temperature plateau of the external calibration targets for each radiometric test. In addition, 

several tapes were recorded where 8 or 16 consecutive scans were archived every minute, for 

monitoring during thermal vacuum tests. A total of 86 tapes were recorded during the test 

and calibration period. These data , along with all data archived by the OSC, were later copied 

onto optical discs at the RAL Atmospheric Science Division VAXcluster, where most of the 
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post-calibration analysis was performed . 

The real time calibration software ran on the OSC to provide an immediate analysis of how 

accurately ATSR was measuring the temperature of the external targets. Data from the 

instrument and the environment were made available to this software by DLDS. The software 

was menu driven and used data files to initialise operational parameters, e.g. positions of the 

external targets in the instrument scan, target emissivities, number of pixels to be included in 

averages, which PRT temperatures to use, etc. This software also archived its internal variables 

(including the blackbody temperatures and the averaged pixel counts over each blackbody) each 

time it was run . 

In addition, the OSC was used to control the IFOV measurements . The OSC was connected 

to the Unidex motor controller and a Hewlett Packard digital voltmeter via the IEEE 488 

interface . The rotenoid shutter for the infrared source was controlled by a reed relay, which was 

connected to the OSC via a RS232 line . (This relay was originally controlled via the IEEE 488 

bus , but this configuration was thought to cause the Unidex controller to 'hang ') . A program 

running on the OSC then controlled the scanning of the mirror, operation of the shutter and 

data aquisit icn from the voltmeter. 
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CHAPTER 6
 

FOV DETERMINATION
 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The If'O'Vs were mapped out with the instrument scan mirror stationary using method 2 

outlined in §5.3.3. This method was used because of the problems encountered when attempting 

to map out the IFaVs with the instrument scan mirror rotating [§5.3.3]. This was a last minute 

change and meant that the experimental set -up was not fully tested before being used, which 

resulted in some problems. 

The gimbal mounted fiat mirror was used to scan the image of the pinhole across the field stop 

in two dimensions. For each mirror y-axis ( 'across track ' direction) position the mirror was 

scanned about its x-azis ('along track' direction). The rotenoid shutter was not designed to 

be operated frequently, so the x-axis was scanned in one direction with the shutter open and 

then in the reverse direction with the shutter closed. (Backlash was negligible in this system). 

Three voltmeter readings were taken at each mirror position . The !FaV signal at each mirror 

position was then taken as the difference between the averaged readings with the shutter open 

and closed . The scan pattern is shown in figure 6.1. 

The Unidex motor controller, reed relay to operate the rotenoid shutter and digital voltmeter 

for recording the detector signals were all initially controlled from the ase via an IEEE 488 

link. Spurious noise on the IEEE bus caused the Unidex to 'hang', resulting in the mirror 

position as read by the ase to be different from that indicated on the Unidex display. The 

reed relay was initially thought to contribute to this problem and was therefore altered to being 

controlled via an RS232 line, before being dispensed with completely and the shutter operated 

manually. Also, an isolation transformer was used to provide a clean power supply for the 

voltmeter and Unidex motor controller. However, none of these 'fixes ' provided a solution. The 

cause of the problem was never established, though it was generally worse during the day, when 

electrical activity in the Department was greatest, than at night. 

There was no measurement of the absolute position of the optical fiat mirror and the only 

indication of its position was the stepper motor counts . Therefore, each time this problem 

occurred the !FaV scanning program had to be stopped , the mirror (manually) commanded 

back to the zero position as displayed on the Unidex controller and the Unidex controller reset 
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Figure 6.1 : IFOV scan pattern. 

by powering it off and on again. (As a precaution, the voltmeter was also reset). The !FOV 

scanning program was then restarted, starting from the scan line before which the problem 

occurred . This procedure was prone to operator error and the mirror was twice returned to the 

incorrect zero position. (In one case the measurements made prior to the error were repeated, 

and in the other, a correction was applied during the processing) . It was also important to 

recognise quickly when the problem occurred, so as to minimise the amount of time wasted . 

The !FOV scanning program therefore paused at the end of each x-axis scan, awaiting an 

acknowledgement from the operator before continuing. The operator checked that the scan 

had been performed correctly and also operated the rotenoid shutter. A calibration scan in the 

x-azis was made at a central y-axis position each time the program was restarted and again 

when a complete !FOV scan was completed . These calibration scans were used to correct for 

any drift in the temperature of the globar . 

The ITO\' of each channel was mapped out individually. The globar temperature for each 

channel was set by adjusting the power level on the power supply until the globar temperature 

(as measured by the fine wire thermocouple) stabilised close to the required value given in table 

5.9 [§5.3.4 ]. (After adjusting the power level to the required value no measurements were taken 

for about 30 minutes to allow the temperature of the complete infrared source to stabilise). 
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6. FOV Determination 

The globar had to be operated at temperatures greater than those given in table 5.9 (up to 

1650 K ) for the 10.8 uti: and 12.0 uti: channels to obtain adequate signal-to-noise ratios. The 

globar temperature was altered slowly to avoid rapid thermal shocks - especially when cooling 

down . Failure to do this properly allowed the globar to cool too rapidly and caused the globar 

thermocouple to fail at one point. Following this malfunction, the thermocouple only worked 

at temperatures above ...... 1200 K and the temperature readings were no longer as steady, and 

regarded as unreliable . 

The ITOV of each channel was mapped out with the cold box and PEM simulator at both 

BOL and EOL temperatures. The scans at BOL temperatures were made at intervals of 5000 

steps in the x-azis and 7000 steps in the y-axis, corresponding to angles of 10.00 arcseconds and 

9.81 ar cseconds respectively, from (5.10 ) and (5 .11) . (The width of the nominal ITOV is °S~~5 

radians = 265.47 arcseconds, and the size of the geometrical image of the pinhole [see §5.3.1] 

was ~g;~ radians =14.14 arcseconds). A total of 2025 mirror positions (excluding calibration 

scans) were used to map out each ITOV at BOL temperatures . Each scan lasted up to 8 hours, 

allowing for the time taken to recover from the Unidex 'h an ging' and to perform the calibration 

scans . This put a considerable strain on the operator. Since a large amount of the available 

test and calibration period had been taken up by this time, the ITOVs at EOL temperatures 

were scanned at a coarser resolution. Intervals of 7000 steps (14.00 arcseconds) and 10000 

steps (14.00 arcseconds) were used for the x-axis and y-axis respectively. A total of 841 mirror 

positions were used (excluding calibration scans). 

Between ITOV scans, several test programs were run to investigate the problem of 'hanging' the 

Unidex and to develop a less stressful procedure for the operator. However, during these tests 

the same care was not taken in zeroing the mirror position as during the actual ITOV scans. 

Since there was no absolute measurement of the mirror position , the relative positions of the 

ITOV s with respect to each other were not known. Therefore, a set of reference, co-alignment 

scans was made at both BOL and EOL environments. These sets consisted of single scans across 

the centre of the field stop in both axes for each channel (using different globar temperatures 

for each channel) . No problems occurred with the mirror zUnidex controller during these sets 

of measurements. The ITOV data were aligned relative to these co-alignment scans by shifting 

their zero positions. 

The ATSR detectors are focussed onto the field stop [§3.3]. Therefore scanning the pinhole 

image across the field stop is equivalent to scanning the pinhole image across the detectors' 

surfaces. Hence, any defects or spatial non-uniformities in the detectors' responses appear in 

the ITO\' plots. 

The detectors were at a temperature of 83 K for the BOL environment and 93 K for the EOL 

environment. The temperature of the instrument paraboloid changed from 266 K at BOL 

conditions to 275 K at EOL conditions. 
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6. FOV Determination 

6.2 CO-ALIGNMENT SCANS 

The co-alignment scans are shown in the following figures : 

Figure 6.2: Along track direction scans at BOL temperatures . 

Figure 6.3: Across track direction scans at BOL temperatures . 

Figure 6.4: Along track direction scans at EOL temperatures. 

Figure 6.5: Across track direction scans at EOL temperatures. 

The scans have been normalised to a peak value of 1.0, and are plotted in arcseconds using 

the definitions for the along track and across track directions given in figure 3.5 [§3.2]. The 

scans have been shifted such that the zero position corresponds to the centre of the scans at 

BOL temperatures. (The same shifts were applied to the scans made at both BOL and EOL 

temperatures). The edges of the nominal IFOV as defined by the field stop are also plotted . 

The 1.6 IJm channel shows a slightly 'domed ' response in both the along track and across 

track directions. This is the only channel to exhibit such a response and is probably due 

to the focussing lens present in the optical chain for thi s channel. (The other channels use 

ellipsoid mirrors to focus the radiation onto the detectors [§3 .3]). The 3.7 }lm channel has a flat 

response in both directions , as expected . Both the 10.8 }lm and 12.0 IJm channels have wedge 

shaped profiles in the along track direction and flat , rectangular responses in the across track 

direction . The wedge shape is due to minority carrier sweepout in the photoconductive HgCdTe 

detectors, whereby photoinduced holes drift (under the influence of the applied voltage) towards 

a recombination region around the detector cathode where the number of excess carriers is 

reduced [§9.2.3 and §9.3]. This effect was not expected to be so pronounced when the FPA was 

designed, though it was observed in manufacturer 's measurements on a sample/test detector 

[§9.3]. 

The co-registration between all channels in the across track direction is very good. However , 

the co-alignment scans show the detectors to be slightly misaligned relative to each other in the 

along track direction. The 1.6 uti: detector is slightly displaced towards the positive direction 

and the 3.7 }lm detector is displaced (to a greater extent) towards the negative direct ion. The 

10.8 }lm detector is displaced towards the posit ive direction such that the minority carrier 

sweepout tail is lost. The peak of the 12.0 utx: detector response is lost due to displacement of 

the detector towards the negative direction. These displacements are consistent with the unit 

level tests on the FPA [repor ted in Stringer and Smith, 1989]. (Note, the along track direction 

is parallel to the plane of the FPA baseplate and the across track direction is perpendicular to 

the FPA baseplate). 
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RElATIVE IFOVs IN THE ACROSS TRACK DIRECTION (BOL) 
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RELATIVE IFOVs IN THE ALONG TRACK DIRECTION (EOL) 
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RELATIVE IFOVs IN THE ACROSS TRACK DIRECTION (EOL) 
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6. FOV Determination 

The scans show a shift in all channels from BOL to EOL temperatures of -7.5 arcseconds in 

the along track direction and +17 .0 arcseconds in the across track direction. (These angles 

correspond to 2.8% and 6.4% of the width of the nominal !FOV, respectively). The scans show 

no change in the gradients of the IFOV edges - corresponding to no defocussing of the pinhole 

image. 

The co-alignment scans were to have been performed immediately before and after the thermal 

environment was altered from BOL to EOL temperatures. However, the 3.7 JlIn channel 

!FOV measurements at BOL temperatures had to be repeated because of problems with the 

temperature stability of the globar. (Several x-axis scans were made with the globar at a much 

lower temperature causing a 'dip' across the IFOV plot) . These repeat measurements were 

made after the BOL co-alignment scans. The Unidex motor controller 'hung' on the very first 

scan line, which then had to be repeated . There was no indication of whether or not the mirror 

was returned to its correct zero position (though the likelihood is that it was zeroed correctly). 

It is therefore impossible to make a definitive statement about the cause of the shifts in the 

co-alignment scans. However, the shifts are most probably due to a slight angular displacement 

of the paraboloid mirror as a result of the change in temperature. 

Assuming the shifts to be caused by the temperature change of the instrument fore-optics, the 

!FOVs will be affected slowly over the mission lifetime as the instrument warms up. (The 

amplitude of the orbital temperature transients for the paraboloid is predicted to be less than 

1 K). All channels are affected equally and there is no change in the IFOV shapes. The effect 

of the observed shifts is therefore considered to be negligible. 

6.3 IFOV PLOTS 

The !FOV data were time stamped according to the date and time at which the !FOV scanning 

program was started. This timing information was used along with the calibration scans to 

remove temperature drifts in the globar . A scaling factor was calculated for each scan line by 

linear interpolation (in time) between successive calibration scans. A second scaling factor was 

calculated to normalise each scan line relative to the initial calibration scan. Each !FOV plot 

was then normalised to a peak value of 1.0 . The complete IFOV plots were shifted in the along 

track and across track directions to coincide with the co-alignment scans . This was done by 

comparing the positions of the 50% response points. (The BOL !FOV plots were shifted to 

positions defined by the BOL co-alignment scans, and the EOL !FO\' plots to positions defined 

by the EOL co-alignment scans ). 

The final ITO\' plots are shown individually in figures 6.6 to 6.9 for BOL conditions and in 

figures 6.10 to 6.13 for EOL conditions. Figure 6.14 shows the fOUI IFOVs at BOL conditions 

together (for comparison) . The fOUI IFO\'s at EOL conditions are shown together in figure 
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6. FOV Determination 

6.15. The data are displayed as contour plots, with contour levels every 10% and additional 

contours at the 5% and 95% levels. The lowest level contour of 5% was chosen because of the 

high noise levels present in the 10.8 utu and 12.0 uti: channels (particularly for the 10,8 J.lffi plot 

at EOL temperatures and the 12.0 J.lffi plot at BOL temperatures). The noise levels are visible 

in figure 6.16 which shows the !FOV of each channel at BOL conditions as a three-dimensional 

plot. 

The low signal-to-noise levels present in the long wavelength channels were partly due to 

diffraction at the pinhole reducing the signal from the globar, but mostly due to inadequate 

cooling of the infrared source front plate. The front plate of the infrared source was typically 

at 302 K when the globar was operated at the high temperatures required to map out these 

channels. This meant that the signal from the globar was not much higher than the background 

signal from the front plate (cr. the equivalent scene brightness temperatures quoted in table 5.9 

[§5.3.4]). 

The flat spatial response of the 3.7 J.lm channel and domed response of the 1.6 uti: channel 

are shown clearly. The wedge shaped response of the 10.8 uti: and 12.0 uti: channels is also 

obvious. The effects of the slight detector misalignments in the along track direction [§6.2] can 

be seen in figures 6.14 and 6.15. The shape of the !FOV for each channel does not alter with 

the change from BOL to EOL thermal conditions. No significant out-of-field responses can be 

seen in any channel over the scanned area. (The angular area scanned by the optical flat mirror 

corresponded to 450 arcseconds x 441 arcseconds, at BOL conditions, and 406 arcseconds x 

406 arcseconds, at EOL conditions. A complete investigation of out-of-field responses would 

require a larger area to be scanned). 

The optical flat mirror was not returned to the correct zero position in the along track direction 

during the 1.6 uti: !FOV scan at EOL temperatures. This resulted in about one third of the 

scan lines being shifted by +4000 steps in the along track direction. It is also possible that the 

mirror was not correctly positioned in the across direction and that the equivalent of a complete 

scan line was lost as a result. (The 1.6 J.lm channel plot at EOL conditions is slightly narrower 

in the across track direction than the plot at BOL conditions), 
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Figure 6.6: 1.6 IJ.m channel IFO\' at BOL temperatures . 
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Figure 6.10: 1.6 um channel [FOV at EOL temperatures . 
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Figure 6,11 : 3,7 J1.m channel IFOV at EOL temperatures , 
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12.0 utt: CHANNEL IFOV (EOL CONDITIONS) 
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6. FO\- Determination 

Following the notation used in §3.3, the along track angle is referred to as ~ and the across track 

angle as (. The along track component, Ce, and across track component, C e, of the centroid 

of each ITOV plot are given by, 

(6 .1 ) 

(6.2) 

where	 6i is the along track angle at point i, 

(i is the across track angle at point i, 

Ii is the IFOV response (range 0 to 1) at point i , 

n is the total number of data points . 

The values of Ce and C, for ea ch ITO\' plot are given in table 6.1. 

Table 6.1 : Along trad , C t , and across track, Ce, components of the IFO\' centroids. 

Environment Channel I C~ (arcseconds ) C, (arcseconds)I I 
BOL Ib 1.6 un: +5.5 +2 .6 

la 3.7 utt: -12.5 -6 .0 

-2 .72 10 .8 Jlm +8 .9 

3 12.0 utt: -44 .8 -3 .9 

EOL -1.3Ib 1.6Jlm +19.6 
la 3.7 utt: -19.7I -i-12.5 

2 10.8 utt: - 1.5 +14 .4 

I	 3 12.0 utt: -51.1 +13.7 

The centroids are shifted from BOL to EOL conditions by the equivalent shifts in the co

alignment scans from BOL to EOL conditions . (With some small errors occurring in shifting 

the ITO\' plots) . The across track components of the ITO\' centroids are within the 310th pixel 

(8.85 arcseconds) expectation stated in §4.1.5. The along track centroid components vary over 

about 52 arcseconds (actually 53.7 arcseconds and 49.8 arcseconds for the BOL and EOL plots 

respectively) . This spread is partly due to the detector misalignments, but is mostly caused 

by the wedge shaped responses of the 10.8 utu and 12.0 utu channels. However, even if these 

channels had flat ITOV responses, the along track centroid components would not all be within 

310 th pixel (cf. 1.6 uti: channel and 3.7 uu: channel along track centroid comp nents). This 

would suggest that the internal alignment of the FPA should have been subject to more stringent 

procedures, particularly as regards detector alignment in the plane of the FPA baseplate (along 

t rack direction). 
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6. FO':' Determination 

6.4 CALCULATION OF FOVs FROM IFOVs 

The ITOVs were mapped out in the centre of the nadir vie w in the along track and across track 

directions . Angles in the along track direction are defined along a line from the centre of the 

nadir view through the scan cone axis to the centre of the forward view . This line is designated 

N F . Angles in the across track direction are defined along a great circle perpendicular to N F. 

Angles in both directions are at the instrument scan mirror . This is shown in figure 6.17 for 

pixel number n, where e is the along track angle, ( is the across track angle, {3 is the viewing 

angle at the scan mirror from the nadir to pixel n and "( is the same as the angle "( in figure 3.5 

[§3.3 ]. (The equivalence of"( in figures 3.5 and 6.17 can be visualised by extending r in figure 

3.5 such that it equals the orbit height of the satellite , h). The angles {3 and "( are defined by 

equations (3.2) and (3.3), respectively. 

Using the sine and cosine rules for spherical trigonometry, 

sin ( =	 sin (3 sin.., , (6 .3 ) 
cos .'3 

cos e= --	 (6.4 ) 
cos e 

The ITO\' does not rotate around the instnunent scan cone with the scan mirror, but remains 

fixed with respect to the instrument along track and across track directions . The FOV for each 

pixel (and each channel) is calculated as the 'autocorrelation' of the individual ITOV as it is 

swept around the scan cone over a pixel integration period . (The autocorrelation of a 'top-hat ' 

function of width z is a symmetrical triangular function with a base of width 2z). This is shown 

in figure 6.18 . 

The autocorrelation of the ITOY for pixel number n was performed by rotating the instrument 

scan mirror from position n - t to n + t, in discrete steps. The FOV response was calculated 

for each cell on a fixed grid of 20 ar csecond x 20 ar csecond cells by slimming up each ITO\' 

response point that fell within each given cell for each scan mirror position. The FOV grid 

was centered on the along track and across track angles (en and (n) for pixel number n. The 

computed FOV response was then normalised to a peak value of 1.0 . 
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6. FOV Determination 

Mathematically, the autocorrelation was calculated as follows . The scan parameters 6n• [3n . "Tn , 

an and (n for pixel number n were calculated using equations (3.1), (3.2), (3 .3), (6.3) and (6.4). 

Similarly, [3j, "Tj l OJ and (j were calculated starting from, 

(n - .i.) - 501)
6, = N 360" (6 .5) (- 2000 ' 

where -N ~ j ~ +N I (a value of .\0 == 50 was used for this work) . The FOV response, F(olt, (I), 

at grid point (c•. (,), i.e. corresponding to along track angle cn +Cit and across track angle (n +(I 

was then calculated by, 

k == N1NT ( Oi + (~ - Cn ) ) I (6 .6) 

I == !'tT\'T ( (. + (~ - (n)) , (6.7) 

ale == km , (6.8 ) 

(I == l m ; (6 .9) 

tii ,j .le ,n == {I: if (6i + U; - an) ) - T ~ Cit < (6, ~ (OJ - an)) + T' (6 .10) 
0: otherwise, 

Vi,j ,l,n == { 1: if «. + (( j - (n)) - T ~ (, < ((, + (( j - (n)) + ';', (6.11 )
0: otherwise, 

n + N 

ru. ,(,) == 2: 2: I, tii ,j ,It ,n Vi,j ,I,n, (6 .12) 
>=1 j=-I\' 

where !'.TIT means nearest integer, 

m is the size of the FOV grid cells (m == 20 arcseconds for this work) 

Ii is the !FOV response at point i, 

Ci is the along track angle of the !FOV response at point i, 

(, is the across track angle of the !FOV response at point i, 

n is the total number of points comprising the !FO\' response, 

2S + 1 is the total number of ATSR scan mirror positions (101 for this work). 

The computed FOV for pixel number n was then projected onto the Earth's surface by 

converting the along track and across track angles to along track. d6 , and across track, dc, 

distances using, 

(6.13) 

(6.13) 

where P; is the distance from the satellite to pixel number n [equation (3.9) ], 

E. n is the along track angle from the nadir to pixel number n [equat ion (6.3) ],
 

Zn is the along track distance on the Earth's surface [equation (3.7) ],
 

On is the across track angle in the plane perpendicular to both the along track direction
 

and the Earth's surface a distance z" in the along track direction [equat ion (3.8)], 
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Yn is the across track distance on the Earth's surface [equation (3.6)], 

R is the radius of the Earth (mean Earth radius = 6371 km). 

Note, this calculation assumes the Earth's surface to be flat over an individual pixel so that a 

single conversion can be used from angle to distance (for each direction) over the whole pixel. 

This approximation results in a maximum error of 2 m in the along track direction for the 

centre pixel in the forward view . The motion of the spacecraft in the along track direction 

during a pixel integration period (equal to 0.5 m on the ground) is not included either . 

Figures 6.19 to 6.22 show contour plots of the computed FOVs for each channel for four different 

pixels. These pixels are at the centre of the forward view (pixel number 1501), edge of the 

forward view (pixel number 1686), centre of the nadir view (pixel number 501) and edge of 

the nadir view (pixel number 224) . These example pixels were selected to show the maximum 

range of FOV shapes for viewing the sea surface. The computed FOVs are shown projected 

onto the Earth's surface, and are plotted using the same contour levels as for the ITOV plots . 

(The FOVs were calculated using the ITOY plots at BOL conditions). 

The FOY plots show the variation in the size of the FO\' on the ground around the scan cone. 

The wedge shaped responses of the 10 .8 IJm and 12.0 IJID channels have a significant effect on 

the FOV shape at the centre of both the forward and nadir views, where the ITOV is swept 

across itself in a direction perpendicular to the wedge shaped profile. The various channels are 

therefore biased to radiation from different areas within these pixels. This will have a negligible 

effect on the measurement of SST in clear skies since the variation of SST over a pixel is small. 

(Pronounced oceanic fronts exhibit strong horizontal SST gradients of "'0.1 °C k.m -1 [Pollard, 

1986]). However, sub-pixel sized clouds will affect the various channels differently, possibly 

making identification of such cloud contaminated pixels more difficult. 

At the edge of the nadir view the ITOV (as projected onto the Earth's surface) is swept across 

itself at 45 .3° to the along track direction, and at 43.7° at the edge of the forward view . This 

reduces the effect of the wedge shaped ITOV responses and results in similar FOV shapes for 

each channel. Therefore , the effect of the wedge shaped responses could have been virtually 

eliminated by rotating the 10.8 IJm and 12.0 IJm detectors by 90 C so that the minority carrier 

sweepout was in the across track direction . Alternatively, detectors which reduce the effects of 

minority carrier sweepout [§9.3] could have been used . 

Note, that the along track and across track components of the centroid of the computed FOV 

for each pixel and each channel are essentially the same as for the ITOV for that channel (see 

table 6.1), since , 

+N

L (bj - 6n ) ::: 0, (6.13) 
j=- ,\' 

"'N

L «,  en) ::: 0. (6.14) 

j=-S 
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Figure 6.21: 10.8 IJm channel computed FOVs (top left : pixel number 1501. 

top right : pixel number 1686, bottom left : pixel number 501, bottom right : pixel number 224). 
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12 .0 pm CHANNEL COMPUTED FOVs FOR PIXELS 
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6.5 SUMMARY 

The ITOVs of each channel were mapped out for two different thermal environments to a 

resolution of bet ter than /0 th pixel. The co-alignment between the ITOVs of each channel 

has been determined in both along track and across track directions, and the ITOV centroids 

computed . Objectives 1. and 2. in §4.2.1 were therefore met. The absence of measurements 

of the absolute position of the optical flat mirror meant that objective 3. was not fully met 

as regards misalignment of the fore-optics . However, it is concluded that the observed shifts 

in (all) the ITOVs are most likely to be due to thermal distortion, and that the effects are 

negligible . Further , the shape of the !FOVs remained constant with the change in environment 

temperature and no defocus in the fore-optics was observed. No significant out-of-field responses 

were observed over scanned areas . 

The detectors are shown to be co-aligned in the across track direction such that centroid errors 

are within 3
10 th pixel, as desired [§4.1.5]. (No specific requirement exists for the co-alignment 

of the various IFOVs). However, minority carrier sweep out in the photoconductive HgCdTe 

detectors (which should have been expected) and detector misalignment resulted in centroid 

errors of tth pixel in the along track direction . This could be reduced by better detector 

alignment procedures and the use of different geometry detectors . 

The FOVs have been calculated for selected pixels and the method of calculation outlined . The 

effect of the wedge shaped responses of the 10.8 JJm and 12.0 JJm channels on the computed 

FOVs is si. : w n to be greatest at the centre of both the forward and nadir views . Rotation of 

the detectors by 90° would have minimised this. The effects of viewing sub-pixel sized clouds 

with the different shaped FOV of each channel should be investigated. 

Suggested modifications to the optical bench test equipment for future measurements include 

absolute position measurement of the optical flat mirror, improved cooling of the infrared source 

front plate , the use of a larger diameter pinhole [§5.3.1], and better temperature monitoring of 

the globar . In addition, the !FOVs should be scanned over a larger angular range to investigate 

out-of-field responses . 
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CHAPTER 1 

THERMAL TESTS 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

The thermal tests involved monitoring instrument temperatures for various steady-state and 

transient thermal environments. These tests were all combined with the radiometric calibration 

tests [§4 .3.2]. This chapter reports only analyses of these measurements by myself, other work 

is described in Peskett [1990a]. 

(Note, payload level thermal balance tests - performed after the instrument level tests at 

Oxford - showed the fore-optics to be considerably warmer than expected. Modifications were 

made to the instrument to lower the temperature of the fore-optics . Therefore the thermal 

configuration of the instrument during the Oxford tests was not the same as in-flight. The 

results of the payload level thermal tests, thermal modifications to the instrument, consequences 

of these modifications and flight temperature predictions are discussed in a series of reports 

[Peskett, 1990b, 1990c , 1990d]). 

The temperature of ATSR (not including the DEU) is monitored by a total of 65 on-board 

sensors . These are grouped as follows : 

5 PRTs for the paraboloid surround/mount and FPA baffle, 

5 diodes on the FPA (including one for each detector ) , 

2 diodes on the cooler cold tip and thermostat block , 

15 PRTs for the calibration targets and associated electronics, 

38 solid state temperature transducers (AD590s) distributed over the rest of the instrument. 

Each group of sensors is treated separately by the instrument housekeeping electronics. 

Tests at Oxford showed some of the on-board sensors to be considerably noisier than expected. 

The cause of this noise was traced to the instrument scan mirror . This can be seen in figure 

i.l, which shows some data recorded following the FOV determination at EOL conditions. The 

scan mirror status is indicated by the telemetry parameter T~1.Z400 (a value of 1 indicates 

the scan mirror is rotating). A slight increase in the noise of TM .Z504 (a temperature sensor 

positioned on the optical bench and one of the group of 38 AD590s ) is associated with the 

turn-on of the scan mirror. A larger increase occurs in the noise of TM .Z551 (a PRT mounted 

on the paraboloid surround ). 
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The susceptibility of an individual sensor to this problem depends on the manner in which the 

sensor signal is processed by the on-board electronics . The group of 38 AD590s are all affected 

by electromagnetic pickup from the scan mirror cables. The group of 5 PRTs sharea common 

ovolt power rail with the scan mirror. (The resistances of these PRTs are measured relative to 

a reference resistor - TM.Z558). The other groups of sensors (including the calibration target 

PRTs and temperature monitors on the cooler, e.g. TM.Z557) are not affected. (Note, the rise 

in the temperature of TM.Z557 shown in figure 7.1 was due to the cooler being turned off for 

a short period). 

In addition to the on-board temperature sensors, 36 type T thermocouples were attached to 

ATSR so that the instrument temperature distribution could be monitored when the instrument 

was unpowered. These thermocouples were monitored in the same manner as the thermal 

environment thermocouples [§5.2.4] . Correlation analysis between the on-board temperature 

sensors and these additional thermocouples showed 12 thermocouples to have a bias of +1.8 K. 

These thermocouples were all connected to a single \'FC card [§5.2.4;. (In fact, this VFC card 

was a replacement for a previous VFe card which caused some problems during early testing). 

The calibration voltages on this board were remeasured after the tests , but no changes were 

found and the cause of the bias was not discovered. Therefore, the temperature readings from 

these thermocouples were corrected by subtraction of 1.8 1\ during the analysis . 

Some of the thermocouples monitoring the thermal environment also suffered from excess noise . 

This resulted in slightly lower temperature readings at random intervals - consistent with the 

frequency counter [§5.2.4] dropping counts . (This noise can be seen in plots of the cold box 

temperature and PE~1 simulator temperature shown later in this chapter) . 

7.2 !T'STRUMENT THERMAL BALANCE 

The steady-state temperature distribution of ATSR was measured for five separate thermal 

environments : 

•	 BOL conditions [test no. 8, Appendix I], 

•	 BOL conditions except for an increased heat loading from the cold box to 125% of BOL 

value [test no. 12, Appendix I], 

•	 BOL conditions except for an increased heat loading from the earth-shine plate/drum 

baffle to 125% of BOL value [test no . 13, Appendix I], 

•	 BOL conditions except for a PE~f simulator temperature 10 1\ wanner than the BOL 

value [t est no. 14, Appendix ( . 

•	 EOL conditions ~ t e s t no . 16. Appendix I ~ . 
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7. Thermal Tests 

The panel temperatures, T , required to increase the heat loading from the cold box and earth

shine plate/drum baffle to 125% of the BOL values were calculated using 

(7.1 ) 

where TBOL are the panel BOL temperatures given in table 5.3 [§5.2.2]. This gave temperatures 

of 238 K and 271 K for the cold box and earth-shine plate respectively. 

In a.ddition, the on-board blackbodies were operated at various power levels (five different 

configurations were used) for BOL thermal conditions [test no.s 8,19,20,21 and 22 in Appendix 

I]. 

Table 7.1 gives the measured temperatures of the on-board targets for each of the thermal 

conditions described above. The predicted target temperatures from table 5.2 [§5.2.2] are also 

given for comparison. 

Table 7.1: Measured on-board largel temperatures (or various test conditions, 

wilh predicted tempet st ures from lable 5.2 [§5.2.2j, wbere available. 

Environment I +XBB Temp. (K) 

BOL conditions 
(+XBB power level 1, -XBB off) 

282.3 

(Predicted = 283 .5) 

BOL conditions 
(+XBB power level 2, -XBB off) 

I 297.9 
(Predicted = 299 .7) 

-XBB Temp. (K) 

259.4
 

(Predicted = 261.2)
 

261.1
 
(Predicted = 262 .6)
 

BOL conditions
 
(+XBB power level 3, -XBB off )
 

BOL conditions
 
(+XBB off, -XBB power level 2)
 

BOL conditions
 
(+XBB off, -XBB power level 3)
 

BOL + increased cold box temp . (238 K)
 
(+XBB power level 2, -XBB off )
 

BOL + increased earth-shine plate temp . (271 K)
 
(+XBB power level 2, -XBB off )
 

BOL + increased PEM simulator temp. (287 K)
 
(+XBB power level 2, -XBB off)
 

EOL conditions
 
(+XBB power level 2, -XBB off)
 

305.8 

I 
262.4 

I 
i 262.9 

300 .1 

301.6 

299.2 

I 309.0 
(Predicted = 311.5) 

261.4 

297.2 

305.5 

264.7 

266.7 

262.5 

I 
\ 276.4 

(Predicted =279.3) 

The radiometric calibration tests had to be performed with the on-board targets close to their 

in -flight temperatures [§4 .3.I ]. Table i .I shows that the target temperatures measured during 

the tests were all within a couple of degrees Kelvin of the predicted temperatures. The data 
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7. Thermal Tests 

from these tests were used to calibrate the instrument thermal model to achieve a better 

correlation between the modelled and measured temperatures . This gave good confidence 

that the radiometric calibration tests were performed at the correct instrument .fore-opt ics 

temperature [cf. in-flight temperature predictions in table 5.2, §5.2.2]. 

However, inadequacies in modelling the radiative interface between ATSR and ERS-1 (which 

were not present in the thermal model of the instrument in the Oxford test chamber) resulted 

in the instrument fore-optics temperature being between 20 K and 30 K warmer than predicted 

during payload level thermal balance tests. Modification of the MLI blanket covering the fore

optics enclosure and the addition of a heatpipe to dissipate heat from the cooler were required 

to lower instrument temperatures to acceptable levels [Peskett, 1990b, 1990c]. Refinements 

to the thermal model produced good agreement between predicted and measured instrument 

temperatures. The final in-flight temperature predictions [Pesket t , 1990d] for the fore-optics 

and on-board targets are close to the temperatures measured during the Oxford tests (see 

table 7.2). The instrument temperatures during the radiometric calibration tests are therefore 

concluded to be representative of in-flight condit ions . 

Table 7.2: In-t1ight temperature predictions for the on-board targets [from Peskert, 1990dJ. 

(Note, these pre-dictions are for the +XBB at power level 3). 

Condi tions +XBB Temp. (K) -XBB Temp. (K) 

Steady-state BOL orbit 303 .8 264 .5 

Steady-state EOL orbit 313 .1 278.1 

The original instrument thermal balance requirements are given ill §4.1.3. The temperature 

of the cold on-board blackbody ranged from 259.4 K at BOL conditions to 276.4 K at EOL 

conditions. This is warmer than the original design requirements (though these requirements 

were later relaxed) . The other blac.kbody could be heated to the required operating temperature 

range (300 K to 312 K) by use of the appropriate power level setting. The temperature of the 

detectors ranged from 81 K at BOL conditions to 94 K at EOL conditions. The body of 

the Stirling cycle cooler was always below 303 K. The compressor amplitude was altered to 

ensure the cooler body was below this limit, even if this resulted in slightly higher detector 

temperatures than desired. 
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7. Tbermal Tests 

7.3 ORBITAL SIMULATIONS 

The transient orbital thermal environment was simulated in real time by varying the 

temperatures of the cold box and earth-shine plate/drum baffie. The required panel 

temperatures for these simulations (BOL conditions) are given in table 5.4 [§5 .2.2]. (Note, 

the PEM simulator was held at a constant temperature). Eight separate orbits were simulated 

(1 orbit = 100 minutes) . 

The temperatures of the environment panels were controlled by the Eurotherm temperature 

controllers . These adjusted the heating power of the in-line heaters in the refrigeration circuits . 

The LN 2 levels in the heat exchangers were controlled manually by adjusting the LN 2 supply 

valves. These valves were fully opened for the cooling phases of the orbital simulations and 

closed for the heating phases. This required frequent trips between the control room and plant 

room. 

The measured thermal environment temperatures for the eight orbits are shown in figure 7.2. 

The plotted temperatures are the averages of all the thermocouple measurements for each set 

of temperature panels . The excess noise described earlier [§7.1] can be seen in the cold box and 

PEM simulator measurements . Figure 7.3 shows the average temperatures of the earth-shine 

plate and cold box for the second and third orbits . The required temperatures from table 5.4 

[§5.2.2] are also shown . The cold box temperature followed the required profile very closely. The 

earth-shine plate could not be cooled rapidly enough to follow the maximum required cooling 

rate of 3 Kmin -1. This was because the supply flow rate of LN 2 was not large enough. This 

could be improved by increasing the head pressure in the LN 2 supply tank . 

The temperature responses of various instrument components to the simulated orbital thermal 

transients are shown in figures 7.4 and 7.5. Figure 7.4 shows the average temperatures of 

both on-board blackbodies (using the six baseplate PRTs on each target) and the average 

temperature of the paraboloid surround (monitored by three PRTs) . The temperatures of the 

FPA baffie , 10.8 uti: detector and 12.0 pm detector are shown in figure 7.5 . (The temperature 

sensor for the 1.6 uti: detector was not connected and the sensor for the 3.7 J.lID detector was 

not considered to be accurate) . Note, the plots for the on-board blackbodies are shown as 

temperature changes and not as absolute temperatures. The mean +XBB temperature was 

297.6 K and the mean -XBB temperature was' 260 .1 K. 

The on -board blackbodies experienced a maximum peak-to-peak temperature change of 0.12 K 

during an orbital cycle . The peak-to-peak variations for the paraboloid surround and FPA baffie 

were 0.7 K and 3.2 K respectively. The temperature of the detectors was essentially constant 

(the cooler block is thermostated to maintain temperature stability). Note , the temperature 

response of the FPA baffle leads that of the blackbodies by ..... 900and that of the paraboloid 

surround by ,....AO°. 
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The maximum rates of change of temperature for each of these components are given in table 

7.3. (These were calculated over 12 minute periods using an 8 minute running average to 

smooth the data for the paraboloid surround and FPA baffle). All these values are well within 

the requirements stated in §4.1.4 . However, the test facility was not capable of simulating the 

rapid thermal transients that occur when the instrument enters/leaves eclipse, and it was not 

possible to operate the panels over the entire required temperature range. In addition, the 

modifications made to the instrument's MLI blankets to cool the fore-optics resulted in a less 

well insulated fore-optics enclosure, causing the fore-optics temperature to be more sensitive to 

thermal transients in-flight than during the Oxford tests . Therefore, the in-flight temperature 

rates of change will be greater than those given in table 7.3. 

Table i.3: Marimum rates of temperature change, ~~, measured during orbital simulations . 

Component ~~ (Kmin- I 
) 

+XBB 0.003 

-XBB 0.004 

Paraboloid surround 0.02 

FPA baffle 0.11 

10.8 J,lrn detector constant 

12.0 ut» detector constant 

The temperature stability requirements for the paraboloid surround and FPA baffle were derived 

for a maximum fore-optics temperature of 264 K [§4 .1.4]. However, the measured temperature of 

the paraboloid surround for EOL conditions was 275 K, which puts a more stringent requirement 

on the temperature stabilities. Revised temperature stability requirements for each component 

can be calculated using equation (8.1) [§8.2]. Assuming a maximum error contribution to the 

scene signal of 0.02 K [§4.1.4] and equating the resulting radiance difference to each component 

in turn, allows a maximum temperature change for that component to be calculated. The most 

stringent requirement is derived for the coldest scene brightness temperature (265 K [§4.1.1]), 

EOL conditions (fore-optics temperature of 275 K, reflectivity of the gold mirrors assumed to be 

0.95) and using the 3.7 uti: channel. This gives the following maximum temperature changes : 

scan mirror tlTma:z: 0.24 K, 

paraboloid mirror tlTma:z: 0.23 K, 

paraboloid surround tlTma:z: 0.13 K. 

(The FPA baffle requirement is actually driven by the 12.0 utx: channel because diffract ion at 

the field stop allows more radiation from the FPA baffle to be 'seen ' by the detectors at this 

wavelength . The stability requirement for the FPA baffle remains unchanged). 

If these maximum temperature changes are taken to apply over the time interval between 

the two views (approximately 2 minutes ), the resulting t emperature stability requirements 
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are 0.12 Kmin "! , 0.11 Kmin "! and 0.06 Kmin- I for the scan mirror, paraboloid mirror 

and paraboloid surround respectively. The measured temperature stability of the paraboloid 

surround in the test chamber is a factor of three less than this requirement . The temperature of 

the continuously rotating scan mirror is not monitored, and the rate of change of temperature 

of the paraboloid mirror is less than that of the mirror surround . 

7.4 THERMAL VACUUM CYCLES 

Lack of time did not permit the full thermal vacuum temperature profile shown in figure 5.5 

[§5.2.2] to be followed. This shortage of time was exacerbaced by the failure of the centrifugal 

pump in the cold box refrigeration circuit which resulted in a delay of ...... 36 hours. A shorter 

thermal vacuum profile consisting of three cold soaks and two hot soaks (one of each with the 

instrument unpowered ) was therefore adopted. Figure 7.6 shows the measured temperature 

profile of the fore-optics enclosure during the thermal vacuum cycles. The plotted temperature 

is the average value of measurements from 13 thermocouples distributed around the fore-optics 

enclosure. (Again, shortage of time did not permit the instrument to thermally stabilise each 

temperature plateau). 
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The FPA baseplate temperature mow toring diode (TM. Z566) failed (became open circuit) 

during the thermal vacuum tests . Also, the resistance of one of the PRTs (no. 6) on the 

-XBB was observed to have changed slightly following the thermal vacuum temperature cycles, 

resulting in a 10 mK temperature offset. (This shift is being investigated by MSSL). No other 

problems were recorded. 

7.5 SUMMARY 

All thermal balance and thermal vacuum test objectives [§4.2.3 and §4.2.4] were met (albeit 

using a reduced thermal vacuum temperature profile). The thermal balance of the instrument 

in the test chamber was very close to the thermal model predictions. The instrument 

temperatures were representative of predicted in-flight temperatures. (These tests confirmed 

that the temperatures at EOL conditions are warmer than originally desired). The temperature 

stabilities of critical components were all within the stated requirements. The instrument passed 

the thermal vacuum tests. 
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CHAPTER 8 

RADIOMETRIC CALIBRATION 

8.1 INTRODUCTION 

The radiometric calibration tests covered: 

•	 verification of the on-board calibration at the centre of the nadir view for BOL thermal 

conditions [test no.s 8 and 24, Appendix I], 

•	 verification of the on-board calibration at the centre of the nadir view for BOL thermal 

conditions with wanner detector temperatures [test no. 9, Appendix I], 

•	 verification of the on- board calibration at all positions around both nadir and forward 

views for BOL thermal conditions [t est no .s 10 and 11, Appendix I], 

•	 verification of the on- board calibration at the centre of the nadir view for various thermal 

environments [test no .s 12, 13, 14 and 16, Appendix I], 

•	 investigation of out-of-field radiometric strays at all positions around both nadir and 

forward views [test no . 18, Appendix I], 

•	 verification of the on- board calibration at the centre of the nadir view for B 0 L thermal 

conditions and various on-board blackbody power level settings [test no.s 19,20,21 and 

22, Appendix I], 

•	 investigation of the performance of the on- board calibration at the centre of both views 

during simulations of transient orbital thermal conditions [test no . 25, Appendix I]. 

•	 low radiance measurements at the centre of the forward view for B OL thermal conditions 

[test no. 26, Appendix I]. 

These tests were performed using a series of external target temperatures. A full set of 12 

target temperatures (243 K, 250 K, 260 K, 270 K, 275 K, 280 K, 285 K, 290 K, 295 K, 300 K, 

305 K and 310 K) was used for the initial calibration at the centre of the nadir view . The other 

calibration verification tests were performed using a reduced set of target temperatures (243 K, 

275 K, 285 K, 295 K and 310 K) to allow all the tests to be completed in the time available. 

The second target was held at 280 K for each test. 

Instrument data were recorded (on the EGSE tape drive) at each target temperature plateau 

when the temperature measurements from each external target PRT were stable to better 

than 10 mK min -1. The pixel data compression format selected for these tests was (usually) 
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TM.Z301 = 1, TM.Z302 = 0 and TM.Z303 = 0 - corresponding to 12-bit 10.8 uti: channel 

data, 8-bit difference between the 10.8 uux and 12.0 uux channels and ll-bit 3.7 uux channel 

data [table 3.5, §3.7]. All data have been decompressed back to 12-bits, even if thedata were 

only recorded to ll-bits. (The other pixel data compression formats were all exercised at some 

point during the tests). 

The on-board calibration was verified at positions 0°, ±10°, ±20°, ±30°, ±40° and ±46.3° 

around the nadir view, and at 0°, ±10°, ±20° and ±30° around the forward view [cf. table 3.1, 

§3.2]. 

Out-of-field radiometric strays were investigated by holding both external targets at a constant 

temperature of 280 K and rapidly varying the earth-shine plate temperature. This test was 

performed at all positions around both nadir and forward views. 

The orbital simulations were performed with the nadir view target at 243 K (3 orbits), 275 K 

(3 orbits) and 310 K (2 orbits), while the forward view target was held constant at 280 K for 

all 8 orbits. 

The forward view target was cooled with LN2 for the low radiance measurements. A minimum 

temperature of 109.1 K was achieved. (The LN 2 cooling circuit consisted of a copper tube 

soldered around the target baffie, which was insulated from the target base). The normal 

refrigeration circuit was drained of its refrigerant before the LN2 circuit was filled. The target 

was warmed-up by passing room temperature, gaseous N2 through the empty circuit. During 

the warm-up period, bursts of Lr\" 2 were used to produce temperature plateaux at approximately 

130 K, 140 K, 160 K, 180 K, 200 K and 240 K. However, the temperature stability of the target 

was difficult to control in this manner (typically 100 mK min-lover the plateaux) and large 

temperature gradients (up to 0.6 K) were measured across the target base for certain plateaux. 

Also, instrument data were recorded on the EGSE in sets of 48 consecutive scans every 5 

minutes, during the low radiance measurements. Consequently, data were not always recorded 

during the periods of maximum target temperature stability. (Shortage of time prevented these 

tests being performed with more care). 

The external targets were each "",90 pixels wide, though only data corresponding to the central 

50 pixels were used. (The bases of the targets were positioned "",1400 mm from the instrument 

scan mirror. Therefore rotation of the scan mirror by one pixel corresponded to a movement of 

the instrument's optical beam across the target bases of "",1.76 mm). No temperature gradients 

or biases across the external targets were observable in the instrument pixel data when the 

targets were at stable temperatures. The noise levels in each ATSR channel across the external 

targets were the same as across the on- board targets. 

Figure 8.1 shows the counts in each ATSR channel for the 960 pixels (from an original 2000 

pixels] in a single scan during one of the radiometric calibration tests. The nadir view 

corresponds to pixel numbers 3 - 557 and the forward view to pixel numbers 574 - 944. Selected 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

pixels covering the instrument's +XBB and -XBB correspond to pixel numbers 558 - 573 and 

945 - 960 respectively. The figure shows the signal from the earth-shine plate at 256 K and one 

external target at 310 K in the nadir view; the +XBB at 298 K; the earth-shine plate again 

and the second external target at 280 K in the forward view; and the -XBB at 261 K. (Note, 

the external targets were positioned in the centre of the two views ). Tills figure shows how the 

various channels were set up differently to allow for the wavelength dependence of the Planck 

function . 

The target mounted in the nadir view was originally controlled by the purpose built Marconi 

cooler and the forward view target by the commercial Neslab cooler [§5.4.2]. However, the 

Marconi cooler did not meet its performance requirements. The temperature stability was very 

poor and the target could not reach its lowest required temperature of 240 K. The small Neslab 

cooler performed better than expected (having the same operating temperature range as the 

Marconi cooler ) and was therefore used in place of the Marconi cooler. 

Figure 8.2 shows a comparison between the Marconi and Neslab coolers over two 5 hour periods. 

In one case (02 :00 to 07:00, 13/6 /89) the Marconi cooler was used to control the nadir view 

target at a series of temperature plateaux (270 K, 280 K and 285 K), while the Neslab cooler 

held the forward view target at 280 K . For the second period (15:00 to 20 :00, 21/6 /89), the 

Neslab cooler was controlling the temperature of the nadir view target (5 temperature plateaux) 

and the Marconi cooler held the forward view target at 280 K. The poor temperature control 

of the calibration target provided by the Marconi cooler is clearly shown . (The target set point 

temperature was frequently altered by the operator in an attempt to improve the time taken for 

the target to reach its required temperature) . The poor temperature stability of the Marconi 

cooler in comparison to that of the Neslab cooler is also shown. 

The performance of the Marconi cooler strongly in.fI.uenced the time schedule for the radiometric 

calibration tests . 
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between the performance of the MucoID and Neslsb coolers. 

7 

The top plot 

shows the temperature response of the nadir view tuget when controlled by the MucoID cooler. The 

second plot shows the temperature response using the Neslab cooler. The lower two plots show the 

temperature stability of the forward view target when controlled by both coolers . 
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8. Racliornetric Calibration 

8.2 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION ALGORITHM 

The ATSR detectors are photon counters not thermal detectors. However, the instrument 's 

spectral responses were measured using a Golay cell (a thermal detector) as the reference 

[Stringer and Smith, 1989]. Therefore, spectral radiance (and not number of photons) should 

be integrated over the measured spectral responses to calculate the total signal. (In practice 

there is little difference between the two over the spectral bandwidths of the ATSR channels). 

Note, the spectral responses were measured in wavelength units. 

The photon flux, ~ >., incident on the ATSR detectors from a scene of brightness temperature 

T.cen e is given by (where the use of >. as a subscript denotes the ATSR spectral channel and 

does not indicate variation with wavelength over the spectral channel), 

cJ> >. = TFPA,>. (>.An [T~",>. JR>.(>') B(>.,Tm ne) d>' 

+ (1- TA".>.)TA",>. JR>.(>.)B(>.,T.can)d>. 

+ (1- TA",>.) JR>.(>.) B(>', Tpa,.ab) d>.]	 (8.1 ) 

+ TFPA.>. (1 - (>.)An JR>.(>.) B(>.,T,,,,.,.) d>' 

-i- 1f1 2 JR>.(>') B(>.,TFPA) ax, 

where B( >., T)	 = 2he% >. -5/ (erp( he/>.kT)-1), is the spectral radiance at wavelength>. emitted 

by a blackbody at temperature T, per unit area, per steradian, per second, per 

unit wavelength , where 

h is Planck 's constant, 

c is the velocity of light, 

k is Boltzmann's constant , 

R>.(>') is the measured spectral response of each channel as a function of wavelength 

(normalised to a peak value of 1.0) [Appendix ill], 

TFPA ,>. is the transmission of the FPA at the wavelength of peak response for each 

spectral channel [table 3.3, §3.3], 

(>.An is the instrument throughput for each spectral channel (the values for (>. are 

given in table 3.2, and An = 1.5742 x 10-4 cm%sr) [§3.3], 

TA".>. is the reflectivity of gold (assumed constant over each spectral channel, and 

equal to 0.97 at infrared wavelengths [§5.3.4]), 

T. can is the temperature of the scan mirror,
 

Tpa,.ab is the temperature of the paraboloid mirror,
 

T,,,,.,. is the temperature of the paraboloid surround (assumed to be the same as the
 

temperature of the FPA baffle and to have an emissivity of 1.0) , 

TFPA is the temperature of the FPA, 

is the size of the (square) detectors. 
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8. Rediotnetric Calibration 

The contribution from the cooled FPA (fifth term in (8.1)) is negligible. Furthermore, if 

T.r:an = Tpa~ab = T.u~~ = Tin•t, where Tin.t is the temperature of the instrument fore-optics, 

then (8.1) reduces to, 

~>. = TFPA,>.AO [r~u,>.!>. JR>.(,\) B(,\, Tm ru ) dA + (1 - r~u ,>.!>.) JR>.(A) B(A, Tin.d dA] (8.2) 

= ~ .r:~n~,>' + ~'n.t,>.. (8.3) 

where ~ .r:~ru,>' is the scene signal in each channel, 

~in.t,>. is the signal in each channel from the instrument fore-optics. 

The radiation signal is converted to a voltage and digitised to counts, C>., (in the range 

o to 4095) by the detectors and signal processing electronics [§3.4]. If the response of the 

detectors/electronics is linear with incident photon flux, then 

(8.4) 

where	 All ,>' is the gain of the detectors/electronics in each channel, 

Vol I .x is the total voltage offset in the detectors / electronics in each channel. 

If ~'n.t.>' is constant around the instrument's scan cone and the fore-optics enclosure is at a 

constant temperature then equation (8.4) can be rewritten as, 

(8.5 ) 

where the coefficients AI,>. and Ao,>. are constants provided there is no drift in the gain or offset 

of the response of the detectors /electronics (or change in the fore-optics temperature in the 

case of Ao,>' ) ' 

If the on-board blackbodies are at temperatures T, and T2 , producing signals cI>1,>. and cI>2,>. 

and hence counts C l ,>. and C2 ,>. , respectively (in each channel), the coefficients AI,>. and Ao,>. 

can be calculated from, 

(8.6 ) 

(8.7) 

Formally, the signals from the on-board targets are given by (for j = 1,2), 

~j,>' = TFPA,>. r~u,>. [t: j ,>, JR>.(A) B(A, Tj ) dA + (1 - t:j,>') JR>.(A) B(A, T'n.d dA] (>.Arl, (8.8) 

where £.j,>' is the emissivity of the on-board blackbodies in each ATSR channel [t able 3.4 , §3.6]. 

In practice, however, the factor TFPA,>. r~u,>. (>.Arl does not need to be calculated as it is a 

constant for each channel (though the values of TFPA ,>. and r Au,>' may change over the ERS-l 

mission lifetime), and the signals from the on-board targets are calculated as (for j = 1,2), 

cI>j,>' = £.j,>' JR>.(A) B(,\, Tj ) dA + (1 - £.j,>') JR>.(,\) B(A, T'n.d dA. (8 .9) 
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8. Racliometric Calibration 

The counts in each channel for each blackbody, Gl .>. and G2,>., are calculated as the average 

(over several scans) of the 16 pixels corresponding to each on-board blackbody. The calibration 

coefficients are then calculated from (8.6) and (8.7), using these average counts and the signals 

from the on-board blackbodies calculated from (8.9). (The signals from alternate pixels are 

integrated using alternate integrators [PAl. and a small difference was observed between the 

two integrators [§8.3.1]. Therefore, alternate pixels should actually be treated separately, i.e. for 

each channel two average counts should be calculated for each blackbody, and two sets of 

coefficients calculated using (8.6) and (8.7). This effectively doubles the number of ATSR 

channels but does not affect the validity of this discussion). 

The counts, G>., in each channel for any pixel can then be converted to a scene signal, 

<I>.cene,>. , using equation (8.5) . This signal can be converted to an equivalent scene brightness 

temperature, T.cene, through a look-up table calculated by integration over the spectral response 

of each channel using , 

(8.10) 

i '	 (Note, <I> >. (T) is not strictly a radiance because of the>../ he dependence of the measured spectral 

response values , R>.(>"). However, <I>>.(T) as defined by (8.10) using normalised R>.(>..) values 

is effectively a radiance and is referred to as such throughout the rest of this work. Values of 

<I>>.(T) are quoted in units ofWcm- 2sr- l ) . 

The averages of the counts in each channel for the central 50 pixels corresponding to each 

external target were calculated at the same time as the average counts for the on-board 

blackbodies. The radiance in each channel from each external target, <I> i ,>' (j = 3,4), was then 

calculated from (8 .5). This radiance consisted of a component emitted by the target itself and 

a component due to reflected background radiation. This background radiation was composed 

of radiation emitted by the ATSR fore-optics enclosure, radiation reflected/emitted from the 

instrument's MLI and radiation emitted by the earth-shine plate/drum baffle. (The average 

brightness temperature of this background radiation was designated as Tba c lr ) ' The equivalent, 

ideal blackbody radiance in each channel from the external targets was then calculated from 

(for j = 3,4), 
~ (T . ) = <l>i ,>' - (1 - !i ,>.)<I>>.(Tba c k ) 
':t' >. ) ,>.	 , (8 .11) 

ei,>' 

where Ti ,>. is the measured brightness temperature of each target in each channel , 

!i ,>' is the emissivity of the external targets in each channel [t able 5.12, §5A.3]. 

The target brightness temperatures Ti ,>. were calculated from <I> i ,>' using a temperature /radiance 

look-up table, and compared with the target temperatures, Ti (j = 3,4), as measured by the 

four PRTs mounted in each target base. (The average of the four PRT temperatures was used) . 

This work used a temperature/radiance look-up table with entries every 1.0 K, from 70 K 

to 350 K. Conversion from temperature to radiance and vice versa was performed by a cubic 
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8. Radiometrjc Celibretioti 

interpolation using 'Neville's algorithm' [Press et al., 1986] applied to the nearest four entries 

(two either side) in the table. This technique resulted in negligible errors over the entire 

temperature/racliance range (typically << 1.0 mK). Calculated values of ~ ,\(T) for each channel 

are given in Appendix VI for 5 K temperature increments from 100 K to 320 K. 

The temperatures, T1 and T2 , of the on-board blackbodies were calculated as the average 

of the six measurements obtained from the six PRTs mounted in each target base. (The 

conversion from telemetry counts to temperature for each PRT was performed using a quadratic 

equation with coefficients supplied by MSSL. Each temperature measurement was accurate 

to ±10 mK (30") [§3.6J. All six PRT temperatures were used to calculate the average since 

no inclividual PRT temperature was observed to be significantly different from the others for 

either blackbody) . The error associated with an individual PRT measurement was less than the 

measured temperature gradient across the heated on-board blackbody and comparable to that 

across the cold blackbody. The uncertainty in the temperature measurement of each blackbody, 

6.Tj , was therefore taken as the maximum difference between the average temperature and any 

inclividual measurement . Using this uncertainty and the uncertainty in the emissivity of the 

on-board blackbodies, 6.tj ,'\, [table 3.4, §3.6] a maximum error in the blackbody radiance in 

each channel, 6.~j.,\, was calculated from (for j = 1,2), 

(8 .12) 

The standard deviation in counts for each channel and across each blackbody, 6.C j,'\, was 

computed together with the average counts. An estimate of the errors in the calibration 

coefficients, 6.A 1 ,'\ and 6.A 1,,\ , was calculated by using the formula 

01 )2 (01 )2 (01 )26.1 = ( oz 6.z + oy 6.y + 0= 6.z + .. ., (8 .13) 

for the error, 6./, in f(z, y, z, ... ) due to errors 6.z, 6.y, 6.z, ... in z , y, z , .. . respectively 

[e.g. Topping, 1971]. Application of (8 .13) to (8.6) and (8.7) gives, 

AA )2 = (C u - C2 , ,\ ) 2 ((Aq.U)2 + (Aq.2 ,,\)2) 
(l-l 1 ,'\ ( 4


C1 , '\ - Cu )
 

+ (q.u - q.u)2 ((ACU)2 + (ACU )2) 
(8 .14) 

(C 1 ,'\ - C2 ,,\ ) 4 ' 

(Cu - CU)2 (CL(Aq.u)2 + C?,,\(Aq.U)2) 

(Cl , '\ - C2 ,,\ )"1 

(q.l,'\ - q.U)2 (CL(ACu)2 + Cr,\(6.Cu )2) + ---------'--'----------,-------'-----'---- (8 .15) 
(Cl , '\ - C2 ,,\ ) 4 

Typical values of ATj were ...... 11 mK for the heated on-board blackbody and .....,4 InK for the 

cold blackbody. The resulting uncertainties AA I .x and AAo.,\ calculated from (8 .14) and (8 .15) 

were typically 0.1 - 0.2 % and 1 - 2% respectively (in all channels). 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.3 RADIOMETRIC NOISE 

This section describes the effects of using separate integrators for alternate pixels, discusses 

digitisation effects and gives the measured radiometric noise levels at two detector temperatures . 

8.3.1 Alternate Pixel Integrators 

The signals from alternate pixels are integrated using separate integrators [§3.4]. There are 2000 

pixels around a complete ATSR scan, of which 960 are selected by the DEU for inclusion in the 

transmitted data . Odd and even numbered pixels from the original 2000 pixels are integrated 

alternately by the two integrators. The odd/even numbering of the 960 transmitted pixels does 

not necessarily correspond to the odd/even numbering of the original 2000 pixels . The pixel 

selection map used to select the 960 pixels must be known to calculate the original odd/even 

numbering . The default pixel selection map (TM .Z304 = 0) is given in table 8.1. 

Table 8,1: Default pixel selection map (TM.Z304 = 0) . 

Pixel No .s Around Scan IPixel No.s in Data Packet Description 

8  9 1  2 not used 

224 - 77 8 3 - 557 nadir view 
1024 - 103 9 558 - 573 +XBB 
1316 - 1686 574 - 944 forward view 
1963 - 197 8 945 - 960 , -XBB 

The effects of the separate integrators on alternate pixels are shown in figures 8.3 and 8.4 . 

These figures show the counts in each channel (averaged over 500 scans to reduce instrument 

noise) for 40 contiguous pixels corresponding to the nadir view external target at temperatures 

of243 K and 310 K , respectively. The difference between alternate pixels varies from channel to 

channel and with scene signal. The difference is greater at high signal levels than at low signal 

levels . (Typical pixel-to-pixel differences of -1.5 counts in the 3.7 J.ill1 and 10.8 usu channels 

and -2 counts in the 12.0 uu: were observed for a 310 K scene, with differences being negligible 

in the 3.7 Ilm channel , -0 .5 counts in the 10.81lm channel and -1 count in the 12.0 uti: channel 

for a 243 K scene) . 

The integrators are built around operational amplifiers with a nominal gain setting of -0.97 

[figure 3.10 , §3.4]. The difference between the two integrators is caused by a slight mismatch 

in their gains, possibly due to a small difference in the values of their integrating capacitances . 

(Note, this diiference was observed during board-level testing [Bisla and White, 1989]). Figures 

8.3 and 8.4 appear to show that the even numbered pixels (actually odd nwnbered pixels from 

the original 2000) have a higher counts value than the odd numbered pixels at low signal 

levels , and vice versa at high signal levels. This change-over is not caused by the integrators 
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Figure 8.3: Effects of alternate integrators for a scene brightness temperature of 243 K. 

Pixel numbers refer to the positions in the 960 pixel data packet (centre of na.dir view) . 

The counts for each pixel have been averaged over 500 scans to reduce the noise . 
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Figure 8.4 : Effects oi alterna te integrators {or a scene brightness temperature oi 310 K .
 

Pixel numbers refer to the positions in the 960 pixe] data packet (cen tre oi nadir view) .
 

Th e counts {or each pixel have been averaged over 500 scans to reduce the noise .
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themselves, but is actually due to slight variations in the rotation rate of the scan mirror, which 

occasionally results in either 1999 or 2001 pixels per scan. (On average, this occurs about once 

every couple of days) . 

Figures 8.3 and 8.4 also show a repeated pattern in all channels every 10 pixels . No explanation 

is offered for the cause of this effect, though it is not caused by spatial variations across th e 

external targets as it is also observed across the on-board blackbodies. 

This difference between alternate integrators can contribute to the instrument noise if averaging 

over pixels is performed incorrectly. Also, the two integrators may 'age' differently in 

flight causing the difference between the integrators to change with time. Alternate pixels 

should therefore be calibrated separately and two sets of calibration coefficients AI,~ and 

Ao ,~ calculated for each channel. The ground segment data processing scheme was altered 

to calibrate alternate pixels separately following these results. Similarly, odd and even pixels 

have been treated separately for thi s work . 

8.3.2 Digitisation 

For these tests the 3.7 /-lm data were compressed to l I-bit s, the 10.8 uts: data to 12-bits 

and the 12.0 uti: data to effectively ll-bits. However, all data have been decompressed to 

12-bits (i .e. counts in the range 0 - 4095) throughout this work. Therefore, from (8 .5) a single 

digitisation interval in the 3.7 utu, 10.8 uti: and 12.0 uti: channels corresponds to a signal 

radiance of 2A I ,3 .7 , A I , I O.8 and 2A I ,12 .0 , respectively. 

The gain and offset for each channel are set by the 'autocal loop ' to obtain an optimum radiance

versus-counts relationship. The 'autocalloop' sets the maximum signal level in the 3.7 uti: and 

10.8 uti: channels to an equivalent scene brightness temperature of ",,312 K. The 12.0 /-lm 

channel is configured so that the counts difference between the 10.8 /-lm and 12.0 uti: channels 

should be within the range 0 - 29 for most atmospheric conditions . This gives a maximum 

scene brightness temperature of ",,315 K for the 12.0 usx: channel. The resulting values of AI,~ 

are typically [from table 8.7, §8.4.1], 

Wcm- 2sr- lcount- lA l ,3 .7 7.39x10- 9 
,
 

- 7 '" -2 -1 t- I
A 1 ,10 .8 2•24 X 10 n cm sr coun ,
 
- 7 " ~ -2 -I t- I
A I ,12 .0 2.38 X 10 n cm sr coun . 

Using these values , the signal radiance corresponding to a digitisation interval is equivalent 

to a scene brightness temperature of 192.3 K, 105 .5 K and 105.5 K in the 3.7 uti», 10.8 ust: 

and 12 .0 uti: channels , respectively. These are effectively the lower limits of the brightness 

temperature range that can be measured by ATSR. At 312 K however, a digitisation interval 

corresponds to a brightness temperature change of 0.013 K , 0.019 K and 0.040 K in the 3.7 uui , 

10 .8 uti: and 12 .0 utx: channels. respectively. These values give the maximum resolution with 

which brightness temperature can be measured in each channel (without averaging radiances) . 
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If no noise sources (other than dig itisation) are present in a signal , then the true signal level 

indicated by the digital value Co can actually lie between Co + t and Co - t. The rms error 

(in counts), tlCd i g , due to digitisation only is given by [e.g. Dudhia, 1989], 

C o+1 / 2l 1 
(tlCd i g ) 2 = (C - Co)2dC = -, (8 .16) 

C.-l/2 12 

or tlCd i g = 0.289 counts. If Gaussian noise sources (with standard deviation tlCGa... ) are 

also present, the formal expression for the total noise, tlClol, becomes fairly complex [Dudhia, 

1989], though the total noise is always within the range, 

)2 2 1 2(tlCGa... < (tlC1od < 12 + (tlCGa... ) , (8.17) 

and the approximation , 

(8 .18) 

is valid for tlCGa... < 0.5 counts. Given the total noise level, the relative contributions from 

digitisat ion and Gaussian noise can be estimated using (8 .17) and (8 .18) . 

8.3.3 Measured Radiometric Noise 

The noise levels in each channel are sho ....m in figures 8.5 and 8.6 which plot the counts from 

a single pixel (corresponding to the centre of the external target in the nadir view) for 400 

consecutive scans (equivalent to 1 minute) for target temperatures of 243 K and 310 K , 

respectively. The noise in the 3.7 utx: channel increases significantly with scene signal, while the 

10.8 utx: and 12.0 uti: channels show only a slight increase in noise with scene signal. (Note, all 

plots cover the same size interval in counts) . The abrupt jumps in the 12.0 usix channel data at 

scan numbers 65 and 321 in figure 8.5 are caused by the 'autocalloop ' changing the 12.0 Jilll 

channel offset because of drift in the detector response . A small change can also be seen in the 

10.8 uti: channel data. (The 'autocal loop ' update interval was set at its lowest value of 256 

scans while these data were being recorded). The drift in each channel is variable, though the 

12.0 utx: channel appears to be more prone to drift than the other channels . 

The noise in each channel (in counts), tlCA , was calculated as the standard deviation of the 

counts from the central 50 pixels of the nadir view external target for 8 scans (to reduce the 

effects of possible drifts). This was done separately for the odd and even numbered pixels, 

giving 200 samples for each . The noise levels were calculated for various target temperatures 

and at two sets of detector temperatures (81 K and 91 K). The noise equivalent (brightness ) 

temperature difference for each channel, NEtl T A, was then evaluated at each scene temperature , 

Toc e n e , using, 

. (a1h(T) I )-1
I\EtlT),(Tm nr) = tlC),A 1 , ), et I ... • (8.19) 

T n 

(Note, it is NE~TA values, including digitisation effects , that are used when calculating the 

optimum coefficients for the SST algorithms [equation (2 .18) , §2.5]. In chapter 2 and chapter 4 

~Etl T A is referred to as 0";) . 
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Figure 8.5 : Instrument noise in each channel for a scene brightness temperature of 243 K. 
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Figure 8.6 : Instrument noise in each ch snne) [or a scene brightness temperature ot 310 K. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

The results are given in table 8.2 for the detectors at a temperature of 81 K and table 8.3 for 

the detectors at 91 K. The noise levels are about the same for both integrators in each channel. 

An average NE6T A for each target temperature was therefore calculated using (8.19) with, 

and, (8.20) 

The average NE6 T A values calculated using (8.20) and (8.19) are also given in tables 8.2 and 

8.3. 

The noise level (in counts) for the 3.7 IlID channel shows a large increase with scene signal, and 

only a small dependence on detector temperature. A larger increase with detector temperature 

is observed in the 10.8 uti: and 12.0 }jm channel noise levels. The noise in these channels 

increases slightly with signal level. The larger digitisation interval in the 12.0 utx: channel 

contributes to the higher noise level in this channel compared with the 10.8 utx: channel, 

though the Gaussian noise component calculated using approximation (8.18) is also higher 

in the 12.0 }jm channel. (Note, noise levels in the 12.0 }jffi channel were observed to be higher 

than those the 10.8 utx: channel during subsystem level testing of the FPA [Stringer and Smith, 

1989], with approximately the same relative magnitudes as the Gaussian components calculated 

using (8.18)). 

These observations are consistent with the noise in the 3.7 uix: channel being dominated by 

digitisation and Johnson noise at low photon fluxes and by statistical photon noise at high 

photon fluxes; and the noise in the long-wavelength channels being dominated by digitisation 

and thermal generation-recombination noise, as described in detail by Delderfield [1986]. The 

contributions from these sources to the total noise levels {estimated using (8.17) and (8.18)) 

are not presented here as it is the total noise levels (including digitisation) that are used. 

The measured NE6 T A values meet the noise requirements given in §4.1.2 at both sets of detector 

temperatures (though the 12.0 uti: channel noise at a detector temperature of 91 K is at the 

limit). The averaged NE6T A values {calculated from (8.19) and (8.20)) are plotted against 

target temperature in figures 8.7 and 8.8. 
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8. Racliometric Calibration 

Table 8.2 : Measured rsdiometric noise (including dig it issi ion ] {or 81 K dele<:lors. 

(Sla.ndard devialions luen over 200 nmples (or bolh odd a.nd even numbered pixels) . 

Target Odd/Even 3. 7 utx: Channel 10 .8 jjm Chann el I 12 .0 jjm ChannelI 
Temp. (K) Pixels Counts NE~T (K) Counts N E ~ T (l\) ICounts N E ~ T (K) 

243.425 Odd 1.09 6 0.130 0.766 0.02 9 1.13 2 0.043 
Even 1.142 0.136 0.740 0.02 8 1.12 6 0.04 2 
Avera.ge 1.119 0.133 0.75 8 0.029 1.1 29 0.043 

250.335 Odd 1. .88 0.098 0.774 0.027 1.129 0 .039 

Even 1.1 77 0.09 7 0.8 53 0 .030 1.156 0.040 
Average 1.1 82 0.09 8 0.815 0.02 8 1.143 0.04 0 , 

260 .255 Odd 1.2 72 0.0 64 0.815 I 0.025 I 1.195 0.03 7 

Even 1.253 0.0 63 0.74 8 

I 
0.02 3 I 1.156 0.03 6 

Average 1.262 0.0 64 0.782 0.0 24 I 1.176 0 .03 6 

270.195 Odd 1.4 65 0.04 6 0.83 9 0.023 1. 111 0.031 

Even 1.468 0.04 7 0.8 82 0.024 1.1 85 0.033 

Averag e 1.4 67 0.047 0.8 61 0.023 1.14 8 0.032 

275 .915 Odd 1.770 I 0,04 5 0.90 8 0.023 1.152 0 ,031 

E ven 1.834 0.04 7 0.835 0.022 1.180 0.032 

Averag e 1.803 0.04 6 0.87 2 0.023 1.166 0 .031 

280 .18 5 Odd 1.773 0.03 7 0.839 0.021 1.150 0.029 

E ven 1.837 0.03 8 0 .926 0.023 1.178 0.030 

Average 1.80 6 0.037 0.8 84 0.022 1.164 0.030 

285.425 Odd 1.9 21 0.032 0.926 0.022 1.3 28 0.033 

Even 1.892 0.032 0.917 0.021 1.300 0.032 

Averag e 1.907 0.032 0.922 0.022 1.314 0.032 

290.365 Odd 2,126 0.029 0.88 7 0.02 0 1.396 0.033 

Even 1.93 7 0.02 7 0.948 0.021 1.360 0.032 

A vera.g e 2.034 0.02 8 0.91 8 0.02 0 1.378 0.032 
I 

295 .105 Odd 2.376 0.02 7 0.9 75 0.021 1.234 0.02 8 

Even 2.167 0.025 0.953 0.02 0 1.298 0.029 

Average 2.274 0.0 26 0.9 64 0.0 21 1.2 67 0.029 

300 .13 0 Odd 2.6 80 0.02 6 1.026 0.021 1.23 6 0.0 27 

Even 2.746 0.026 1.055 0 .022 1.2 60 0 .028 

Average 2,714 0.026 1.041 0.021 1.248 0.027 

30 5.0 55 Odd 2.8:8 0.023 1.01 5 0 ,0 20 1.32 6 0 .028 

Even 2.62 5 0.021 0.943 0.0 19 1.4 20 0.030 

Average 2.729 0.02 2 0.980 0.01 9 1.374 0.0 29 
I 

I 
Odd I I I 

I 

I 
31 0.01 0 3.1 86 0.02 1 1.06 0 I 0.02 0 1.551 0.03 2 

Even 

I 
3.079 0.021 1.03 4 

I 
0 .02 0 1.54 8 0 .032 , 

IAverage 3.133 I 0 .02 1 1.0 47 0.0 20 1.550 I 0.032 
I 
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8. Radiome tric CalJ'bration 

Tsble 8.3 : MeiLSured radiometric noise (including digitisation ) [or 91 K detectors. 

(Standard de viations Cuen over 200 sillIJpJes [or botb odd and even numbered pixels ]. 

Target Odd /Even 3.7 JJm Channel 10.8 JJm Channel I 12.0 JJm Channel 

Temp. (K ) Pixels 
i 

Counts NEL\T (K) Counts NEL\ T (K ) Counts NEL\ T (K ) 

243 .555 Odd 

E ven 

A verage 

1.200 

1.26 8 

1.234 

0.141 

0.14 9 

0.14 5 

1.274 

1.198 

1.23 7 

0.04 9 

0.04 7 

0.04 8 

1.783 

1.761 

1.772 

0.068 

0.067 

0.068 

264 .745 Odd 

Even 

Ave rage 

1.397 

1.397 

1.397 

0.057 

0.0 57 

0.057 

1.011 

1.037 

1.024 

0.029 

0.030 

0.030 

1.246 

1.426 

1.339 

0.037 

0.042 

0.039 

271.515 Odd 

Even 

Average 

1.618 

1.5 91 

1.605 

0.04 8 

0.04 8 

0.04 8 

1.160 

1.3 52 

1.26 0 

0.031 

0.036 

0.034 

1.731 

2.002 

1.871 

0 .048 

0.055 

0.0 51 

285.165 Odd 

Even 

Average 

2.029 

2.142 

2.086 

0.034 

0.036 

0.03 5 

1.262 

1.340 

1.302 

0.030 

0.032 

0.031 

1.927 

1.876 

1.902 

0 .048 

0.047 

0.047 

295 .080 Odd 

E ven 

Average 

2.496 

2.383 

2 .440 

0.029 

0.027 

0.028 

1.259 

1.274 

1.2 66 

0.027 

0.028 

0.027 

2.125 

1.9 74 

2.051 

0.04 9 

0.045 

0.04 7 

309 .000 Odd 

Even 

Average 

3.3 62 

2 .782 

3.086 

0 .023 

0.019 

0.022 

1.313 

1.191 

1.253 

0.02 5 

0.023 

0.024 

1.889 

1.821 

1.855 

0.039 

0.037 

0.038 
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Figure 8.7 : Measured NE~ T values [or 81 K detectors (400 samples). 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.4 RADIOMETRIC ACCURACY 

This section presents the results from the calibration measurements in the centre of the 

nadir view for a BOL thermal environment [test no. 8, Appendix I], and the low radiance 

measurements with the forward view external target cooled using LN2 , also made for a 

BOL thermal environment [test no. 26, Appendix IJ. These measurements were limited to 

12 temperature plateaux for the nadir view target and 7 temperature plateaux for the 

LN 2 cooled forward view target [§8.1J. (Note , all data presented here were selected for 

conditions of maximum target temperature stability and minimum detector drift, and avoided 

automatic gain/offset changes made by the 'autocalloop ') . The detectors were maintained at 

a temperature of 81 K for all these measurements . Also, the +XBB was heated to power level 

2 while the -XBB was unheated and floated at the temperature of the fore-optics enclosure . 

From §4.1.1, ATSR is required to measure brightness temperature to an accuracy of ±0 .1 K for 

scene brightness temperatures in the range 265 1\ to 305 K. 

8.4.1 Initial Results 

The averaged counts over both on-board blackbodies and both external targets were obtained 

during each external target temperature plateau [§8.1]. This was done separately for the odd 

and even numbered pixels (where odd/even refers to the original number in the 2000 pixel scan). 

The average counts are given in table 8.4 for each temperature plateau of the nadir view target 

(range 243 K to 310 K), and in table 8.5 for each temperature plateau of the forward view 

target (range 109 1\ to 242 1\) . The average counts are presented for the on-board blackbodies 

and the variable temperature external target only. (The second external target was held at a 

constant temperature of 280 1\ during all these measurements ). 

The quoted uncertainty in the temperature measurement of each blackbody is the maximum 

difference between any individual PRT measurement and the average of all PRT measurements 

for that blackbody [§8.2] . The uncertainty in the temperature of the forward view target at low 

temperatures is greater than ±0.25 K. The external target PRTs were only calibrated over the 

temperature range -20°C to +40°C [§5.4 .2]. Therefore , the extent to which this uncertainty 

is due to actual temperature gradients or to temperature conversion errors is unknown. (Note, 

the Meteorological Office state the temperature measurement of each external target PRT to be 

accurate to better than ±14 m K [§5.4.2]) . The uncertainty in the temperature of the -XBB is 

shown to be greater during the low radiance measurements than during the measurements made 

at the centre of the nadir view . This is due to a small change in the resistance characteristics 

of one of the -XBB PRTs (no. 6) that occurred during the thermal vacuum tests [§7.4]. (The 

standard deviations in counts for each blackbody are not presented here - see §8.3.3). 
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8. Racliometric Calibration 

Table 8.4 : Average counts (from 100 scssis] over on-board bladbodies ~d 

na.dir view externo1l tuget (or botb odd ADd even numbered pixels. 

Target Target 3.7 Jlm Channel 10.8 Jlm Channel 12.0 Jlm Channel 

Temp. (K) Odd Even Odd Even Odd Even 

+XBB 297 .753 ±0.012 2322.07 2321.47 3396.96 3395.82 3263.37 3261.43 

-XBB 260.955 ±0.003 454 .52 454.54 1913.12 1912.53 1836.52 1835.35 

NadiI BB 243.435 ±0.015 219 .59 219.55 1381.23 1380.83 1306.37 1305.51 

+XBB 297 .732 ±0.012 2317.99 2317.30 3386 .46 3385.29 3260.63 3258.70 

-XBB 260.926 ±0.002 453 .83 453.71 1905.92 1905 .32 1833 .76 1832.63 

Nadir BB 250 .335 ±0.015 287.20 287.13 1571.09 1570.59 1501.05 1500.08 

+XBB 

-XBB 

297 .714 ±0.01l \ 2317.70 

260.899 ±0 .001 I 453.30 

2316.59 

453.35 

3399.24 

1913.78 

3398 .07 

1913 .14 

3263.43 

1836.03 

3261.53 

1835.01 

N&dir BB 260 .245 ±0 .010 439.64 439.57 1890.49 1889 .89 1813.46 1812.31 

+XBB 297.755 ±0.011 12323.06 2322 .58 3398 .95 3397 .80 3260.90 3258 .95 

-XBB 260.939 ±0.003 454 .41 454.46 1913 .36 1912 .83 1834.46 1833 .23 

Nadir BB 270 .200 ±O .OOO 689.45 689.31 2238.37 2237.66 2152 .03 2150 .69 

+XBB 297 .781 ±0 .011 2324.87 2324.07 3399.68 3398.48 3266.49 3264 .68 

-XBB 260 .970 ±0 .003 455.11 455.14 1914.31 1913.71 1838.58 1837.44 

Nadir BB 275.185 ±0.015 864 .35 864.05 2427.08 2426.32 2338.45 2337 .03 
I 

+XBB 297.472 ±0.008 2292.40 2291.67 3379.54 3378 .39 3245.34 3243 .38 

-XBB 260 .515 ±0.002 445 .37 445 .22 1895 .88 1895 .27 1817.73 1816.63 

Nadir BB 280.185 ±0 .015 1081.19 1080.92 2621.13 2620 .30 2523.25 2521.72 

+XBB 297.869 ±0.01l 2332.32 2332.95 3397.76 3398.83 3252.90 3254 .89 

-XBB 261.088 ±0.002 457.61 457.66 1913.11 1913.69 1829.47 1830.64 

Nadir BB 285 .245 ±0.015 1355.37 1355 .67 2830.51 2831.45 2715.88 2717 .54 

+ X B B 297.894 ±0.012 2334.58 2335.31 3414.56 3415.70 3296.51 3298.53 

-XBB 261.122 ±0 .002 458.48 458 .56 1926.21 1926.74 1866.63 1867.87 

Nadir BB 290.325 ±0.015 1691.04 1691.53 3065.14 3066.15 2966 .07 2967 .86 
I 

+XBB 297.973 ±0.006 2342.72 2341.85 3418.70 3417.39 3295.31 3293 .41 

-XBB 261.236 ±0 .002 461.18 461.20 1930.38 1929.71 1865.38 1864.20 

Nadir BB 295.125 ±0.015 2076.50 2075.78 3282.60 3281.50 3167.28 3165.37 

+XBB 298 .130 ±0.009 2356.31 2356 .87 3401.68 3402.82 3255.88 3257.88 

-XBB 261.461 ±0.003 464 .23 464 .32 1920.78 1921.36 1833.80 1835.04 

Nadir BB 300 .130 ±0.010 2556.10 2556 .92 3492.48 3493.60 , 3341.84 3343 .85 

+XBB 298.180 ±0.008 2363.40 12364 .23 3406 .93 I 3408 .03 3269.87 3271.98 

-XBB 261.538 ±0.003 466.78 466 .91 1925.15 1925.70 1846.45 1847.59 

Nadir BB 305.070 ±0 .015 3129.30 1 3130.19 3734.91 3736 .18 3578.95 3581.14 

+XBB 1298.286 ±0 .007 I 2372.6212373 .48 I 3412.49 ' 3413.63 1 3273.8 1 3275 .85 

-XBB 261.691 ::::0.003 ' 470 .25 470 .33 11931.14 1931.66 1850.40 1851.61 

Nadir BB I 310.015 ±0 .010 I 3805 .65 i 3806 .75 3983.46 3984 .81 1 3810.50 ! 3812 .80 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

Table 8.5 : Average counts (over 10 scans) over on-board blackbodies &lJd
 

LN2 cooled , forward view, external target for bach odd and even numbered pixels.
 

Target Target 3.7 JJrn Channel 10.8 JJrn Channel 12.0 JJrn Channel 

Temp. (K) Odd I Even Odd Even Odd Even 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297.209 ±0.011 

259.522 ±0.010 

109.370 ±0.235 

2868.30 

1050.81 

724 .87 

2867.48 

1050 .58 

724.63 

3959.24 

2753.38 

1389.32 

3957 .99 

2752 .64 

1389 .22 

3616.37 

2469.13 

1029 .39 

3614.71 

2467.93 

1029.09 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297 .072 ±0.008 

259 .303 ±0.006 

131.680 ±0.155 

2865.19 

1035.31 

709.40 

2864.16 

1034.84 

709.06 

3653.36 

2170.77 

505.76 

3652.17 

2169.84 

505.70 

3428 .55 

2005.14 

230.91 

3426 .98 

2003 .97 

230 .30 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297.069 ±0.009 

259 .295 ±0.010 

141.590 ±0.130 

2864.56 

1035.06 

709.47 

2863.69 

1034.97 

709.18 

3652.30 

2169.91 

517.64 

3651.03 

2169 .19 

517.39 

3425.92 

2002.78 

247.50 

3424 .00 

2001.19 

247.07 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297.060 ±0.010 

259.276 ±0.008 

160 .400 ±0.095 

2863.94 

1034 .72 

709 .55 

2862.34 

1034.31 

709 .20 

3647.80 I 3646 .44 

2166.30 2165.34 

565.68 565 .64 

3419.27 

1996 .77 

308.43 

3417.25 

1995 .59 

307.96 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297.055 ±0.011 

259.265 ±0.006 

180 .025 ±0.090 

2862.16 

1034.22 

709.85 

2861.78 

1034.25 

709.70 

3644.83 

2164.38 

671.26 

3643 .58 

2163 .69 

671.07 

3416 .92 

1995.44 

437.43 

3414.95 

1994.03 

436.95 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297.054 ±0.010 

259.265 ±0.006 

199.370 ±0.050 

2861.56 

1034 .28 

713.35 

2860.47 

1034.19 

713.12 

3649.14 

2164.23 

851.79 

3647 .92 

2163 .63 

851.51 

3394.48 

1976.95 

636.10 

3392.64 

1975 .94 

635 .32 

+XBB 

-XBB 

Forward BB 

297 .083 ±0.009 

259 .291 ±0.009 

242.345 ±0 .025 

2864.81 

1035 .03 

824 .64 

2863 .63 

1034.72 

824 .20 

3654 .05 

2167.72 

1667.47 

3653 .02 

2166 .98 

1667 .03 

3402 .80 

1984.28 

1490 .12 

3401.02 

1982.86 

1488 .93 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

The radiances in each channel from each on-board blackbody were calculated from (8.9) using 

the measured blackbody temperatures and taking Tin.' to be the temperature of the paraboloid 

mirror surround (taken as the average of TM.Z551, TM.Z552 and TM.Z553 and ",260 K for 

B OL thermal conditions) . The calibration coefficients AI,~ and Ao ,~ were then calculated 

separately for odd and even numbered pixels in each channel using (8.6) and (8.7). The averaged 

counts from the odd and even numbered pixels corresponding to the external targets were then 

converted into measured radiances, 4> j.~ (j = 3,4) , using (8.5) . These radiances were converted 

into brightness temperatures in each channel for each target Tj,~ (j =3,4), using (8 .11). (The 

brightness temperature ofthe background radiation for the external targets, Tl>ad" was taken to 

be 257 K for a BOL thermal environment - most of this background radiation originated from 

the earth-shine plate/drum baffle a.t 256 K and the instrument 's MLI at close to 256 K). Finally, 

these brightness temperatures were compared with the average of the PRT temperatures for 

each external target. 

The measured radiances from (8 .5) and corresponding brightness temperatures calculated using 

(8.11) are given in table 8.6. The coldest target brightness temperature measured in the 3.7 utx: 

channel is ",204 K [cf. §8.3.2 ]. Below target temperatures of 160 K the 10.8 /-lID and 12.0 /-lID 

channels record negative radiance values using (8 .5), for which the corresponding brightness 

temperature is undefined . Table 8.6 shows the differences between the odd and even numbered 

pixels in each channel to be less than the measured noise levels [§8.3.3] at all scene brightness 

temperatures. Also, the values for the calibration coefficients AI ,~ and Ao,~ in each channel are 

similar for both the odd and even numbered pixels . 

Typical values for the calibration coefficients are given in table 8.7. (Typical uncertainties in 

the calibration coefficients, AA1 ,~ and AAo ,~, estimated using (8 .14) and (8 .15) were 0.1 - 0.2% 

and 1 - 2% respectively in all channels). 

Since no difference in accuracy is observed between the alternate integrators, the radiances (in 

each channel) from the odd and even numbered pixels were averaged and converted to a single 

brightness temperature for each target using (8.11). Table 8.8 gives the averaged radiances 

and the differences between the corresponding target brightness temperatures and the target 

PRT temperature (average of PRT measurements) for each channel. The measured target 

brightness temperatures are plotted against the target PRT temperature in figure 8.9. (No 

data is plotted for brightness temperatures corresponding to 'negative radiances') . Figure 8.10 

shows the measured target brightness temperatures minus the target PRT temperature for 

target tempera.tures in the range 240 K to 320 K. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

T~ble 8.6: Measured r&di&llces using equ~ljon (8 .5) &lid cottespotuiing brigbtness remperarures 

from equ~tion (8.11) for nadir new target (N) &lid forward view target (F) using d~t~ in 

t~ble 8.4 &lid t~ble 8.5. (R&di&llces in Wcm-%sr- 1 &lid brigbtness temper~tures in K) . 

Target Odd/ I 3.7 JJm Channel I 10.8 JJm Cha.nnel I 12.0 IJm Cha.nnel 

Temp. (K) Even Radiance B.Temp. Radiance B.Temp. Radiance B.Temp. 

109.370 Odd 5.04219x 10-8 

I 

204.559 -1.24854 X10-' t 1-1.10525X10-' t 
(F) Even 4.95641 X10-8 204.361 -1.24739 X10-' t -1.09520X 10-' t 

131.680 Odd 4.78544X10- 8 203.927 -1.14688X 10-' t -1.00528X10- 5 t 
(F) Even 4.80656X10- 8 203.978 -1.13407X10- 5 t -1.00347X10-' t 

141.590 Odd 4.87833X10- 8 204.148 -8.71272X10- 6 t -5.64030 X10-6 t 
(F) Even 4.62993 X 10-8 203.548 -8 .74471 X10-8 t -5 .45634 X10-6 t 

160.400 Odd 4.95354 X10- 8 204.325 2.62892 X10-6 

I 128. 485 1 1.01934 X10-5 143.378 

(F) Even 4.83888 X 10- 6 204.055 2.73682X 10- 6 129.123 1.01207x 10- 5 143.250 I 
180.025 Odd 5.25869XI0- 6 205.015 2.67397X 10- 5 

I 
170.750 4.14006x 10- 5 173.053 

173.099 

196.045 

195.999 

241.879 

241.883 

I 
242.976 

242.977 

250.081 

250 .080 

260 .206 

260.201 

270.265 

270.266 

275 .275 

275 .274 

280.282 

280.282 

285. 335 1 
285.335 

290. 375 1 

290.374 ! 

(F) Even 5.07103 X10-8 204.595 2.67238 X10- 5 170.737 4.14757x 10- 5 

199.370 Odd 7.73187x 10- 8 

I 
209. 536 

1 
6.87805X10- 5 194 .959 9.31878 X10-' 

(F) Even 7.50070X10- 8 209 .175 6.87330X 10- 5 194 .939 9.30544 X10- 5 

242 .345 Odd 9.00241 X 10- 7 
242 .692 

1 
2.53397X 10-4 241.741 2.99414XI0- 4 

(F) Even 8.98550 X 10- 7 242.663 2.53441 X10-4 241.748 2.99440X 10-4 

243.435 Odd 9.66895X 10- 7 

I 
243.803 2.59968 Xl 0- 4 

242.879 
1 

3.06272X10-4 

(N) Even 9.65871 X10- 7 243.787 2.59966 X10-4 242.879 3.06278 X10-4 

250.335 Odd 1.46541X10- 6 

I 
250.4 73 1 

3.03704 X10- 4 
250. 029 1 3.53006x 10-4 

(N) Even 1.46534 X 10- 6 250.472 3.03699XI0- 4 250.028 3.53000XI0- 4 

260.245 Odd 2.59171X10- 6 260 .222 3.73417x 10-4 260.193 4.26563 Xl 0-4 

(N) Even 2.59070 X 10-6 260.216 3.73424X 10-4 260.194 4.26527X10- 4 

270.200 Odd 4.43299x 10- 6 270.108 4.51622X10- 4 270.287 5.07821 X 10- 4 

(N) Even 4.43204 X 10-6 270.104 4.51612XI0- 4 270.286 5.07831 X10-4 

275.185 Odd 5.72436X10- 6 
275. 082 

1 
4.93887X 10- 4 

I 
275.306 5.51340XlO-4 

(N) Even 5.72326 X10-6 275.078 4 .93896 X10-4 275.307 5.51329X10- 4 

280.185 Odd 7.33473 X10- 6 

I 
280.081 5.38291 X10-4 

I 
280.310 I 5.96864X10- 4 

(N) Even 7.33530 X 10-6 280 .082 5.38299 Xl 0- 4 280.311 5.96862 Xl 0- 4 

285 .245 Odd 9.35263 X 10-6 

1 

285. 159 
1 

5.85440XlO-4 285.364 6.44847Xl0-4 

(N) Even 9.35245X 10-6 285.159 5.85452X10- 4 285.365 6.44843 X 10-4 

290.325 Odd 1.18324 X 10- 5 290.250 6.34674 X10-4 
290. 394 1 

6.94752X10- 4 

(N) Even 1.18323 X 10- 5 290.250 6.34677 X10-4 290 .395 6.94740x 10-4 

295.125 Odd 

I 
1.46768 X 10- 5 

I 

295.074 
1 

6.83168Xl0- 4 

I 

295 .134 1 7.43673Xl0-4 

I 
295.129 

(N) Even l.46770X10- 5 295 .074 6.83201 X10-4 295.137 7.43655X 10-4 295 .127 

300 .130 Odd 1.82324 X 10- 5 
300. 095 1 7.35640X 10-4 

I 
300 .052 7.96276 X10-4 300.056 i 

I (~) Even 1.82339 X 10- 5 300.097 7.35627X10- 4 300.050 7.96268 X 10-4 300.055 I 
305.070 Odd 2.24469 x i 0-· 

I 
305 .070 I 7.89373 X 10- 4 

I 
304 .886 1 

8.49991 X 10- 4 

I 
304. 912 1 

(~) Even 2.24452X 10- 5 305.068 7.89383 X10-4 304 .887 8.49959 X 10- 4 304.909 

I 
310 .015 I Odd 2.74566 X 10-· 

I 
310.047 I 8.45063 X 10- 4 

I 
309.707 I 9.05383 X 10- 4 

I 

309.754 II (N) Even 2.74540X 10- 5 310.045 8.45059 X 10-4 309.707 I 9.05368 X 10- 4 309.752 II I
I ! 

! 

t Undefined bngbtness temperature corresponding to a ' negatlve radiance . 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

Table B.7: Typical values {or tbe c&libratio!l c~fficie!lts A 1 , '\ &l1d Ao,'\. 

3.7 IJm Channel 10.8 IJm Channel ! 12.0 IJm Channel 

A1 .,\ (Wcm- 2sr- 1count- 1 ) 

Ao.'\ (Wcm -2 sr-l) 

7.39 X10- 11 

-6.56 X 10- 7 
2.24 X10- 7 

--4.90 X10- 5 

2.38X10- 7 

--4.50 X10-6 

Table 8.8 : A ver eged radiances and values {or corresponding target brightness temperatures
 

minus target PRT temperature, ~T . (Radiances in Wcm- 2sr- 1 and ~Ts in K).
 

(No distinction is made between the nadir viel" and (orward view targets here) .
 

Target 3.7 IJrn Channel ] 0.8 pm Channel I 12.0 pm Channel 

Temp. (K) Radiance I ~T Radiance I ~T I Radiance ~T 

109 .370 4 .99930 X10- 6 95 .090 -1.24796X 10- 5 t -1.10022 X10- 5 t 
131.680 4.79600X10- 8 72.303 -1.14047X10- 5 t -1.00438 X 10- 5 t 
141.590 4.75413 X 10- 8 62.293 -8 .72872 X 10-6 t -5 .54832 X10-6 t 
160.400 4.89621 X 10-8 43 .821 2.68287XI0- 6 -31.529 1.01571 X10- 5 -17.069 

180 .025 5.]6486XI0- 8 24.811 2.673]8XI0- 5 -9.273 4.14382x ]0- 5 -6.943 

199 .370 7.61628Xl0- 6 10.007 6.87568 X 10- 5 --4.4]6 9.31211 X10- 5 -3 .345 

242 .345 8.99396X 10- 7 0.335 2.53419XI0- 4 -0.599 2.99427 X ]0-4 -0.462 

243.435 

250 .335 
I9.66383 X 10- 7 0.362 2.59967XI0- 4 -0 .554 3 .06275 X 10-4 

1.46537XI0-6 0.139 3.03702 X10- 4 -0.305 I 3.53003Xl0- 4 
-0.457 

-{J.253 

260.245 2.59120X 10- 6 -0.025 3.73421 X 10- 4 -0.050 4.26545X 10-4 -{J.040 

270.200 4.43251 X 10- 6 -0.093 4.51617X ]0-4 0.088 5.07826 X 10- 4 0.067 

275.185 5.7238] X 10-6 -{J.I05 4.93892XI0- 4 0.122 5.51334 X 10-4 0.090 

280.185 7.33502X 10-6 -{J.I03 5.38295X 10-4 0.126 5.96863XI0- 4 0.098 

285.245 9.35254 X 10- 6 -0.086 5.85446 X 10-4 0.12] I 6.44845Xl0-4 0.091 

290 .325 1.18324X 10- 5 -0.075 6.34676XI0- 4 
0.071 I 6.94746 X10-4 0.051 

295 .125 1.46769Xl0- 5 -0 .050 6.83]84Xl0- 4 0.012 7.43664 X 10-4 0.004 

300 .130 1.82332X10-' -{J.034 7.35634 X]O-4 -{J.078 I 7.96272xl0- 4 -0.074 

305.070 

310 .015 

2.24460Xl0- 5 , -0.001 

I 
7.89378 X ]0-4 

I 
-0. 182 

1 
8.49975XI0- 4 

2.74553X 10- 5 I 0.031 8.45061 X 10-4 -0.307 9.05376Xl0-4 
-0.159 

-0.261 

t undefined brightness ternpera.ture corresponding to a. 'nega.tive radiance'. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

INITIAL CALIBRATIO!\ RESULTS 
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Figure 8.9 : Initial calibration results: measured brightness temperature versus target PRT temperature . 
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Figure 8.10 : Initial calibration results: measured brightness temperature minus target PRJ temperature. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

Figures 8.9 and 8.10 show the response of each channel to be non-linear with scene signal . 

(The arrows ir: figures 8.9 and 8.10 indicate the temperatures of the on-board blackbodies} , 

The 10.8 IJm and 12.0 IJm channels register a signal which is too low for scene brightness 

temperatures It. ss than the temperature of the cold on-board blackbody or greater than that of 

the heated blackbody. The curvature is observed to be greater in the 10.8 IJID channel than in 

the 12.0 IJm channel. The difference between the target brightness temperatures measured in 

the 10.81Jm and 12.0 IJID channels is small . The 3.7 IJm channel appears to measure a radiance 

which is too large for scene brightness temperatures less than the temperature of the cold 

on-board blackbody. (The temperatures of the +XBB and -XBB were "",298 K and "",261 K 

respectively [see tables 8.4 and 8.5]). 

The target brightness temperatures measured in each channel are nearly identical at the on

board blackbody temperatures . However , the target temperature as measured by the PRTs is 

slightly greater than these brightness temperatures . This difference is -35 mK at 261 K and 

-40 mK at 298 K. 

For target temperatures in the range 260 K to 310 K, the differences recorded between the 

measured target brightness temperature and the target PRT temperature covered the following 

ranges, 

3.7 IJm channel: -0.105:K (at 275.185 K ) to +0.031 K (at 310.015 K), 

10 .8 IJm channel: -0.30; K (at 310.015 K ) to +0 .126 K (at 280.185 :K), 

12.0 uti: channel : -0.261 K (at 310.015 K) to +0 .098 K (at 280.185 K). 

Assuming the external target PRT temperatures to be correct, the 3.7 IJm channel therefore 

almost meets the ±0.1 K accuracy requirement [§4 .1.1], while the 10.81Jm and 12.0 IJm channels 

meet this requirement over most of the 265 K to 305 K temperature range. This is without any 

corrections factors being applied . 

Figure 8.10 shows a small jump in the temperature difference in each channel between the data 

points at 242.345 K and 243.435 K. The first of these data points was the final measurement 

following the warm-up of the forward view target from LN 2 temperatures. The second 

temperature point was part of the initial calibration in the centre of the nadir view. This 

suggests a slight discrepancy between the PRT temperature measurement of each target. 
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8. Rediotnetric Ca1'bration 

8.4.2 Non-linearity of 10.8 utn and 12.0 uux Channels 

The 10.8 JjIIl and 12.0 uti: channels use photoconductive HgCdTe detectors. The non-linearity 

observed in these channels is caused by 'Auger recombination' in the HgCdTe crystals. In 

this process the probability of an electron-hole pair recombining (without contributing to the 

photoeurrent) increases with the number density of electrons and holes, i.e. with the photon 

flux incident on the detectors. (This effect is described in §9.2.1 and modelled in §9.3). This 

causes a reduction in the measured detector signal (from that predicted by assuming a linear 

detector response) at high photon fluxes. The size ofthis reduction depends on the temperature 

of the detectors and decreases as the detector temperature increases. 

The non-linear detector responses were corrected using the measured radiances. (This 

required the predicted linear detector responses to be calculated). The correction process 

had to be incorporated easily into the ground segment data processing scheme. The 

simplest method of doing this was to apply a correction factor to the temperature/radiance 

look-up table, so that the radiance corresponding to a given temperature was reduced by a 

factor related to the detector non-linearity. This was done as a function of scene radiance. (For 

these calculations, the radiances were scaled by the radiance value at a temperature of 320 K 

to avoid possible confusion over the exact values for the various constants in (8.10) and the 

method of integrating over the spectral responses. This approach allows the correction factors 

to be easily applied by others). 

The measured 10.8 uti: and 12.0 uti: channel radiances were converted into a relative signal 

on a fixed scale of 0.0 to 1.0 (where 0.1 corresponded to ~ ,\(0 K) and 1.0 to ~ ,\(320 K)). The 

predicted radiance (scaled by the radiance value at T=320 K) from the external target at PRT 

temperature TBB was calculated from, 

~ _ Ej,,\~,\(TBB) + (1 - Ej,,\)~,\(Tbad:) (8.21) 
BB,'\ - ~ ,\(320 K) , 

where Ej,'\ is the emissivity of the external targets in each channel [table 5.12, §5.4.3], 

Tbacl< is the brightness temperature of the background radiation (= 257 K for a BOL 

thermal environment). 

The relative signal (value 0 to 1) was plotted against ~BB.'\, The predicted linear detector 

response was calculated by fitting a straight line to the low radiance data points, where the 

detector response was assumed to be linear with radiance. (The data points used corresponded 

to target temperatures in the range 130 K to 160 K - the 109 K data were not used because of 

possible digitisation effects [§8.3.2], and at higher target temperatures the detector non-linearity 

becomes apparent). The non-linearity of each channel was then expressed as the ratio of the 

measured signal to the linear response signal at each value of cI> BB,'\. This ratio is termed the 

'fractional fall-off' in this work. 

At a target temperature of 310 K. the resulting fractional fall-off is 4.2'7c in the 10.8 I-'ID channel 

and 3.0% in the 12.0 uti: channel. Figure 8.11 shows the measured response and predicted linear 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

response for the 10.8 uti: channel as a function of 4> BB,A' The fractional fall-off is shown in 

figure 8.12. The 12.0 uti: channel data are similarly shown in figures 8.13 and 8.14. 

A least squares quadratic fit was applied to the fractional fall-off data shown in figures 8.12 and 

8.14 to enable the fall-off to be calculated as a function of the signal radiance, ~A{T), using, 

(8 .22) 

where the values of the Zi,A coefficients produced from the quadratic fit are given in table 8.9. 

Table 8.9 : Coefficients 10 calculate the fraclional fall-off in Ihe 10.8 um ud 

12.0 um channels CLS a Iunction of signal radiance using (8.22 ). 

Coefficient 10.8 jjm Channel ! 12 .0 jjm Chann el i 
Z2 ,A 

ZI ,A 

ZO,A 

-9 .54182 X10- 4 

-4.79542 x 10- 2 

1.00023 

-1.54812 X 10- 2 

-2 .25973 X 10- 2 

1.0008 5 

Finally, the temperature/racliance look-up table was updated to correct for the observed non

linearities in the 10.8 jjm and 12.0 uti: channels . The corrected radiance , ~~(T), was calculated 

as a function of the original radiance, 4> A(T), using , 

~~(T) = (fall off)A X ~ A(T). (8.23) 

The updated look-up table is given in Appendix \1 . 

The data given in tables 8.4 and 8.5 were re-processed using th..is updated look-up table in the 

same manner as described in §8.4.1. (Note, all conversions from temperature to radiance and 

vice versa were performed using the look-up table) . 

The results are presented in table 8.10, giving the measured radiances, from (8.5), and the 

differences between the corresponding target brightness temperatures, from (8 .11) , and the 

target PRT temperature . Table 8.11 gives typical values for the calibration coefficients AI,A and 

Ao,>. resulting from the use of the updated look-up table. Figure 8.15 shows the measured target 

brightness temperature against target PRT temperature, for each channel. Figure 8.16 shows 

the temperature difference (target brightness temperature minus target PRT temperature) 

against target PRT temperature (for the range 240 K to 320 K). 
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Figure 8.11 : Measured 10 .8 um channel response and predicted linear response against signal ra.d..iance. 
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Figure 8.13: Measured 12.0 J1.m cha..nneJ response and predicted linear response against signal r~uce. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

Table 8.10 : Results using corrected lool-up table for the 10.8 um i1I1d 12.0 um channels . 

Averaged ra.diances a.nd values for corresponding target brightness temperatures minus 

target PRT temperature, 6T. (Ra.dii1I1ces in Wcm -2 sr-l i1I1d 6Ts in K). 

Target 3.7 jjm Channel 10.8 uux Channel 12.0 jjm Channel 

Temp. (K) Radiance 6T Radiance 6T Radiance 6T 

109.370 4.99930X 10-8 95.090 1.30247x 10-6 7.789 2.13652X10- 6 8.870 

131.680 4.79600X10- 8 72.303 2.23369X 10-6 -5 .647 2.96514X10- 6 -8.444 

141.590 4 .75413 X10-8 62 .293 4.76380 X 10- 6 -3 .508 i .2736iX 10- 6 -4 .074 

160.400 4.89621 X 10- 8 43.821 1.55581 X 10- 5 
I 

2.23290 X 10- 5-1.122 -1.654 

180 .025 5.16486x 10- 6 24.811 3.83168 X10- 5 -0 .709 5.23258X 10- 5 -0.871 

199.370 7.61628X10- 8 10.007 7.80937X 10- 5 -0.532 1.01893X10- 4 -0.373 

242 .345 8.99396 X10- 7 0.335 2.52884 X 10- 4 -0.136 2.99i61 X10- 4 -0.064 

243.435 9.66383 X10- 7 0.362 2.59400X 10- 4 -0 .Oi5 3.06642 X10- 4 -0 .041 

250 .335 1.46537x 10-6 0.139 3.00746X 10-4 -0.056 3.51406X 10-4 -0.033 

260 .245 2.59120 X 10- 6 -0.025 3.66663 X 10-4 -0 .037 4.21865 X 10- 4 -0.029 

270 .200 4.43251 X 10-6 -<l.093 4.40604 X10-4 -0.035 4.99746X 10-4 -0.047 

275 .185 5.72381 X 10- 6 -0.105 4 .80576 X 10- 4 -0.032 5.41432X 10-4 -0.056 

280.185 7.33502 X10-6 -0.103 5.22556 X 10- 4 -0.037 5.85052 X10- 4 -0 .058 

285.245 9.35254 X10-6 -0 .086 5.67134 X 10-4 -0.027 6.31019XlO- 4 -<l.052 

290.325 1.18324 X 10- 5 -0.075 6.13673 X 10- 4 -0.03i 6.78821 X 10- 4 -0 .055 

295 .125 1.46769x 10- 5 -0.050 6.59519X 10-4 -0.036 7.25670X 10- 4 -0.044 

300 .130 1.82332x 10- 5 -<l.034 7.09066X10- 4 -<l.041 7.76030X 10-4 -0.036 

305.070 2.24460X10- 5 -<l.001 7.59847xlO- 4 -0 .034 8.27449X 10- 4 -0.007 

310.015 2.74553 X10- 5 0.031 8.12435 X 10-4 -<l.025 8.80469 X10- 4 0.034 

Table 8.11 : Typical values for the cAlibration coefficients A1.A &lid AO,A'
 

(Using corrected ternperature/ra.diance lool-uplable for the 10.8 jjIn &lid 12.0 jjIn cb znuels},
 

1 3.7 jjrn Channel 10.8 jjm Channel 12.0 uti: Channel 

A1 ,A (Wcm- 2sr - 1count- 1 ) i .39XlO- 9 2.12x10-' 2.28XlO- 7 

AO .A (Wcrn- 2sr- 1 ) -6 .56 X 10- 7 -3 .30X 10- 5 9.00X 10-6 
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Figure 8.15 : Measured brightness temperature versus target PRT temperature. 
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8. Racliometric Calibration 

The effect of using the corrected temperature/radiance look-up table to remove the curvature 

in the 10.8 IJm and 12 .0 IJm channels is clearly shown in figures 8.15 and 8.16. Figure 8.15 

shows some residual curvature in both channels at cold scene temperatures. These residual 

curvatures are a result of slightly underestimating the fractional fall-offs. However, residual 

errors are small, and the calculated fall-offs given here are a result of the best fits to the 

available low radiance data. (Figure 8.15 shows the problem of using the 109 K temperature 

data for predicting the linear detector responses) . 

For target temperatures in the range 260 K to 310 K, the average difference between the target 

brightness temperature and the target PRT temperature is -34 mK in the 10.8 IJm channel 

and -35 mK in the 12.0 IJm channel. At a target temperature of 199.370 K (approximately 

the minimum cloud top temperature) the temperature differences are 0.53 K and 0.37 K, 

resp ectively. 

The correction factors were calculated as a function of scene signal. The process that causes the 

detector non-linearity depends on the total incident photon flux, i.e. including the contribution 

from the instrument fore-optics [§9.3]. However, since the correction factors are based on the 

measured radiances , this contribution from the fore-optics is implicitly included (though all 

these measurements were made at BOL temperatures). 

From (8.2) and (8.3), the signal, cI>i,,,t,A' from the fore-optics at temperature Ti,,,t can be 

written as, 

(8.24)
 

Using this equation, the contribution from the fore-optics was estimated for BOL and EOL 

conclitions, and the resulting changes in the signal from the fore-optics, tlTi,,,t,A' calculated . 

The results are given in table 8.12 for an assumed EOL value for r Au ,A of 0.95 (radiances are 

quoted as a fraction of the uncorrected radiance at T=320 K). 

Table 8.12: Cbeug» in signal contribution from the tore-optics enclosure betw~n BaL and EaL
 

BaL conditions. (Ra.d.iances &re expressed &S & inction of uncorrected 320 K value).
 

Cha.nnel I Conditions I r Au.A <A ITin,t (K) I cI>inol .A I tlcI>in,U 

2 10 .8 IJID BOL 0.97 260 .0 I 0.897 I I 0.059718 1 I 

0.95 0.897 I 275 .0 0.096304 0.036586EOLI 
3 10 .2 IJID BOL 0 .97 0.894 i 260 .0 0.065580 I 

EOL 0.95 0.103037 0.0374570.894 I 275 .0 I I 

The increased fractional fall-offs due to EOL conclitions can be visualised approximately from 

figures 8.12, 8.14, and using the values of tlcI>in,I,A in table 8.12. The increased fractional fall-off 

is small . Also, the corrected temperature/racliance look-up table obtained from (8.22) and (8 .23) 
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8.	 Radiometric Calibration 

is shown to be valid for different detector temperatures [§8.5.1], various thermal environments 

[§8.5.3] and various on-board blackbody power level settings [§8.5.4 ]. It is concluded therefore 

that this corrected temperature /radiance look-up table is valid for the complete ERS-1 mission 

lifetime. If necessary, however, a new corrected look-up table can be calculated a.s a function 

of scene signal for different environmental conditions using the same Zi.). coefficients, replacing 

t ).(T) in (8.22) with, 

;;JJ"	 (T) (r~u,).) EOL () 
..... ). = (2) t). T + .1cI>'n.t,). ,	 (8.25) 

r Au,). BOL 

and then using (8.23) es before. 

Note, the method used to correct for the detector non-linearities relied on stable, low radiance 

measurements at target temperatures in the range 120 K to 160 K. 

8.4.3 Non-linearity of 3. 7 utn Channel 

The 3.7 uti: channel detector is an InSb photodiode [§3.4]. These detectors are normally highly 

linear , so the observed non-linearity was unexpected. No definitive explanation for this non

linearity has been produced, though a possible cause is presented here . (This problem has been 

flagged at numerous project meetings for over two years) . 

The detector pre-amplifier and signal channel processing electronics have been checked for 

possible causes of this non-linearity. No problems were discovered . In addition, the non-linearity 

is not due to: 

•	 thermometry errors in the external target PRTs , as this would simply lead to an identical 

offset in each channel, 

•	 emissivity errors in the external targets [§8.5.8 ], 

•	 thermometry errors in one of the on-board blackbodies , as both blackbodies produced 

the same radiance (counts) when the two sets of PRTs indicated the same temperature 

[§8.5.4;, 

•	 a constant temperature offset in both on- board blackbodies (to first order this causes a 

corresponding constant offset in the measured brightness temperatures - these results 

are not presented here), 

•	 emissivity errors in the on-board blackbodies, since such errors have a relatively small 

effect [Mason et al., 1990 ], 

•	 stray radiation from the earth-shine plate [§8.5.5 and §8.5 .6;, 

•	 errors in the assumed brightness temperature of the background radiation, T/>aclc [§8.5.9 J. 

Figures 8.2i and 8.29 [§8.5.3 ] suggest that the non-linearity may be a function of the thermal 

environment and in particular the earth-shine plate temperature. This is misleading. The 

measured temperature difference at a given external target temperature is a function of the 

temperature difference between the external target and the on-board blackbody. (The measured 

brightness temperature is 'tied down ' at the on -board blackbody temperatures ). Altering the 
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thermal environment changes the instrument thermal balance, including the temperatures of 

the on-board blackbodies. 

However I the observed non-linearity is consistent with excess shortwave radiation in the 

measurements. This was investigated by shifting the spectral response of the 3.7 IJm channel 

and computing a new temperature/radiance look-up table . Shifting the whole spectral response 

by O.031,.,m (equivalent to 22.8 em-I at 3.7 ,.,m) to shorter wavelengths was found to eliminate 

the non-linearity. (This size shift produced the best correction to data from all tests). Figure 

8.17 shows the magnitude of this shift. The measured target brightness temperatures and the 

differences between these and the target PRT temperatures (using the shifted spectral response) 

are shown in figures 8.18 and 8.19. The data for an increased earth-shine plate temperature 

and EDL conditions (which show the largest differences from the nominal calibration results) 

[§8.5.3] were re-processed using the shifted response. The results are shown in figures 8.20 and 

8.21. (Note, similar results could probably be arrived at by shifting only one 'edge', though 

this has not been tried . Shortwave spectral leaks up to the 5% level have been simulated and 

found not to account for the observed non-linearity). 
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Figure 8.18 : Measured brightness temperatures using shifted 3.7 um response (ESP=271 K). 
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Figure 8.19: Measured temperature differences using shifted 3.7 um response (EDL conditions).
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Figure 8.20: Measured temperature differences using shifted 3.7 urn response. 
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Figure 8.21 : Measured temperature differences using shifted 3. i um response. 
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Figures 8.18 and 8.19 show that the non-linearity in the 3.7 utx: channel disappears if the 

response is shifted by -0.031 utu. (At target temperatures below ",200 K the total measured 

radiance in the 3.7 uti: channel is subject to digitisation effects [§8.3.2J. The measured target 

brightness temperatures (from (8.11)) depends, therefore, on the exact value of Al ,3 .7, which is 

effectively varied by the 'autocalloop'} . 

The spectral response measurements made by the Meteorological Office were checked by 

convolving the manufacturers' measurements of each individual component, for each channel 

(allowing for temperature shifts etc.) . (This work was done by Chris Mutlow (RAL)). The 

convolved responses agreed with the measured responses and it was concluded that the measured 

spectral response of the 3.7 J.lm channel was not in error by as much as 0.031 utxx [Stringer and 

Smith, 1989]. Therefore, if the spectral shift is real, it appears to have occurred between the 

Meteorological Office FPA measurements (September / October 1988) and the Oxford calibration 

tests (June/July 1989). 

Preliminary calculations by Albin Zavody (RAL) show that shifting the spectral response of 

the 3.7 utx: channel by -0 .031 uti: results in brightness temperature differences at the top of the 

atmosphere of ",20 m.K to ",80 InK. (This is for two model atmospheres and using the centre 

of the nadir and forward views ). If the spectral shift is real, it may be just possible to detect 

such an error using the in-flight data and SST validation measurements. 

A spectral shift of -0.031 uti: is presented here as a possible cause of the observed non-linearity 

in the 3.7 utx: channel. The exact mechanism by which such a shift could occur is unknown. 

The likelihood of such a shift occurring is unknown. However, no other explanation for this 

non-linearity has been found. 

8.4.4 Temperature Offset 

A smaIl discrepancy exits between the temperature measurement of the on-board blackbodies 

and that of the external targets. This causes a smaIl offset in the measured temperature 

differences of -35 m.K at the cold -XBB temperature and -40 m.K at the hot +XBB 

temperature for the nominal calibration at the centre of the nadir view [§8.4.1]. This offset 

is approximately constant for all on-board blackbody power levels [§8.5.4]. (The offset 

corresponds to the external target PRTs recording slightly warmer temperatures than the 

on- board blackbody PRTs) . 

The PRTs for the external targets were calibrated by the Meteorological Office using a 

temperature bath, to a quoted absolute accuracy of ±14 m.K [§5.4.2]. The readout electronics 

used during the calibration tests were not used to calibrate the PRTs. Documentation of the 

calibration of these PRTs is very poor . For the on- board blackbodies , an end-to-end calibration 

of the PRTs and their readout electronics was performed in situ with the blackbodies in a 

vacuum tank. The absolute accuracy of the temperature measurement of these PRTs is stated 
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to be ±10 mK (30') [Mason et al. , 1990]. It is almost impossible to check which set ofPRTs is in 

error without performing a direct comparison between the two (using the appropriate readout 

electronics). The actual flight model blackbodies cannot be used for this comparison, though 

the flight spare or engineering model blackbodies could be. It has not been possible to arrange 

such a comparison for this work. However, the external target PRTs were not calibrated in 

vacuum, are not hermetically sealed and have a history of suffering from self-heating effects. 

(Self-heating of these PRTs would cause them to record a slightly higher temperature than 

otherwise and therefore to be warmer than the on-board blackbody PRTs) . It is believed that 

the temperature offset is more likely to be due to errors in the external target PRTs than 

the on-board blackbody PRTs. If this is correct, ATSR is more accurate than the measured 

temperature differences show. 

The small difference in the temperature offset between the two on-board blackbody tempera

tures may be due to small errors in the emissivities of the external targets. The difference in the 

temperature offsets is less than the errors due to the quoted emissivity uncertainties [§8.5.8]. 

The temperature measurement of the forward view target appears to be ",15 mK less than 

that of the nadir view target [§8.5.2]. The two sets of six PRTs on each target were calibrated 

independently, therefore supporting the belief that the temperature offset is caused by errors 

in the temperature measurement of the external targets. Also, following the low radiance 

measurements, the temperature difference between the two external targets appears to have 

changed. This suggests that the resistance characteristics of the forward view target PRTs 

may have changed during the LN2 cooling cycle. (The low radiance measurements were the last 

measurements to be performed [Appendix IT], so little data are available to check this properly) . 

The external target PRTs are to be re-calibrated as part of a follow-on instrument to ATSR. 

However, the results are likely to have little relevance to the ATSR calibration results, given 

the time delay since ATSR testing and the possible shift in the forward view PRTs mentioned 

above . 
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B.5 TEST RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT CONDITIONS 

This section reviews the results from the calibration tests performed at different environmental 

and instrumental conditions [t est no .s 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25, 

Appendix I]. The test results are presented in the order in which the tests were performed. 

The nominal test set-up was with the detectors at 81 K, the +XBB at power level 2, the -XBB 

Boating at the temperature of the fore-optics enclosure, a BOL thermal environment [table 5.3, 

§5.2.2] and the variable temperature target positioned in the centre of the nadir view. Each of 

these nominal conditions was altered in turn, and the on-board calibration verified for: 

• detectors at 91 K, 

• various positions around the instrument scan cone, 

• various thermal environments, 

• various on-board blackbody power level settings. 

The reduced set of external target temperatures [§8.1] was used for each of these tests, though 

additional temperature plateaux were occasionally included by the test operator on an ad hoc 

basis. All data from the external targets presented in this section were averaged for 50 pixels 

over 10 scans (equivalent to 20% of the pixels in a 50 km X 50 km nadir view area) . 

In addition, results from the investigation of possible scan dependent strays are presented. 

The orbital simulation results are also mentioned. Finally, the variation of the measured 

target brightness temperature with external target emissivity and with background radiation 

temperature , Tba clCl is discussed . 

The target brightness temperatures presented in this section were all derived from the measured 

radiances using (8 .11). The corrected temperature /radiance look-up table for the 10.8 uti: and 

12.0 #lID channels [§8.4.2] was used throughout. 

B.5.1 Detectors At 91 K 

The detectors were held at 91 K by reducing the cooling power of the Stirling cycle cooler, 

i.e. by reducing the piston amplitude in the compressor. The calibration results are given in 

table 8.13, and the differences between the measured target brightness temperatures and target 

PRT temperatures plotted in figure 8.22. 

No change is observed from the nominal conditions in the 3.7 #lm channel. The 10.8 uit: 

and 12.0 utx: channels show a slight curvature in the opposite direction to that originally 

seen [§8.4.1]. This is because the recombination mechanism that causes the detector non 

linearity is temperature dependent . The detector model described in §9.3 predicts a reduction 

in the non-linearity due to Auger recombination with an increase in detector temperature . 

The correction factors applied to the temperature /radiance look-up table were calculated from 

measurements at detector temperatures of 81 K [§8.4.2], and therefore slightly overestimate the 
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non-linearity observed for 91 K detectors. However I the differences between the measured target 

brightness temperatures and target PRT temperatures are within the ±O.l K requirement, and 

it is concluded that the corrected temperature/radiance look-up table is valid for all detector 

temperatures. 

Table 8.13: Me&Sured radia.nces a.nd ta.rget brightlless temperatures minus PRT temperature, 

for 91 K detectors. (Radia.nces in Wcm- 2sr- 1 a.nd sr, in K). 

Target 3.7 /-lm Channel 10.8 /-lm Channel 12.0 /-lm Channel 

Temp. (K) Radiance fj,T Radiance fj,T Radiance fj,T 

243.595 9.76683X 10- 7 0.368 2.60887X10- 4 0.026 3.08394 X10-4 0.081 

264.745 3.31749X10- 6 -0.065 3.99129X10- 4 -0.034 4.56138 X10-4 -0.042 

271.515 4.74121 X10-6 -0.116 4.50657X10- 4 -0.072 5.10182 X 10-4 -0.096 

285.165 9.31775X10- 6 -0.085 5.66088X10- 4 -0.064 6.29918X10- 4 -0.092 

295.080 1.46502x 10- 5 -0.047 6.59132x 10-4 -0.031 7.25097X 10- 4 -0.057 

309.000 2.63690x 10- 5 0.036 8.02210X10- 4 0.039 8.70071 X 10-4 0.082 

DETECTORS AT 91K
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Figure 8.22: Target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperatures [or 91 K detectors. 
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8.5.2 Various Scan Positions 

The on-board calibration was verified at 11 positions around the nadir view and 7 positions 

around the forward view [§8.1]. (Data were averaged for 50 pixels across the external targets 

for each position). Each external target position was defined by the rotation angle of the earth

shine plate assembly [§5.2.1]. The external targets were centred in both views at a position 

of 0°. The direction of rotation of the instrument scan mirror corresponded to rotation in the 

negative direction for the earth-shine plate . Therefore, using pixel position numbers within a 

data packet, pixel no. 3 = +49.86°, pixel no. 557 = -49.86°, pixel no. 574 = +33.30° and 

pixel no . 944 = -33 .30° [cf. table 3.1, §3.2; table 8.1, §8.3.1]. Data are presented here using 

earth-shine plate rotation angles. 

The measured radiances and differences between the target brightness temperatures and target 

PRT temperatures are given in table 8.14 for the nadir view and table 8.15 for the forward 

view . The temperature differences are plotted in figures 8.23 , 8.24 and 8.25 for all positions 

around both views. 

No scan dependent biases are observed. However, the temperature differences recorded around 

the nadir view are consistently "'" 15 mK less than those around the forward view. This 

difference appears to be independent of target temperature and spectral channel, and is therefore 

attributed to slight differences between the two sets of target PRTs . 

Table 8.14 : Measured radiances (Wcm- 2 sr- 1 ) and tlTs (K) around the nadir view. 

Posn. Target 3.7 Jlm Channel 10.8 Jlm Channel 12.0 Jlm Channel 

Temp. (K) Radiance tlT Radiance tlT Radiance tlT 

-46 .6 ° 

(N) 
244 .155 

275.195 

285.190 

295.100 

305.090 

1.00695 X l 0- 6 

5.72932XlO- 6 

9.32697 X 10-6 

1.46622 X 10- 6 

2.24744 X 10- 6 

0.286 

-0.095 

-0.089 

-0.048 

0.010 

2.63547 X 10-4 

4.80645 X10- 4 

5.66595 X 10-4 

6.59285 X10- 4 

7.60187X10- 4 

-0.071 

-0.034 

-0.032 

-0.035 

-0.022 

3.11177X10- 4 

5.41544 X 10-4 

6.30514 X 10-4 

7.25402 X 10-4 

8.27810X10- 4 

-0.035 

-0.053 

-0 .052 

-0.046 

0.008 

i 

-40° 

(N) 
243 .920 

275.200 

285.160 

295 .080 

310 .785 

9.94878 X10- 7 

5.71649 X10- 6 

9.31981 X 10- 6 

1.46501 X 10- 5 

2.83162 X 10- 5 

0.332 2.62298 X 10-4 

-0.145 4.80145 X10- 4 

-0.075 5.66461 X 10-4 

-0 .047 6.59147 X 10- 4 

0.039 I 8.20736X 10- 4 

-0.054 

-0.100 

-0 .017 

-0 .029 

-0.027 

3.09755 X 10-4 

5.41063X 10-4 

6.30280X10- 4 

7.25240 X 10-4 

8.88728 X10- 4 

-0.027 

-0.114 

-0.047 

-0.042 

0.029 
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Table 8.14 (cont): Measured radiances (Wcm- 2sr- 1 ) and f:J.Ts (K) around tbe na.dir view. 

Posn. Target 3.7 IJm Cha.nnel 10.8 IJm Cha.nnel 12.0 IJm Channel 

Temp. (K) Radiance t:..T Radiance t:..T Radiance t:..T 

-30 0 

(N) 
243.955 

275.200 

285.135 

295.060 

9.94831 X10- 7 

5.72592 X10-8 

9.29932 X10-6 

1.46360X 10-& 

0.296 

-0.112 

-0.097 

-0.049 

2.62539 X10-4 

4.80643X 10-4 

5.66082X 10-4 

6.58998 X10-4 

-0.046 

-0.039 

-0.034 

-0.024 

3.10057X 10-4 

5.41527X 10-4 

6.29882x 10-4 

7.25078 X 10-4 

-0. 
014 

-0.060 

-0.065 

-0.039 

310.745 2.82693 X 10-& 0.037 8.20321 X 10-4 -0.025 8.88379X 10-4 0.037 

-20 0 

(N) 
244.035 

274.980 

285.190 

295.120 

310.785 

1.00104 X 10-6 

5.66751 X10-6 

9.32983 Xl 0-6 

1.46777x 10-& 

2.83122X10-& 

0.314 

-0.095 

-0.082 

-0.044 

0.035 

2.62854 X 10-4 

4.78889X 10-4 

5.66644 X 10-4 

6.59584 X10-4 

8.20694 X10-4 

-0.072 

-0.033 

-0.027 

-0.024 

-0.031 

3.10330X 10-4 

5.39730x 10-4 

6.30458 X 10-4 

7.25628 X 10-4 

8.88797X10- 4 

-0.050 

-0.050 

-0.058 

-0.043 

0.036 

-10 0 

(N) 
243.935 

274.665 

285.500 

295.090 

310.710 

9.96106X10- 7 

5.57714 X10-6 

9.45988 X10- 6 

1.46414 X 10-& 

2.82221 X lO- s 

0.336 

-0.098 

-0.098 

-0.Oi1 

0.030 

2.62293 X10-4 

4.76298 X10-4 

5.69372X10- 4 

6.59015 X10-4 

8.19877X 10-4 

-0.069 

-0.035 

-0.034 

-0.053 

-0.031 

3.09805X10- 4 

5.37051 X 10-4 

6.33243 X 10-4 

7.25048x 10-4 

8.87963 X10-4 

-0.034 

-0.049 

-0.067 

-0.072 

0.034 

00 

(N) 
243.995 

274.685 

285.165 

295.085 

310.715 

9.98193x 10- 7 

5.58294 X10-6 

9.30792 X 10-6 

1.46535 X 10-& 

2.82409X10-& 

0.309 

-0.097 

-0.107 

-0.047 

0.041 

2.62757X 10- 4 

4.76505X 10-4 

5.66221 X 10-4 

6.59217X 10- 4 

8.20046X 10- 4 

-0.049 

-0.029 

-0.049 

-0.027 

-0.021 

3.10240X 10-4 

5.37209x 10-4 

6.30013X10- 4 

7.25219x 10-4 

8.88017XlO- 4 

-0.024 

-0.050 

-0.081 

-0.049 

0.034 

+10 0 

(N) 
244.005 

274.685 

285.125 

295.080 

310.695 

9.98444XlO- 7 

5.58140 X10- 6 

9.29704 X10- 6 

1.46475XlO-& 

2.82118 X 10-& 

0.303 

-0.103 

-0.092 

-0.051 

0.035 

2.62730x 10- 4 

4.76422X10- 4 

5.65987X 10-4 

6.59091 X 10-4 

8.19818XlO- 4 

-0.063 

-0.040 

-0.035 

-0.035 

-0.022 

3.10256X10- 4 

5.37152X10- 4 

6.29863 X10-4 

7.25200 X10-4 

8.87860 X10-4 

-0.032 

-0.057 

-0.057 

-0.046 

0.039 

+20 0 

(N) 
244.025 

274.675 

285.150 

1.00013 X10- 6 

5.57585X10- 6 

9.31077X10- 6 

0.309 

-0.112 

-0.086 

2.62865 X10- 4 

4.76389X10- 4 

5.66310X10- 4 

-0.060 

-0.034 

-0.024 

3.10457X10- 4 

5.37057X10- 4 

6.30178 X10-4 

-0.020 

-0.058 

-0.048 

295.110 

310.670 

1.46647X10- s 

2.81808X10-& 
-0.054 

0.033 

6.59345 Xl 0- 4 

8.19524X10- 4 
-0.039 

-0.024 

7.25504 X10- 4 

8.87531 X 10-4 
-0.046 

0.034 

+30 0 

(N) 
244.205 

274.680 

285.135 

295.100 

310.695 

1.01236 X 10-6 

5.57869 X10-6 

9.30257X10- 6 

1.46477x 10-& 

2.82215x 10-& 

0.320 

-0.107 

-0.090 

-0.071 

0.044 

2.63876X10- 4 

4.76393 X10-4 

5.66140X10- 4 

6.59102X10- 4 

8.19850X10- 4 

-0.064 

-0.038 

-0.028 

-0.054 

-0.019 

3.11505X10- 4 

5.37161X10-4 

6.29978X10- 4 

7.25213X10- 4 

8.87898 Xl 0- 4 

-0.033 

-0.051 

-0.055 

-0.065 

0.042 

+40 0 

(N) 
244.140 

274.680 

285.120 

295.080 

310.675 

1.00619X10-6 

5.58000 Xl 0- 6 

9.28937 X10-6 

1.46405 X 10-s 

2.81819X10- s 

0.289 

-0.103 

-0.105 

-0.062 

0.029 

2.63514X10- 4 

4.76418 X10-4 

5.65881 X10-4 

6.59029 Xl 0-4 

8.19606X 10- 4 

-0.062 

-0.035 

-0.042 

-0.041 

-0.021 

3.10990 X10-4 

5.37135X10- 4 

6.29720X 10-4 

7.25141 X10- 4 

8.87490X10- 4 

-0.050 

-0.054 

-0.068 

-0.052 

0.025 

+46.6 0 

(N) 
244.100 

274.185 

285.140 

295.060 

310.695 

1.00503 Xl 0- 6 

5.43810X 10-6 

9.30296X 10- 6 

1.46427 Xl O-s 

2.82162x lO- s 

0.311 2.63286X10- 4 

-0.115 4.72314X10- 4 

-0.094 5.66045 X10- 4 

-0.039 6.59048x 10-4 

0.039 18.19748X10-4 

-0.062 3.10890x 10-4 

-0.044 5.32i79 Xl 0- 4 

-0.044 16.29964X 10-' 
-0.019 7.25131 X 10- 4 

-0.028 887794 X 10-4 

-0.026 

-0.072 

-0.062 

-0.033 

0.033 
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8. Rediotneiric Calibration 

Table 8.15: Measured rsdieace« (Wcm - 2sr- 1 ) and ti.Ts (K) sround the Iotwerd view. 

Posn . TArget 3.7 pm Channel 10.8 Ilm Channel 12.0 pm Chaaael 

Temp. (K) Radiance I ti.T Radiance ti.T I Radiance ti.T 

-30 0 

(F) 
243.475 

275.055 

280.020 

285.010 

294.985 

309.805 

9.67077 X10- 7 

5.68953 X10-6 

7.28103X 10-6 

9.25727 X10-6 

1.45906X10-& 

2.72486 X 10-& 

0.333 

-0.094 

-0.090 

-0.068 

-0.045 

0.052 

2.59675 X10-4 

4.79616 X10- 4 

5.21316 X10-4 

5.6514'1 X10-4 

6.58300X10- 4 

8.10455x 10-4 

-0.066 

-0.019 

-0.016 

-0.014 

-0.021 

0.002 

3.06822X 10-4 

5.40519X10- 4 

5.83685 X10-4 

6.29023 X10-4 

7.24'106 X10-4 

8.78406X 10-4 

-0.052 

-0 .032 

-0.046 

-0.033 

-0.032 

0.053 

_20 0 

(F) 
243.4 70 

275.045 

280.025 

9.69235 X10- 7 

5.69003 X10-6 

7 .28048X10- 6 

0.373 

-0.082 

-0.096 

2.59682x 10- 4 

4.79549X10- 4 

5.21291 X10-4 

-0.060 

-0.018 

-0.024 

3.06817 x10- 4 

5.40371 X10-4 

5.83706X 10-4 

-0.047 

-0.040 

-0.049 

285 .010 

294.985 

309 .805 

9.25796X10- 6 

1.45973X 10- 5 

2.72488 x 10- 5 

-0 .067 

-0.034 

0.052 

5.65183 XlO- 4 

6.58368 X10-4 

8.10HOX 10-4 

-0.010 

-0.014 

0.000 

6.29046 X10- 4 

7.24399 X10- 4 

8.78481 X]O-4 

-0 .031 

-0.032 

0.060 

_lO e 243.475 9.68460 X10- 7 0.356 2.59744 X 10-4 -0.054 3.06865 X10-4 -0.045 

(F) 275.040 

280 .020 

5.68482 X10- 6 

7.28077 X10- 6 
-0 .095 

-0 .090 

4.79555 x 10- 4 

5.21262 X10- 4 
-0 .012 

-0.023 

5.40372 X10-4 

5.83703 X10- 4 

-0.035 

-0.04'1 

285 .010 

294 .985 

309 .805 

9.25800 X10- 6 

1.46005 X10-& 

2.72534 X10- 5 

-0 .067 

-0 .029 

0.056 

5.65207 X 10-4 

6.58352 X10-4 

8.10467X 10-4 

-0.007 

-0.016 

0.003 

6.29089 X10-4 

7.24459 X10-4 

8.78507X 10-4 

-0.026 

-0 .026 

0.062 

0 0 243.480 9.68760 X10- 7 0.355 2.59699 X 10 - 4 -0.067 3.06957x 10-4 -0.035 

(F) 275 .050 

280.020 

5.689i7 X10- 6 

7.28176X10- 6 
-0 .088 

-0.088 

4.79607 X10- 4 

5.21298 X10-4 
-0.015 

-0.018 

5.40439 X10-4 

5.83676 X10-4 
-0 .037 

-0.048 

285 .015 

294.985 

309 .805 

9.25935 X 10-6 

1.45972 X10-& 

2.72449X 10- 5 

-0 .069 

-0 .034 

0 .048 

5.65198X10- 4 

6.58377x10- 4 

8.10456X 10-4 

-0.013 

-0.013 

0.002 

6.29059x 10-4 

7.24467x 10- 4 

8.78451 X10-4 

-0.035 

-0.025 

0.057 

+ 10 0 

(F) 
243.490 

275.060 

280 .020 

285.020 

294 .985 

309.805 

9.67863 X 10-7 

5.69015 X10- 6 

7.28147X 10-6 

9.25898 X 10-6 

1.45959 X 10- 5 

2.72451 X 10-& 

0 .331 

-0 .096 

-0 .089 

-0.074 

-0.036 

0.049 

2.59828 Xl 0- 4 

4.79703 X10-4 

5.21314x 10- 4 

5.65203X10 - 4 

6.58386 Xl 0 - 4 

8.10448X 10-4 

-0.055 

-0.014 

- 0. 017 

-o.Oli 

-0.012 

0.001 

3.06967 X10-4 

5.40529 X10- 4 

5.83694 X10-4 

6.29103 X10-4 

7.24533 X 10- 4 

8.78531 X10-4 

-0.043 

-0.036 

-0.045 

-0.035 

-0.019 

0.064 

+ 20 0 243.505 9.67886 X 10- 7 0.316 2.59884 X10-4 -0.060 3.07083 X 10-4 -0.040 

(F) 275 .055 

280.020 

285.020 

294 .990 

309.805 

5.69065 X10-6 

7.28170 X10- 6 

9.26105 X10-6 

1.45987 X10- 5 

2.72385 X 10-& 

-0.090 

-0 .088 

-0.070 

-0.037 

0.042 

4.79635 X 10-4 

5:21367x 10- 4 

5.65243 X l 0-4 

6.58410 X10- 4 

8.10513 X10- 4 

-0.017 

-0.011 

-0.013 

-0 .015 

0.007 

5.40526 X10-4 

5.83777xlO-4 

6.29142 X10-4 

7.24526X10- 4 

8.78485x 10- 4 

-0.032 

-0.036 

-0.031 

-0.025 

0.060 

+ 30 0 

(F) 
243 .505 

275.050 

280.020 

285.020 

294.985 

309.805 

9.71113X 10- 7 

5.68988 X10-6 

7.28018 X10- 6 

9.25828 X10-6 

1.46012 XlO- 5 

2.72476 X 10- 5 

0.368 

-0.087 

-0 .092 

-0 .076 

-0 .028 

0.051 

2.59907 X10-4 

4 .79666 X10- 4 

5.21324 X10-4 

5.65239 X 10-4 

6.58428 X10- 4 

8.10469X10- 4 

-0 .056 

-0 .008 

-0 .015 

-0 .013 

-0.008 

0.003 

3.07087x 10-4 

5.4050i X10- 4 

5.83750 X10- 4 
I 

6.29157X10- 4 

7.24582 x 10- 4 

8.78542X10- 4 

-0. 
039 

-0.029 

-0 .039 

-0.029 

-0.014 

l·.065 

1 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 
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Figure 8.23 : Measured target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperature 

[or external target positions: -46.6 0 
, -40 0 

, -300 
, -200 

, -100 and 00 around the nadir new. 
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8. Radiometric Cslibretioti 
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Figure 8.24 : Measured target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperature 

for external target positions: +1OC, +20 0 
, +300 

, +40 0 
, +4 ~. 6c around the nadir view, 

and _30 0 around the forward view. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 
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Figure 8.25 : Measured target brightness temperatures minus targer PRT temperature 

for es tetnel target positions: -20°, -10° , 0°, +10° J +200 and +30° around the forward view. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.5.3 Various Thermal Environments 

The on-board calibration was verified at four thermal environments in addition to the nominal 

BOL conditions : BOL except for an increased cold box temperature of 238 K [test no. 12], BOL 

except for an increased earth-shine plate /drum baffle temperature of 271 K [t est no . 13], BOL 

except for an increased PEM simulator temperature of 287 K [test no. 14] and EOL conditions 

[test no. 16]. The test numbers refer to those in Appendix 1. (Note, to avoid thermal run-away 

in the Stirling cycle cooler, the detectors were operated at temperatures of 83 l\: for test no. 12 

and 94 K for test no. 16). The calibration results are presented in table 8 .16 and figures 8.26 

to 8.29. 

No differences from the nominal calibration results are observed for an increased cold box 

temperature or an increased PEM simulator temperature. However, for the other two 

environments the temperature difference in the 3.7 uti: channel at ",243 K is greater than 

for the nominal calibration. This makes the accuracy in the 3.7 uts: channel marginal at EOL 

conditions for scene brightness temperatures ",,265 K. Note, the non-linearity in the 10.8 utt: 

and 12.0 uti: channels is reduced for increased detector temperatures [§8.5 .1], resulting in a 

greater target brightness temperature at low target temperatures compared with the nominal 

calibration . 

The values used for Tbo ele in analysing these data were 257 K [t est no. 12],270 K [test no . 13], 

257 K [test no. 14] and 286 K [test no. 16]. 

The data at EOL conditions (figure 8.29) appear to be noisrer than for other thermal 

environments. This is partly due to increased noise in the hot (94 K) detectors, and partly 

due to noise in the target PRT temperatures. 
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8. Racliometric Cah'bration 

Table 8.16: Measured radiances (Wcm- 2sr- 1 ) &Ild D.Ts (K) [or various thermal environments. 

Test Target 3.7 p.m Channel 
I 

10.8 p.m Channel 12.0 P.ID Channel 

No. Temp. (K) Radiance D.T Radiance D.T Radiance D.T 

12 243.900 

256 .360 

271.240 

274.940 

285 .200 

295.165 

309.850 

9.97623 XlO- 7 

2.08614 Xl0- 6 

4 .68811 XI0- 6 

5.66036 Xl0- 6 

9.33155 X 10-6 

1.46908 X 10- 5 

2.72468 X 10- 5 

0.395 

0.067 

-0.058 

-0.080 

-0 .089 

-0.069 

0.005 

2.62089 Xl 0- 4 

3.39674 X 10-4 

4.48860 Xl 0- 4 

4.78675XI0- 4 

5.66702 Xl 0- 4 

6.59883 X 10-4 

8.10622Xl0- 4 

-0 .070 

-0.077 

-0.024 

-0.019 

-0.030 

-0.038 

-0.028 

3.09693Xl0- 4 

3 .93428 X 10-4 

5.08438XI0- 4 

5.39430 X l 0- 4 

6.30529 X 10-4 

7.25880Xl0- 4 

8.78527x 10-4 

-0.017 

-0 .023 

-0.032 

-0 .045 

-0.060 

-0.063 

0.019 

13 244 .295 1.03024 X 10-6 0.471 2.64570X 10- 4 -0.059 3.12271 X 10- 4 -0.021 

270 .935 4.61923 X 10-6 -0.047 4.46520X 10- 4 -0.035 5.06177XI0- 4 -0.016 

274 .970 5.67140 X 10-6 -0.080 4.78868 X10-4 -0.043 5.39801 X 10-4 -0.047 

285 .295 9.37848 X 10-6 -0.082 5.67683 X 10- 4 -0.032 6.31595XlO- 4 -0.054 

295.120 1.46664 X 10- 6 -0.065 6.59639Xl0- 4 -0.033 7.25665 X 10-4 -0.052 

308 .880 2.62072 x 10- 5 0.000 8.00376x 10- 4 -0.025 8.67991 X 10- 4 -0.005 

14 243.220 9.55125 Xl0- 7 0.394 2.58319Xl0- 4 -0.049 3.05330XlO- 4 -0.037 

256 .010 2.04193 X 10-6 0.048 3.37548 X 10- 4 -0.044 3.90872Xl0- 4 -0.029 

261.540 2.78064 Xl0- 6 -0.062 3.75707x 10- 4 -0.055 4.31418Xl0- 4 -0.054 

275 .500 5.81928 X 10-6 -0.092 4.83246 X10-4 -0.023 5.44150Xl0- 4 -0.053 

284.970 9.23430 X 10- 6 -0.081 5.64668 X 10- 4 -0.027 6.28528 X 10- 4 -0.047 

295.085 1.46576 X 10- 5 -0.040 6.59192Xl0- 4 -0.029 7.25340Xl0- 4 -0.037 

299.185 1.75131 X 10- 5 -0 .034 6.99655 X 10- 4 -0 .031 7.66392Xl0- 4 -0.038 

309 .985 2.74122 x 10- 5 0.022 8.12196Xl0- 4 -0 .017 8.80159XI0- 4 0.035 

16 246 .385 1.19046 X 10- 6 0.609 2.79040 X 10- 4 0.281 3.28759 Xl0- 4 0.443 

275 .105 5.72829 Xl0- 6 -0.036 4.80207X 10- 4 -0.040 5.41371 X 10-4 -0.019 

280.425 7.42752 Xl0- 6 -0.107 5.24325 XI0- 4 -0.112 5.86882 X 10-4 -0.127 

284 .905 9.22076 Xl0- 6 -0.065 5.63943 X 10-4 -0.082 6.27922 XI0- 4 -0 .081 

294 .705 1.44003 X 10-6 -0.075 6.5.5112XI0- 4 -0.106 7.20867 XI0- 4 -0 .142 

309 .900 2.72611 X 10- 5 -0 .039 8.11276 Xl0- 4 -0.050 8.78813 X 10-4 -0 .033 
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8. Radiometric Celibreiion 

INCREASED COLD BOX TEMP. (238K
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Figure 8.26: Target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperatures (or cold box at 238 K. 

INCREASED EARTHSHINE PLATE TEMP. (271 K) 
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Figure 8.27: Target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperatures {or earth-shine plate at 271 K.
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

INCREASED PEM SIMULATOR TEMP. (287K)
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Figure 8.28: Target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperatures [or PEM simulator at 287 K. 
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Figure 8.29: Target brightness temperatures minus target PRT temperatures [or EOL conditions. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.5.4 Various On-board Blackbody Power Levels 

The calibration was verified using various on-board blackbody power level settings : +XBB at 

power levell, -XBB off [test no. 19]; +XBB at power level 3, -XBB off [test no . 20J; +XBB 

off, -XBB at power level 2 [test no . 21]; and +XBB off, -XBB at power level 3 [test no . 22]. 

The test numbers refer to those in Appendix 1. The results are presented in table 8.17 and 

plotted in figures 8.30 to 8.33. 

These figures show no difference between the two on-board blackbodies in terms of emissivity 

or thermometry. (The temperatures of the on-board blackbodies crossed over between these 

tests . Both blackbodies gave the same number of counts in each channel when the blackbody 

temperatures as measured by the PRTs were the same) . The measured temperature differences 

are within the ±O.l K requirement over the required temperature range for all power level 

settings used , though some of the 3.7 J-Lm channel data are marginal . 

The on- board blackbodies should be operated at temperatures as far apart as possible to obtain 

the best radiometric performance. 

Table 8.17: Measured redisnces (Wcm- 2sr- 1 ) and {j,Ts (K) for various on -board 

blackbody power level sellings. 

Test Target 3.7 J-Lrn Channel 10.8 j.Jm Channel 12.0 j.Jm Channel 

No. Temp. (K) Radiance {j,T Radiance {j,T Radiance {j,T 

19 244 .000 9.93412 X 10- 7 0.229 2.62740 X10-4 -0.057 3.10351 X 10-4 -0.012 

256.335 2.07347X 10-6 -0.013 3.39750X 10-4 -0.041 3.93228 X 10-4 -0.025 

275.105 5.71457 X 10-6 -0.057 4.79853 X10-4 -0 .041 5.40830 x 10-4 -0.046 

285.165 9.34309 XI0- 6 -0.027 5.66249Xl0- 4 -0 .046 6.30571 X10-4 -0 .021 

295.105 1.47129X 10- 5 0.025 6.59259 X10-4 -0.043 7.25718X 10-4 -0.019 

310.045 2.75898Xl0- 5 0.124 8.12873 X10- 4 -0 .014 8.81424 X 10-4 0.093 

20 243 .610 9.79195X10 - 7 0.393 2.60609 Xl0- 4 -0.038 3.08119X10- 4 0.021 

256 .135 2.05421 X 10- 6 0.026 3.38436 X l 0- 4 -0.037 3.91872 X10- 4 -0.014 

275.025 5.67730 X 10- 6 -0.106 4.79232X10- 4 -0.036 5.39954 X] 0-4 -0.069 

284.855 9.17170X 10- 6 -0.110 5.63519X 10-4 -0.040 6.27110XlO- 4 -0.086 

295 .065 1.46274 X 10- 5 -0.067 6.59012 X10-4 -0.028 7.24809 X10- 4 -0.071 

310.065 2.74681 X 10- 5 -0.007 8.13061 X 10-4 -0.017 8.80750X 10-4 0.010 

21 242.840 9.33830XI0- 7 0.423 2.56149X 10-4 -0.052 3.03024 X 10-4 -0.029 

256 .220 2.06773x 10- 6 0.054 3.38871 X10-4 -0.057 3.923i7x 10-4 -0.029 

275 .060 5.69189 X 10-6 -0 .090 4 .79622X10- 4 -0.024 5.40390 X l 0- 4 -0.053 

285.165 9.31895 X 10- 6 -0.082 5.66429 Xl 0- 4 -0.026 6.30290 X10-4 -0.051 

295.085 1.46534 X 10- 5 -0.047 6.59233X 10- 4 -0.025 7.25277X 10-4 -0.044 

310.105 2.75520X 10- 5 0.030 8.13626 X10- 4 -0.004 8.81839X 10-4 0.071 

22 244.100 : 1.01174 X10- 6 0.416 2.63435 X 10-4 
--<l, 036 1 3,l1 046 X1O- ' -0.001 

256.100 2.05722 X 10- 6 0.086 3.38187X10- 4 -0 .039 3.91625X 10-4 -0.014 

275.320 5.76291 X 10- 6 -0.105 4.81687X 10-4 -0.032 X 10-4 -0.077 

285.120 

295.120 

9.28865 X10- 6 

1.46538 Xl 0- 5 
-0.106 

-0 .081 

5.65876X 10-4 

6.59491 X10-4 15.42401 
-0.042 6.29609 X 10-4 

-0 .034 I i .25285 X 10
4 

-0 .080 

-0 .078 

310.205 2.i6228X 10- 5 -0.006 8.14629X 10-4 -0.0]] 8.82354 X] 0- 4 0.019 
I 
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8. Radiometric Ca1'bration 

+XBB: POWER LEVEL 1, -XBB: OFF
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Figure 8.30: Temperature differences for +XBB at power level 1, -XBB off. 
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Figure 8.31: Temperature differences for +XBB at power level 3, -XBB off. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

+XBB: OFF, -XBB: POWER LEVEL 2 
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Figure 8.32: Temperature differences for +XBB off, -XBB at power level 2. 
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Figure 8.33: Temperature differences for +XBB off, -XBB at power level 3. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.5.5 Scan Dependent Radiometric Strays 

Possible radiometric strays were investigated by maintaining each external target at a constant 

temperature of 280 K and rapidly cycling the earth-shine plate temperature between 256 K and 

271 K. This was done for 11 separate earth-shine plate pos itions . Each temperature cycle took 

",40 minutes to complete. 

Figure 8.34 shows the measured target brightness temperatures minus the target PRT 

temperatures against the earth-shine plate temperature for all positions around the scan cone. 

No correlation is observed between the measured temperature differences and the earth-shine 

plate temperature, suggesting no stray radiation is present. However, figures 8.27 and 8.29 

[§8.5.3] show no change in the measured temperature differences at target temperatures of 

280 K for different earth-shine plate temperatures , though a change is observed for target 

temperatures of 243 K. Therefore , this test should have been performed with the external 

targets at 243 K, so that any stray radiation from the earth-shine plate constituted as large a 

proportion of the signal as possible . Some of the orbital simulations were performed with the 

nadir view target at 243 K and can be used instead [§8.5.6]. 

EARTHSHINE PLl\TE TEMPERATURE CYCLES (BBs AT 280K) 
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Figure 8.34: Target brightness temperatures minus target PRJ temperatures (or 

280 K targets against earth-shine plate temperat ure . 
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8. Radiometn'c Celibreiion 

8.5.6 Orbital Simulations 

The transient orbital thermal conditions for a BOL orbit were simulated for eight orbits [§5.2.2 

and §7.3]. The forward view target was maintained at 280 K for each orbit. The nadir view 

target was maintained at 243 K for 3 orbits, 275 K for 3 orbits and 310 K for 2 orbits. The 

measured environment panel temperatures during the orbital simulations are shown in figures 

7.2 and 7.3 [§7.3]. 

A full analysis of the radiometric performance of ATSR during the orbital simulations has not 

been performed . (These tests were given the lowest priority [§4.3.2~). However, data from orbit 

no. 2 with the nadir view target at 243 K have been analysed. Figure 8.35 shows the measured 

temperature differences in each channel against the earth-shine plate temperature during orbit 

no. 2. No correlation between the earth-shine plate temperature and temperature difference 

is observed . Therefore, the non-linearity in the 3.7 utu channel is not due to stray radiation 

from the earth-shine plate. (These data were analysed using the simple approximation of Tbaclc 

equal to the earth-shine plate temperature. This causes the small decrease in the temperature 

differences at high earth-shine plate temperatures in figure 8.35) . 

Results from the real -time calibration software that was run during testing showed no change 

in the radiometric accuracy from the nominal calibration for all target temperatures. 
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Figure 8.35: Measured largel brighlness lemperalure minus largel PRT lemperalure [or t srge: 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.5.7 Repeat Calibration In Centre Of Nadir View 

A repeat calibration in the centre of the nadir view [test no. 24, Appendix I] was performed 

after the thermal vacuum temperature cycles. The results are shown in figure 8.36 and show no 

change from the original calibration. Note, the instrument had not reached thermal equilibrium 

at BOL conditions for this test following the final thermal vacuum cold soak. Therefore, the 

instrument was still warming-up during this test and the on-board blackbodies were at colder 

temperatures than during the original calibration. 
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Figure 8.36: Repeal calibralion following thermal vacuum rests. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.5.8 Variation Of External Target Emissivity 

The original calibration measurements were processed using various values for the emissivity 

of the external targets. The results for the 3.7 J.'rI1 and 12.0 utu channels are shown in figure 

8.37 for target emissivities of 0.9900, 0.9925, 0.9950, 0.9975 and 1.0000. This figure shows 

that varying the emissivity has the effect of rotating the measured temperature difference curve 

about the assumed background radiation temperature, TOoc," (equal to 257 K here). Figure 8.37 

also shows that errors in the target emissivities do not introduce any major non-Iineariries in 

any channel. (Note, a different vertical temperature difference scale is used in figure 8.37). 

The calculated emissivities of the external targets and the uncertainties in these values are given 

in table 5.12 [§5.4.3]. At a target temperature of 300 K (approximately the temperature of the 

+XBB for most of the calibration measurements), the quoted uncertainties in the emissivities 

correspond to temperature errors of "; mK. 13 mK and 14 mK in the 3.7 /lID , 10 ,8 /lID and 

12.0 uti: channels resp ect ively 

VARIATION OF TARGET EMISSIVITY
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Figure 8.37: Variation of external target emissivity on temperature difference. 

l'ote the use of a different vertical temperature difference scale here. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.5.9 Variation Of Background Radiation 

The original calibration measurements were processed using various values for the brightness 

temperature of the background radiation, Tbo elc. The results for the 3.7 /-lID and 12.0 /-lID 

channels are shown in figure 8.38 for brightness temperatures of 250 K, 260 K and 270 K. This 

figure shows the measured target brightness temperatures to be relatively insensitive to errors 

in the value of Tbo elc• (Note, a different vertical temperature difference scale is used in figure 

8.38). 
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Note the use of a different vertical temperature difference scale here. 
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8. Radiometric Calibration 

8.6 SUMMARY 

The initial calibration results show a non-linearity in each channel. The 3.7 utx: channel is shown 

to meet the accuracy requirement of ±0.1 K for scene brightness temperatures in the range 265 K 

to 310 K without the need for correction of the observed non-linearity. This is shown to be true 

for various instrumental and environmental conditions (though the performance is marginal 

at EOL conditions). The non-linearity in the 10.8 IJIIl and 12.0 /lm channels is attributed to 

Auger recombination in the HgCdTe crystals. Correction factors to remove the observed non

linearities in these channels have been calculated . Using these correction factors, the 10.8 /lm 

and 12.0 utx: channels are shown to be accurate to better than 0.05 K for scene brightness 

temperatures in the range 265 K to 310 K. (The resulting temperature errors at 200 K are 

-0.5 K). The correction factors are shown to be valid for a range of detector temperatures and 

environmental conditions. (The low radiance measurements were essential to the calculation of 

these correction factors) . 

A possible explanation for the non-linearity in the 3.7 uti: channel is presented. A shift of 

- 0.031 utxx in the spectral response of this channel is shown to remove the observed non

linearity for various environmental conditions, and results in temperature measurement errors 

of less than 0.05 K. Though the non-linearity can be explained by a spectral shift , the likelihood 

of such a shift occurring is not known . It may be possible to use in-flight data and SST validation 

measurements to determine whether or not such a shift is real. 

No scan dependent radiometric strays or biases are observed. Optimal radiometric accuracy is 

obtained with the largest permissible temperature difference between the on-board blackbodies. 

The cal..ibration did not change over the duration of the test period. 

The measured noise levels in each channel meet the design requirements at two sets of detector 

temperatures. The effects of using two integrators for alternate pixels are shown. No difference 

is observed in the radiometric accuracy obtained with the two integrators, though they should 

be treated separately. An unexplained pattern, with a repeat cycle of 10 pixels, exists in the 

data in all channels. 

A small temperature offset exists between the temperature measurement of the on- board 

blackbodies and external targets . This is most likely due to errors in the external target PRTs, 

implying that ATSR is more accurate than stated . 

All the test objectives [§4.2.2] were met. The test plan was an important part of achieving 

these test objectives and ensuring that all tests were completed in the limited time available. 

These calibration results show that ATSR meets all its radiometric performance requirements 

and should therefore meet its stated scientific objectives [§ 1.4]. 
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CHAPTER 9
 

PHOTOCONDUCTIVE HgCdTe DETECTORS 

9.1 INTRODUCTION 

This chapter briefly reviews the theory of the photoconductive detectors used for the 10.8 uti: 

and 12 .0 utix channels, to explain some of the observed effects in these channels . 

The ATSR 10.8 utu and 12.0 utu channel photoconductive detectors were manufactured by 

Mullard (now part of Philips) . These detectors are made from n-doped mercury cadmium 

telluride (HgCdTe). Hgl_zCdzTe (z is the stoichiometric ratio or composition) is an intrinsic 

photoconductor, i.e. an absorbed photon excites an electron directly from the valence band to 

the conduction band causing an increase in the semiconductor conductivity. The energy gap, 

E Q , varies with the alloy composition, z , and detector temperature, T . For T in Kelvin, this 

relationship is given by [Kruse, 1981], 

EQ(eV) = 1.59x - 0.25 + 0.327x 3 + 5.233 X 10-4T(1 - 2.08x). (9.1 ) 

Also, 

(9.2) 

where h is Planck's constant, 

c is the velocity of light, 

e is the electronic charge, 

>'co is the cutoff wavelength (normally defined as the wavelength at which the detector 

response falls to 50% of its peak value [Broudy and Mazurczyk , 1981]). 

Mullard measured the cutoff wavelengths for the ATSR flight detectors at temperatures of 

77.4 K and 90.2 K. From these measurements composition values, e , of 1.94 and 1.95 were 

calculated for the 10.8 uux and 12.0 utt: detectors respectively. 

Figure 9.1 shows a simple geometrical model of a photoconductive detector . 
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9. Pbotoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

Anode-~v 

Electric field. £ Cathode 

holes 

electron s ..
 
Figure 9.1: Geometrical model of a photoconductive detector . 

As described in §3.4 the HgCdTe detectors are current biased so that a change in the detector 

conductivity produces a change in voltage across the detector . This voltage signal is given by 

[e.g . Kruse , 1980], 

(9.3 ) 

where J] 

cJI), 

g 

R d 

is the quantum efficiency of the detector, i .e. number of electron-hole pairs produced 

per incident photon, 

is the total incident photon flu over the whole detector at wavelength )., 

is the 'photoconductive gain', which is a measure of the effective charge transported 

through the external circuit per photoinduced electron-hole pair, 

is the detector resistance. 

For an intrinsic photoconductor, the photoconductive gain, g, is given by [Kingston, 1978], 

(I-l.T. + I-lhTr,,)E 
g = (9.4)

I 

where I-l. is the electron mobility (cm2V- 1s- 1 ) , 

I-lr" is the hole mobility (cm2V- 1s- 1 ) , 

T. is the electron lifetime (s),
 

Th is the hole lifetime (s) ,
 

E is the electric field within the detector (Vcm- 1 ) ,
 

I is the distance between the detector contacts (em).
 

If, under no illumination, the equilibrium number density of electrons in the detector is no, and 

of holes is Po, the equilibrium current per unit area is ie.g . Long, 1980;, 

(9.5) 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

The electrons drift towards the anode at a velocity = JJe E and the holes towards the cathode 

at a velocity = JJh E . Electrons and holes are absorbed and replenished at the contacts to 

maintain the current. A localised flash of light produces a localised pulse of excess carriers . 

The Shockley-Haynes experiment shows that, for n-type semiconductors, the resulting density 

pulse of excess carriers (both electrons and holes) drifts as a whole towards the cathode [see, for 

example, Hyde, 1965]. The drift velocity of the pulse is JJE, where JJ, the 'ambipolar mobility', 

is given by, 
n-p

JJ- (9.6 ) 
- n/JJh +P/JJe' 

(where n and P are the total number densities including the photogenerated excess carriers). 

Though the density distribution of the excess electrons drifts towards the cathode, the drift of 

the electrons themselves is still towards the anode. The electron drift velocity is reduced inside 

the pulse, therefore increasing the electron density within the pulse . (This is consistent with 

the requirement of space-charge neutrality). The velocity of the holes , towards the cathode, is 

reduced from JJhE to JJE by the 'drag' exerted by the electrons. 

For HgCdTe, JJe » JJh (see table 9.1). Also, for the band-to-band recombination processes 

involved in HgCdTe, 'e = Ih = I [e.g. Blakemore , 1962], so (9.4) reduces to, 

JJe E , 
9 =-/-. (9.7) 

Physically, this is the ratio of the mean electron lifetime to the electron transit time across the 

detector . 

The voltage signal is then given by, 

(9.8 ) 

which depends on the carrier lifetime . 

9.2 CARRlER LIFETIMES 

The carrier lifetime depends on the electron/hole pair generation and recombination rates within 

the detector. There are three main recombination processes: 

• bulk recombination, 

• surface recombination , 

• sweepout. 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

9.2.1 Bulle Recombination 

Three fundamental bulk recombination mechanisms exist within semiconductors [e.g. Blake

more , 1962:. 

1.	 Radiative recombination . (Direct recombination with photon emission ). 

2.	 Auger recombination. (Direct, radiationless recombination . An electron from the 

conduction band recombines with a hole in the valence band, with the released energy 

being transferred to either a second conduction band electron or a second valence band 

hole. The name of this mechanism is derived from its similarity to the Auger transition 

in atomic physics, in which an inner core electron falls to a lower orbital state, ejecting 

an electron from the atom in the process). 

3.	 Shoc.kley-Read recombination . (Recombination via energy levels within the forbidden 

energy gap of the semiconductor . These energy levels being due to lattice defects and 

impurities in the semiconductor) . 

In Hg1-zCdzTe alloys with 'Z :::: 0.2. Auger recombination is the dominant bulk recombination 

mechanism [e.g. Baker et al. , 1978 ; Peterson , 1981]. (As z increases to 0.3 - 0.4, radiative 

recombination becomes the dominant mechanism). The Auger lifetime, T A. is given by 

[e.g.	 Peterson , 1981], 

(9 .9 ) 

where n, is the intrinsic electron concentration (cm- 3 ), 

n	 = no + ~n is the total electron concentration (cm- 3 ) ,
 

no is the thermal equilibrium electron concentration (cm -3),
 

~ n is the excess electron concentration (cm -3) ,
 

Po is the thermal equilibrium hole concentration (cm -3),
 

P =Po + ~P is the total hole concentration (cm- 3 ) ,
 

~P = ~n is the excess hole concentration (cm- 3 ) ,
 

TAi is the intrinsic Auger lifetime (s),
 

/3 is a parameter.
 

The intrinsic Auger lifetime, T Ai, and /3 are given by [Pines and Stafsudd , 1980j, 

(9.10) 

i3	 = M 1/21":" 2M exp [_ (1 - At) £9], (9 .11 ) 
2 T	 At 1 +.\f ir 

where IC.o is the static dielectric constant , 

IF! F2 1 represents "the overlap integrals of periodic parts of the Bloch functions" for the 

conduction and valence bands [Pines and Stafsudd, 1980]. 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

m; is the electron effective mass (see table 9.1), 

M = m;/m"n, 
m"n is the hole effective mass (see table 9.1), 

11l() is the electron rest mass, 

Eg is the energy gap (J), 

k is Boltzmann 's constant, 

T is the detector temperature (K) . 

Typically m; < m"n (e.g. table 9.1), and therefore /3 « 1 so (9.9) reduces to, 

(9.12)
 

The carrier lifetime therefore decreases as the number of carriers increases, i.e. as the number of 

photons falling on the detector increases . (The probability of an electron and a hole recombining 

increases with the number density of electrons and holes). 

9.2.2 Surface Recombination 

The surfaces of semiconductors provide regions where recombination can proceed at a higher 

rate than in the bulk. This effect causes a reduction in the carrier lifetime from the bulle lifetime 

value. 

Rittner [1956] derived the basic photoconductivity equations from first principles . Assuming 

trapping effects to be negligible, space- c.harge neutrality (i .e. .6. n = .6.p) and sufficiently low 

light intensities suc.h that .6.p« n, then [Rittner, 1956], 

8.6.p .6.p- =-- + f + Do V' . V'(.6.p) + JloE· V'(.6.p) , (9.13)
8t TO 

1]<1>),
where f = is the photoinduced generation rate (cm-3 s-1), (9.14) 

Iusd ' 
Po - no 

(9 .15) Jlo= 
nO!/Jh + Pol /J. ' 

_ no + Po
D0- , (9 .16) 

no! Dh + PolD. 

D. = kT /J. leis the electron diffusion coefficient (cm 2s-I ) ,
 

D h = kT /Jh leis the hole diffusion coefficient (cm2s-I),
 

TO is the lifetime for low excitation levels (s),
 

is the length of the detector (cm),
 

w is the width of the detector (em) ,
 

d is the thickness of the detector (cm).
 

The third term on the right hand side of (9.13) corresponds to diffusion of the excess carriers, 

and the fourth term to drift under the influence of an applied electric field . (Note , for strongly 

n-doped material Do and Jlo approach the values Dh and -/Jh, respectively. Also, /Jo is the 

negative of the ambipolar mobility defined in (9.6)). 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

Rittner [1956] solved equation (9 .13) for several special cases. For the one-dimensional case (in 

the direction normal to the detector surface) with no applied fields in this direction ; assuming 

the absorption of radiation to occur completely at the surface ; including the effects of surface 

recombination as boundary conditions; and setting TO =TA , results in a modified carrier lifetime , 

T 
/, given by, 

I [Sinh(d/l0)+S(COSh(d/lo)-1)] 
(9 .1i)

T = TA (1 + S2)sinh(d/lo) + 2Scosh(d/lo) , 

where	 10 = .JDOTA is the ambipolar diffusion length (cm), 

5 = JTA /l0 , 

J is the surface recombination velocity (cms- I ) . 

For d/lo « 1, this reduces to [Ri ttner, 1956 ], 

1 1 1
-+--,	 (9.18) 
TA T, .... r ! 

where	 T,.... ~! = d/ (2J) is the surface recombination lifetime , 

9.2.3	 Minority Carrier Sweepout 

If the electric field, E, is applied along the detector in the z direction, the steady-state 

distribution of excess carriers along the detector is given by the one-dimensional analogue 

of (9.13) with 8f:J.p/8t = O. If the cathode (at +1/2 ) and anode (at -1 /2) are assumed to be 

'ohmic contacts' where f:J.p =0, the distribution of f:J.p along the detector is given by [Rittner, 

1956], 

(9.19) 

where, 

(9.20) 

(N ot e , that the lifetime used here, T 
/, includes the effects of surface recombination derived in 

§9.2.2) . 

For n-doped detectors , equation (9 .19) has the 'effect of skewing the excess carrier distribution 

towards the anode [see , for example, Kolodny and Kidron, 1982;. By definition , ohmic contacts 

are regions of intense recombination. The electric field sweeps excess holes produced within 

a characteristic drift length = JLo ET' of the cathode towards the recombination region around 

the cathode, where the number of excess holes is reduced. An equivalent reduction in the 

number of excess electrons is caused by the requirement of space-charge neutrality. This effect 

is called 'minority carrier sweepcut ' and is important for detectors whose length approaches this 

characteristic drift length . Also. this sweepout effect increases with the electric field strength , 

i.e . with bias current. 
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9. Photoconducuve HgCdTe Detectors 

Integrating (9.19) over the length of the detector from -1/2 to +1/2 gives [llittner, 1956 ], 

(9 .21) 

where, 

(9.22) 

which is the carrier lifetime including the effects of bulk recombination , surface recombination 

and minority carrier sweepout. It is this lifetime, T", that should be used in (9.8). 

A lifetime, T. w r r p , can be associated with the sweepout effect alone by defining, 

1 1 1 1 1 1 
--=---=------ (9.23)

T" T' 

9.3 DETECTOR MODEL 

A model of the ATSR HgCdTe detectors was developed to investigate whether the non-linear 

detector responses and 'wedge-shaped' ITO\' profiles observed during testing were consistent 

with the theory outlined above . 

The effect of the number of excess carriers on the carrier lifetime (and hence voltage signal) 

was modelled using equations (9 .12), (9.17)' (9.22) and (9 .21). The effect of minority carrier 

sweepout was modelled using equation (9 .19). However, to use these equations several 

parameters, e.g. ni, no, po and TAi, had to be calculated first. (Note, the ATSR detectors 

are square and tL' = 1). 

For Hg1-zCdzTe , the intrinsic electron concentration (cm- 3 ) , n" is given by [Long, 1980], 

(9.24 ) 

with T in Kelvin and E g in eV. 

For a n-doped, non-degenerate, extrinsic semiconductor with a donor dopant concentration N d 

[e.g . Blakemore , 1962 ], 

JN 2 -- 4n 2 + N d 
no = d' , (9.25)

2 

po = (9 .26) 

napa = n; . (9.27) 

(Since no values of Na were available for the ATSR detectors a typical value of 5 x 1olot cm- 3 

[e.g . Broudy and Mazurczyk , 1981 ] was assumed). 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

The photon fiuz , 4> Al incident on the ATSR detectors from a scene of brightness temperature 

Toef!YV is given by equation (8 .2) [§8.2]. Using values for 4> A calculated from (8.2), an initial 

value for the Auger lifetime was calculated by assuming, 

'14> A 
!:f.p = !:f.n = /2d TA, (9.28) 

and solving the cubic resulting from (9.12), i.e. 

'14> A ) 2 3 '14> A ( ) 2 2 2 
( /2d 'TA + J2d 2110 +Po T A + (no + ni )'TA - 2niTAi = O. (9.29) 

A modified lifetime, Til, was then calculated using (9.17) and (9.22). The final value for the 

lifetime 'Til was obtained iteratively using (9.21), (9.12), (9.17) and (9.22) until the result 

converged. 

The parameter values used by the model for each detector are given in table 9.1. Note that there 

is considerable uncertainty in the literature as regards the values of some of these parameters, 

particularly the overlap integral, IF) F2 1, and hole mobility, Ph . Table 9.1 therefore also includes 

references to the values used. (The misalignment of the 12.0 pm channel detector [§6.2] was 

accounted for by reducing the quantum efficiency of the detector from 0.8 to 0.7). 

The model was run for values of Tmnf! from 100 K to 320 K to calculate the change in lifetime, 

'Til, with photon flux. Typical lifetimes of 'Til ::- 1 us were obtained . Fu.rthermore, a reduction in 

Til (and hence signal voltage from (9 .8)) of ..... 3.5% over this range of scene signals was obtained 

for both detectors. This fall-off is due to a reduction in the Auger lifetime with increased 

excess carrier concentration, !:f.p. However, the fall-off is moderated by the effects of surface 

recombination and sweepout, which are the dominant recombination mechanisms in the ATSR 

detectors. Lifetime values obtained from the model were: 

'TA = 5.8 - 7.4 us (10.8 uis: channel), 

6.2 - 8.2 us (l2 ,0 uts: channel),
 

'T, .. «t =2.0ps,
 

T'UJf!f!J' = 2.8 us.
 

Results from the detector model for the fall-off in the carrier lifetime, 'Til, for each detector 

are shown in figures 9.2 and 9.3 . The corresponding fractional fall-offs observed during the 

testing are also shown. The qualitative agreement between the model results and observed 

data suggests that the data are consistent with the above theory and that the observed fall-off 

is indeed due to Auger recombination. (Note, the agreement could be improved by adjusting 

the values of some of the model parameters, while still keeping physically realistic values). 

The detector model was used to calculate the sensitivity of the carrier lifetime, 'Til, to changes 

in the values of the various model parameters , These calculations showed that the fall-off in 'Til 

reduces as the detector temperature increases. 

Equation (9.19) was used to model the effects of minority carrier sweep out. Figure 9.4 shows 

the results (h x ~p (Z' ) against Z' ) for the 10.8 pm channel detector using various bias currents. 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

Tiil.ble 9.1: Parameters for detector model. 

12.0 p.mParameter [reference] I 10.8 p.m 
Detector Detector 

Composition , Z [§9. l] 0.194 0.195 
Temperature, T (K) [measured] 81.0 81.0 

Energy gap, s, (eY) [from (9.1) ] 0.08613 0.08767 
Intrinsic electron concentration , ni (cm- 3 ) [from (9.24) ] 2.01 X1014 1.82X 1014 

Donor dopant concentration, Nd (em -3) [assumed] 5.00x 1014 5.00X 1014 

Equilibrium electron concentration, ~ (cm- 3 ) [from (9.25 )] 5.71 X1014 5.59 X1014 

Equilibrium hole concentration, Po (cm-3 ) [from (9.26)] 7.08X10 13 5.95X 1013 

0.7Qua.ntum efficiency, '1 [manufilCturer's data] 0.8 
Detector length, I (em) [manufilCturer's data] 0.0190 0.0190 

Detector thickness, d (em) [maaufacturer'e diil.ta: 0.0008 0.0008 
Detector resistance, Rd (0) [manufacturer 's data] 37.235.9 

Bias current , h (mA) [calculated from circuit diagram] 3.85 3.85 
Electric field , E (Ycm -1 ) [calculated from IbRd/1] 7.54 7.27 
Electron mobility, p.~ (cm 2y - 1s-1) [Kinch et al ., 1973] 2.5 X10 5 2.5X10 5 

Hole mobility, P.h (cm 2y - 1s-1) [Kolodny and Kidron, 1982 ] 500 500 
1s-1)Ambipolu mobility, -110 (cm 2y - [from (9.15) J 438 44 7 

3.86Ambipolar diffusion coefficient, Do (cm 2s- 1) [from (9.16)J 3.92 

18.17 Static dielectric constant , "0 [Long and Schmit , 1970' 18.18 

0,007 0.007 Electron effective mass , m; /mo [Pines and Stafsudd, 1980 ] 

0.550 0.550Hole effective mass, m;,/mo [P ines and St afsudd , 1980 J 

0.25 0.25Overlap integral, IF1F2 1 [Peterson, 1981 ] 

34.3 43 .9 Intrinsic Auger lifetime, TAi (p.s) [from (9 .10)] 
3.43XlO- 7 2.77X 10- 7[from (9.11)]f3 

200Surface recombination velocity, " (ems -1 ) [Baker et al., 1978] 200 
1.55X 10- 41.55X10- 4Throughput, AO (cm 2sr) [§3.3] 

0.897 0.894 Decrease in throughput , <>. [§3.3 J 
0.740.68TrlLJ1.Smission of FPA, TFPA,>' [§3.3 ] 

0.97 0.97Reflectivity of gold I r A",>. [§5.3.4] 

260 .0 260.0Fore-optics temperature, Ti .... ! (K) [measured] 

Almost identical results were obtained for the 12.0 p.m channel detector. These results are 

very similar to the measured 'along track.' IFOV profiles [§6 .2 ] and to the manufacturer 's 

measurements on a sample detector (figure 9.5) . The theory of Rittner [1956], assuming ohmic 

contacts, therefore provides a good description of the observed minority carrier sweepout in 

the ATSR detectors. (For these calculations , the"values of Tm ... e for equation (8.2) were taken 

from table 5.9 [§5.3.4]). 

(Note, this effect was also observed in the photoconductive HgCdTe detectors used for ISAMS 

and P1vD.RR (Pressure Modulator Infra-Red Radiometer) , whic.h were tested at the Department. 

However, these detectors are 1050 p.m and 750 uti: in length, respectively, so the relative 

importance of minority carrier sweep out is muc.h reduced). 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

RELATIVE RESPONSE ALONG lO .8J-lID DETECTOR
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9. Pbotoconduetive HgCdTe Detectors 
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Figure 9.5 : Utuiormitv measurements along a sample/test detector simila.r 

to the ATSR fijght derecrors, for various bias currents [mi1Ilufacturer 's data.:. 
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9. Photoconductive HgCdTe Detectors 

The effects of minority carrier sweepout can be reduced by the use of detectors with a different 

geometry. Kinch et aI. [1977J proposed and demonstrated a device which increases the effective 

carrier lifetime by using an 'overlap structure'. In this device the optically active area is 

defined by a metal overlay of the insulating anti-reflection coating and not by the contacts. 

This geometry is shown in figure 9.6. In addition to a reduction in minority carrier sweepout, 

Kinch et al. [1977J showed such a device to have increased responsivity for equal bias power (up 

to detector lengths of approximately five times the minority carrier diffusion length). 

L .1 
INSULATING 
A.lI.;TI -REFLECTI0 N 
FILM 

SUBSTRATE 

Figure 9.6 : Overlap structure for photoconductive detector [from Kinch et al., 19i7}. 

~I 

METAL 

HgCdTe 
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CHAPTER 10 

CONCLUSIONS 

10.1 GENERAL COMMENTS 

Th..is thesis has concentrated on the test plan. the design of the test facility and in particular , 

on the test results and their interpretation. Little mention has been made of the numerous 

problems that had to be overcome both in construction of the test facility and during the tests 

themselves . In particular, several major events occurred during testing which resulted in the 

tests having to be halted: 

•	 a total power black-out covering part of Oxford , 

•	 failure of the vent valve to the test chamber (rapidly filling the chamber with dry N'2). 

•	 partial failure of the cryopurnp , 

•	 failure of the centrifugal pump in the cold-box refrigeration circuit, 

•	 failure of the temperature controller for the PEM simulator, 

•	 the release of a couple of pressure relief valves , causing LK 2 to be sprayed around the 

plant room. 

Overall, the performance of the test facility and the test equipment was very good. Chamber 

pressures of less than 10- 7 mbar were recorded during testing . The heat exchangers and 

refrigeration circuits proved to be very successful . No refrigerant leaks occurred . All this was 

largely due to the successful engineering designs of Bob Watkins, and to the care which was 

taken in cleaning and assembling all the test facility components . 

However, the test facility and test equipment were not automated and required manual 

operation . In addition , very few safety interlocks existed . Th..is put a considerable amount 

of pressure on the only two members of the test team (Bob Watkins and myself) who 

possessed a detailed knowledge of the test facility. Routine tasks included: monitoring of 

LN 2 levels; ensuring sufficient Li'2 was available ; monitoring the instrument and environment 

temperatures; checking the operation of the centrifugal pumps ; removing ice build-up from 

the refrigeration circuits: monitoring the chamber pressure ; monitoring residual gas partial 

pressures to check for possible leaks ; performing daily dumps and back-ups of data stored on 

the OSC. Th..is was in addition to running the test equipment for the FOY determination and 

radiometric calibration, writing test procedures and providing a preliminary analysis of as much 
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10. Conclusions 

data as possible in near real- time. Overall, the size of the core test team (about 5 people ) was 

too small for what was a very demanding test schedule. 

The problems of a tight time schedule were exacerbated by the need to perform several 

unplanned engineering tests on the instrument. In particular, a series of tests were undertaken 

to investigate jitter in the rotation of the instrument scan mirror. This took up a significant 

proportion of the available calibration time [see Appendix IT] . As a result, several of the 

subsequent tests (in particular the thermal vacuum temperature cycles) had to be rushed . 

However, all the tests were completed and all the test objectives were met. This was only 

achieved by the hard work and determination of the whole test team, and by closely following 

the test plan. 

10.2 TEST RESULTS 

The !FOVs of each channel were mapped out for two different thermal environments. The 

!FOVs of each channel are accurately co-aligned in the across track direction. Alignment 

in the along track direction is not as accurate because of minority carrier sweepout in the 

photoconductive HgCdTe detectors and some detector misalignment. (The effects of the 

minority carrier sweepout could have been minimised by rotation of the detectors by 90 0 
, or by 

the use of different geometry detectors). A method of computing the actual FOVs for any pixel 

from the measured !FOVs is presented . No significant out-of-field responses were observed . 

The thermal balance of the instrument in the test chamber was representative of in-flight 

conditions . The temperature of the instrument fore-optics enclosure was adequate for most 

thermal conditions, but was wanner than desired at extreme EOL conditions. The thermal 

stabilities of various components met their design requirements. 

A non-linearity was observed in the radiometric performance of each channel. The non

linearities in the 10.8 I-'ID. and 12.0 IJm channels are attributed to Auger recombination in the 

HgCdTe detectors. The non-linearities in these channels have been removed using empirically 

derived correction factors . The resulting radiometric accuracy in these channels is better than 

0.05 K for scene brightness temperatures in the range 265 K to 310 K. The 3.7 IJm channel is 

accurate to 0 .1 K over this scene brightness temperature range without any correction for the 

observed non-linearity. This non-linearity can be explained by a shift in the measured 3.7 IJm 

channel spectral response to shorter wavelengths, resulting in temperature errors of less than 

0.05 K. It may be possible to use in-flight data and SST validation measurements to determine 

whether or not such a shift is real. No other explanation for this non-linearity has been found. 

The noise levels in each channel have been measured at two detector temperatures and and 

shown to meet the design requirements . 
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10. Conclusions 

A small discrepancy ("'35 mK) exists between the temperature measurement of the on-board 

blackbodies and the external targets. This is believed (but cannot be proven) to be due to 

errors in the external target PRTs. If this is correct, ATSR is even more accurate than stated 

above. 

(The conclusions from the results of the test and calibration programme are discussed in greater 

depth at the ends of chapters 6, 7 and 8). 

Since the start of this project, a follow-on mission to ERS-l (called ERS-2) has been approved 

and funded by ESA . A follow-on instrument to ATSR (called ATSR-2) will form part of the 

payload of ERS-2. ATSR-2 is designed to extend the ATSR/ERS-l data-set of precise global 

SST measurements and, in addition, has three experimental channels at visible/near infrared 

wavelengths for land applications. In the longer term, the Advanced Along Track Scanning 

Radiometer (AATSR) has been proposed for the ESA polar platform. Many of the results 

and conclusions from the ATSR test and calibration programme are applicable to both these 

instruments. 

The test and calibration programme was an essential part of the ATSR development programme. 

Using the results from these tests , ATSR is shown to meet its radiometric performance 

requirements. ATSR should therefore fulfill its mission objectives [§1.4] and make significant 

contributions to climatological and oceanographic research. 

ATSR is probably one of the best characterised and calibrated infrared radiometers yet flown . 
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APPENDIX I
 

SUMMARY OF ATSR TEST PLAN
 

Table 1.1 gives the detailed sequence of tests followed during the ATSR testing at Oxford 

University. This table is taken from Mason, G . [1989] with a few alterations/additions that 

were made during the testing itself. The original test plan was followed closely throughout the 

test period. 

Table 1.1: Detailed sequence of ATSR tests. 

Test 
No. 

Description Cold Box 
(K) 

Earth-shine 
Plate (K) 

PEM 
Simulator (K) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

Unpack, install, align, electrical checkout. 

Pump down , system checks, etc. 

FOV measurements at BOL temperatures . 

FOV measurements at EOL temperatures . 

I 
I 
! 

-
-

225 

235 

I 

I, 

-

-

-

-

-

-

277 

289 

- (Un.JCheduled teJting of ATSR "can mirror, 

involving Jfveral pump doums }. I 
-

I 
-

I 
-

- Reconfigure chamber for radiometric 
calibration tests. I 

-

I 
- -

5 Pump down, system checks. - - -

6 Measure RUN-UP time for instrument 
from STANDBY for BOL environment. 

225 256 277 

7 Radiometric checkout of all 4 bbs 
- check edges, flatness, noise, etc . 

225 

I 

256 277 

I 

8 Verify on-board calibration in the centre 
of nadir view over full external bb temp 

range (at 240 , 250 , 260 , 270 , 275 , 28O, 

285 ,290 . 295, 300, 305 , 310 K) . Use 

forward view bb (at 280 K) to measure 

drift. 

225 256 277 
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T.bJe 1.1 [cout .]: Detiiiled sequence of ATSR tests. 

Test 

No. 

9 

10 

11 

Description 

Decrease cooling power of cooler and let 
FPA temperature rise , When temps 

settle verify calibration using reduced 

set of bb temperatures (at 240,275.285, 

295,310 K). Reset cooler power when 
completed. 

Verify calibration using reduced set of 
bb temps around nadir view (at ±10o, 
±20o, ±30o, ±40o, ±46°from centre). 

For a given bb temperature , rotate bb 
to required positions . 

Forward bb at 280 K. 

Swap bb refrigerant lines over and 
verify calibration around forward view 
using reduced set of bb temps (at OC, 

±10o, ±20o, ±30o, from centre), 

Nadir bb at 280 K. Swap bb refrigerant 

lines back when finished. 

Cold Box 

(K) 

225 

225 

225 

Earth-shine 

Plate (K ) 

256 

256 

256 

PEM 
Simulator (K) 

277 

277 

277 

12 Increase heat loading on instrument 
from cold box to 125% BOL value and 

verify calibration using reduced set 
of bb temperatures at centre of nadir 
view. 

238 256 277 

13 

14 

15 

16 

Ii 

Return cold box temp to BOL vaJue , 

increase heat loading from earth-shine 
plate to 125% of BOL vaJue and verify 

calibration using reduced set of bb temps 
at centre of nadir view . 

Return earth-shine plate to BOL vaJue, 

increase PEM simulator temp by 10°C, 
and verify calibration using reduced set 
set of bb tem ps at cen t re of nadir view . 

Set panel temps to EOL vaJues, put 
instrument into STANDBY and let 
temps settle. Then switch ATSR on and 

measure RUN-UP time to steady-state 
for EOL environment. 

Verify calibration at centre of nadir view 

using reduced set of bb temps for EOL 

environment. 

Return panel temperatures to BOL vaJues 
and let instrument settle. I 

225 

225 

235 

235 

225 

I 

271 

256 

285 

285 

256 

I 

277 

287 

289 

289 

277 

226 
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Table 1.1 (cont.): Detailed sequence of ATSR tests. 

Test 
No. 

Description Cold Box 

(K) 

Earth-shine 

Plate (K) 
PEM 

Simulator (K) 

18 Keep both external bbs constant at 280K, 

and cycle earth-shine plate between 256 

and 271K to check for any radiometric 

leaks. Do for nadir positions 0°, ± 10° I 
±200 I ±300 I ±400, ±46° and forwa.rd 
positions 0°, ±IOo, ±200, ±300. 

225 256 
to 

271 

27i 

19 Decrease +XBB power level to level I, 

let instrument temps set tie and verify 
calibration using reduced set of 

external bb temps at centre of nadir 
view. 

225 256 277 

20 Increase +XBB power level to level 3, 
let instrument temps set tie and verify 

calibration using reduced set of 
external bb temps at centre of nadir 

view. 

225 256 27i 

21 Switch off +XBB, set -XBB power level 
to level 2, let instrument temps settle 

and verify calibration using reduced set 
of external bb temps at centre of nadir 

view. 

225 256 2i7 

22 Increase - XBB power level to level 3, 

let instrument temps settle and verify 
calibration using reduced set of 

external bb temps at centre of nadir 
view. 

225 256 2i7 

23 Thermal vacuum temperature cycle 
follow thermal vacuum temp cycle. 

Verify the on-board calibration on 

temp plateaux. 

- variable variable variable 

24 Repeat calibration at centre of nadir view 
with reduced set of target temps for 
BOL environment. 

225 256 277 

25 Orbital simulations - simulate variable variable 277 

va.rying orbital heat fluxes for 
cold box and earthshine plate. 
Simulate 8 orbits with forward bb at 

280 K, nadir bb at 240 (3 orbits), 

275 (3 orbits), 310 K (2 orbits). I 
26 Drain forward bb refrigeration pipes, 

cool down with liquid nitrogen and 
make low radiance measurements. 

225 256 2~", I 
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APPENDIX II 

ATSR TEST LOG 

This appendix gives a brief description of the test and calibration activities at the Department
 

of Atmospheric, Oceanic and Planetary Physics, Oxford University from 21/04/89 to 11/07/89 .
 

The test numbers given here correspond to those given in Appendix 1.
 

Date
 

20/04/89 ATSR delivered to Oxford. Instrument unpacked and installed in chamber.
 

21/04/89 Electrical connection of ATSR/DEU/EGSE.
 

22/04/89 Electrical checkout of ATSR/EGSE/OSC.
 

23 /04/89 Electrical checkout of ATSR/EGSE/OSC.
 

24/04/89 Electrical checkout of ATSR/EGSE/OSC.
 

25/04/89 Electrical checkout of ATSR/EGSE/OSC.
 

26/04/89 Electrical checkout of ATSR/EGSE/OSC.
 

~7 /04/89 Pump down of instrurr.er.: in chamber.
 

28/04/89 Pump down of instrument in chamber.
 

29/04/89 Bake out of instrument .
 

30/04/89 Cool down to BOL environment. Instrument on.
 

01/05/89 Instrument checkout. Start of FOV measurements [test no . 3].
 

Failure of vent valve, emergency shut-down . 

02/05/89 Cryopump lines purged . Realignment of optical bench. 

03/05/89 Realignment of optical bench. Witness window replaced . 

04/05/89 VFC card replaced. Pump down of chamber . 

05/05/89 Cool down to BOL environment. 

06/05/89 Instrument on. Start of FOV measurements [test no. 3] 

07/05/89 FOV measurements aborted [test no . 3]. Instrument off. 

08/05/89 Chamber vented. Cable capacitance checked. 

09/05/89 FOV test equipment reconfigured for stationary scan mirror. 

10/05/89 FOV test equipment reconfigured for stationary scan mirror . 

11/05/89 FOV test equipment reconfigured for stationary scan mirror. 

12/05/89 Pump down of chamber . 

13/05/89 Cool down to BOL environment . Instrument on. 
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14/05/89 Start of FOV measurements [test no. 3]. 

15/05/89 FOV measurements [test no. 3]. 

16/05/89 FOV measurements [test no. 3]. Instrument off/on. 

17/05/89 FOV measurements [test no. 3]. 

18/05/89 Change to EOL environment . FOV measurements [test no . 4]. 

19/05/89 FOV measurements [test no. 4]. Instrument off. Chamber vented. 

20/05/89 -

21/05/89 -

22/05/89 Post test checkout of optical bench. 

23/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests. 

24/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests. 

25/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests . 

26/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests. 

27/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests . 

28/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests . 

29/05/89 Test equipment reconfigured for radiometric calibration tests . 

30/05/89 Pump down of chamber . 

31/05/89 Instrument scan mirror tests. Checkout of external target refrigeration system. 

01/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests. Checkout of external target refrigeration system. 

02/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests . Chamber vented. Reconfigured instrument scan 

mirror. Pump down of chamber. 

03/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests. Checkout of external target refrigeration system . 

Chamber vented. Reconfigured instrument scan mirror . Pump down of chamber. 

04/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests . Chamber vented . Reconfigured instrument scan 

mirror. Pump down of chamber. 

05/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests . Checkout of external target refrigeration system. 

06/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests. Checkout of external target refrigeration system. 

07/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests. Checkout of external target refrigeration system. 

08/06/89 Instrument scan mirror tests. Chamber vented . 

09/06/89 Instrument prepared for radiometric tests. Cold box fitted . 

Pump down of chamber. 

10/05/89 Cool down to BOL environment. Instrument on . 

11/06/89 Blackbody characterisation [test no. 7]. 

12/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 8]. 

13/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 8]. 

14/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no.s 9, 10]. 

15/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 10]. 

16/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 10]. Problem with cryopurnp. 

17/06 /89 Radiometric calibration [t est no.s 10, 11]. 
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18/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no.s 11,12]. 

19/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no .s 12,13] . 

20/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 13]. Refrigeration lines for external targets 

swapped over. All electrical power cut-off for 4 minutes. Instrument off/on. 

21/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no . 14]. 

22/06/89 Instrument off/on [test no. 15]. 

23/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no.s 16, 17, 18]. 

24/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 18]. 

25/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no.s 19,20]. 

26/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no.s 20, 21]. 

27/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 21]. 

28/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 22]. 

29/06/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 22]. Instrument off. 

Start of thermal vacuum tests [test no . 23]. 

30/06/89 Failure of centrifugal pump . Test aborted. 

01/07/89 Start of thermal vacuum tests [test no. 23]. 

02/07/89 Thermal vacuum tests [t est no. 23]. 

03/07/89 Thermal vacuum tests [test no. 23]. 

04/07/89 Thermal vacuum tests [test no. 23]. 

05/07/89 Thermal vacuum tests [test no. 23]. Radiometric calibration [test no . 24]. 

06/07/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 24]. Orbital simulations [test no. 25]. 

07/07/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 26]. 

08/07/89 Radiometric calibration [test no. 26]. Instrument off. Chamber vented . 

09/07/89 

10/07/89 Instrument removed from chamber, packed up and transported to RAL. 
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ATSR SPECTRAL RESPONSES 

The spectral response measurements for each channel (made by the U.K. Meteorological Office) 

are tabulated, and the 50% cut-on and cut-off wavelengths given, [from Stringer and Smith, 

1989]. The responses are normalised to a peak value of 1.0. The responses are plotted in figure 

3.9 [§3.3]. 

Table ill. 1: 50% cut-on and cut-off wavelengths for each channel.
 

Table ill.2: 1.6 uu: channel spectral response at 82 K.
 

Table ill.3: 3.7 pm channel spectral response at 82 K.
 

Table ill.4: 10.8 uu: channel spectral response at 82 K.
 

Table ill.S: 12.0 uu: channel spectral response at 82 K.
 

Table III. 1: 50% cut-on and cut-off wavelengths for each channel. 

Channel Short wave 50% cut-on Long wave 50% cut-off 

Ib 1.6pm 1.568 ± 0.004 uti: 
6378 ± 16 em 1 

3.522 ± 0.004 utx: 
2840 ± 11 em 1 

10.524 ± 0.019 uti: 

950 ± 1.7 em 1 

1.643 ± 0.004 utn 
6086 ± 15 em- 1 

3.933 ± 0.004 pm 

2542 ± 9 em- 1 

11.307 =0.019 uti: 
884 ± 1.5 em 1 

la 3.ipm 

2 10.8pm 

3 12.0pm 11.471 ± 0.019 uti: 
871 ± 1.4 em 1 

12.334 ± 0.019 utn 
811 ± 1.2 em 1 
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Table III.2: ATSR Flight Model 1.6 utt: channel spectral response at 82 K . 

Wavelength (JJm) Wavenumber (em -1) Relative Response 

1.516 6596.306 0.000000 

1.524 6561.680 0.005627 

1.532 6527.415 0.013097 

1.540 6493 .506 0.031676 

1.548 6459.948 0.070576 

1.556 6426 .735 0.168679 

1.564 6393.862 0.353827 

1.572 6361 .323 0 .649535 

1.580 6329.114 0.892117 

1.588 6297 .229 0.990642 

1.596 6265.664 1.000000 

1.604 6234.414 0.992823 

1.612 6203.474 0.988555 

1.620 6172.840 0.972169 

1.628 6142 .506 0.908520 

1.636 6112.469 0.722967 

1.644 6082.725 0.457529 

1.652 6053 .269 0.232274 

1.660 6024 .096 0.108742 

1.668 5995.204 0.051563 

1.676 5966.587 0.028073 

1.684 5938 .242 0.015782 

1.692 5910.165 0 .010133 

1.700 5882 .353 0.006724 

1.708 5854.801 0.004684 

1.716 5827 .506 0.003330 

1.724 5800.464 0.003315 

1.732 5773 .672 0.002640 

1.740 5747.126 0.001971 

1.748 5720.824 0.000000 
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Table III.3: ATSR Flight Model 3.7 um channel spectral response at 82 K. 

Wavelength (J,lm) Wavenumber (em -1 ) Relative Response 

3.226 3099.814 0.000000 

3.242 3084.516 0.001340 

3.258 3069.368 0.002680 

3.274 3054.368 0.004019 

3.290 3039.514 0.005359 

3.306 3024 .803 0.006699 

3.322 3010.235 0.009284 

3.338 2995.806 0.011868 

3.354 2981.515 0.014453 

3.370 2967.359 0.017037 

3.386 2953.337 0.019622 

3.402 2939.447 0.026509 

3.418 2925.688 0.036985 

3.434 2912.056 0.057433 

3.450 2898.551 0.088816 

3.466 2885 .170 0.136330 

3.482 2871.913 0.209592 

3.498 2858 .776 0.304743 

3.514 2845.760 0.432464 

3.530 2832.861 0.580821 

3.546 2820.079 0.719072 

3.562 2807.412 0 ,831123 

3.578 2794.857 0 .985183 

3.594 2782.415 0.919345 

3.610 2770.083 0.918710 

3.626 2757.860 0.910917 

3.642 2745.744 0.911198 

3.658 2733.734 0.926198 

3.674 2721.829 0.952186 

3.690 2710.027 0.979997 

3.706 2698.327 0.998977 

3.722 2686.728 1.000000 

3.738 2675.227 0.999158 

3.754 2663.825 0.993192 

3.770 2652.520 0.989559 

3.786 2641.310 0.991873 

3.802 2630.195 0 .993797 

3.818 2619.172 0.991633 

3.834 2608 .242 0.973999 

3.850 2597.403 0.952758 

3.866 2586 .653 0.926964 

3.882 2575.992 0.889383 

3.898 2565 .418 0.821325 

3.914 2554 .931 0.704304 

3.930 2544.529 0.539700 

3.946 2534.212 0.360295 

3.962 2523.978 0.222016 

3.978 2513.826 0.135312 

3.994 2503.756 0.089738 

4.010 2493.766 0,072993 
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Table II!.3 [cont .}: ATSR Flight Model 3.7 um channel spectral response at 82 K. 

Wavelength (J.lm) Wavenumber (em-i) Relative Response 

4.026 2483.855 0.056249 

4.042 2474.023 0.039505 

4.058 2464.268 0.036769 

4.074 2454.590 0.034033 

4.090 2444.988 0.031298 

4.106 2435,460 0.028562 

4.122 2426.007 0.025826 

4.138 2416.626 0.000000 
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Table m .4: ATSR Fligh: Model 10.8 JJm channel speclral response at 82 K. 

Wavelength (JJm) Wavenumber (em -1 ) Relative Response 

10.080 992 .063 0.000000 

10.128 987.362 0.005496 

10.176 982 .704 0.002713 

10.224 978.091 0.008484 

10.272 973 .520 0.020196 

10.320 968 .992 0.046941 

10.368 964.506 0.095984 

10.416 960.061 0.177104 

10.464 955 .657 0.305202 

10.512 951.294 0.454823 

10 .560 946 .970 0 .625155 

10 .608 942.685 0.741545 

10 .656 938.438 0 .792069 

10 .704 934 .230 0.833587 

10 .75 2 930.060 0.852363 

10.800 925.926 0.869528 

10 .848 921.829 0.889974 

10 .896 917.768 0.938212 

10.944 913 .743 0.954964 

10.992 909 .753 0.976520 

11.040 905.797 1.000000 

11.088 901.876 0.999791 

11.136 897 .989 0.955095 

11.184 894.134 0.897965 

11 .232 890.313 0.745912 

11.280 886.525 0.599939 

11.328 882 .768 0.422126 

11.376 879.044 0.284334 

11.424 875.350 0.190957 

11.472 871.688 0.118373 

11.520 868 .056 0.068498 

11 .568 864 .454 0 .0376i1 

11.616 860 .882 0.032994 

11.664 857.339 0.02244 5 

11.712 853 .82 5 0.000000 
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Table III.s: ATSR Flight Model 12.0 utn cbssuie) spectral response at 82 K. 

Wavelength (jjID) Wa.venumber (em -1 ) Relative Response 

11.040 905.797 0.000000 

11.088 901.876 0.002328 

11.136 897.989 0.009674 

11.184 894.134 0.019730 

11.232 890.313 0.035693 

11.280 886.525 0.054516 

11.328 882.768 0.122257 

11.376 879.044 0.214221 

11.424 875.350 0.346331 

11.472 871.688 0.505079 

11.520 868.056 0.649935 

11.568 864.454 0.780835 

11.616 860.882 0.868221 

11.664 857.339 0.931776 

11.712 853.825 0.967844 

11. 760 850.340 0.988052 

11.808 846.883 0.995938 

11.856 843.455 1.000000 

11.904 840.054 0.996106 

11.952 836 .680 0.985235 

12.000 833.333 0.975100 

12.048 830.013 0.964949 

12.096 826.720 0.953948 

12.144 823.452 0.928885 

12.192 820.210 0 .851324 

12.240 816.993 0.745737 

12.288 813.802 0.620842 

12.336 810.636 0.495447 

12.384 807.494 0.366618 

12.432 804.376 0.271097 

12.480 801.282 0.191632 

12.528 798.212 0.143401 

12.576 795.165 0.110186 

12.624 792 .142 0.085026 

12.672 789.141 0.064607 

12.720 786 .164 0.047930 

12.768 783.208 0.035572 

12.816 780.275 0.031037 

12.864 777.363 0.030253 

12.912 774.473 0.024646 

12.960 771.605 0.019399 

13.008 768.75 8 0.009454 

13.056 765.931 0.004617 

13.104 763.12 6 0.000000 
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GEOMETRICAL MODEL OF THERMAL ENVIRONMENT 

The geometrical model of the thermal environment was written for the 'VUFACT' program of 

the 'V\VHEAT' software package, which calculates view factors and orbital heat rates. Surfaces 

are represented in this package as one of nine types (rectangles , circles , trapezoids, cylinders, 

cones, spheres, paraboloids , five-sided boxes or sa-sided boxes ) . Each type of surface is defined 

in its own local coordinate system by five parameters - 0, f3mio, f3m~, i'mio, i'm~' These may 

represent either distances or angles depending on the surface type. Each surface may be divided 

into several elements, defined by the parameters N{3 and N...,. A further sa parameters (R"" 

R'II 1 R z , <P, ,p, w) position and orientate the local coordinate system with respect to a central 

coordinate system. More information can be found in the 'VWHEAT' User's Manual . 

The restriction to using standard surface shapes meant that the cold box panels had to be 

represented by several individual surfaces . Therefore, the view factors calculated from any 

ATSR surface to each of these individual surfaces had to be added together to obtain the total 

view factor to that panel. It was possible to represent the sa panels of the earth-shine plate as 

a single surface (a cone) divided into several elements. The elliptical external target apertures 

were modelled as circles of the same area. The ATSR geometrical model was constructed 

using spacecraft coordinates (right-handed axes with distances in cm ). Therefore , the test 

environment model was also based on spacecraft coordinates so that it could be placed 'ar oun d ' 

the existing ATSR model. 

Table IV.I gives the breakdown of the thermal environment into separate surfaces, giving the 

surface type and surface parameters for each. Table IV .2 gives the values for R"" R'II and R. in 

spacecraft coordinates, and rotation angles <p,,p and w (in degrees) for each surface . Figure IV.1 

shows two views of the geometrical model of ATSR surrounded by the thermal environment 

panels. 
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Table N.1 : Surface types a.nd parameters for thermal environm en t peuels . 

Surface Name T yp e a {3m iD I {3mu. "'(miD "'(mu. NIJ I N.., 

E-SP 5 (cone) 69.41 4 .14 29 .02 0.00 360 .00 4 6 

F ill 2 (circle) 4 .14 0.00 11.02 0.00 360 .00 1 6 

Drum 4 (cy lin de r) 54 .50 29.01 45 .51 0.00 360.00 2 18 

+ y 1 3 (triangle ) 0.00 75 .17 117 .26 0.00 30 .00 4 7 

+ Y 2 3 (triangle ) 0.00 117.26 159 .35 0.00 30 .00 4 7 

+Y 3 3 (triangle ) 0.00 451.95 501.35 0.00 11.50 4 9 
BACk 1 (rectangle ) 0.00 0.00 64 .80 -43.20 0.00 6 4 

-Y 1 3 (triangle ) 0.00 81.25 113 .05 -28.00 0.00 5 7 

-Y 2 3 (triangle ) 0.00 104.14 154.94 -30.00 0.00 5 7 

-Y 3 3 (triangle) 0.00 137 .78 157 .78 - 11.50 0.00 2 2 

-Y 4 1 (rectangle) 0.00 0.00 20.17 -63 .13 0.00 2 6 

-Y 5 3 (triangle ) 0.00 0.00 18.35 -24 .55 -23 .34 2 2 

- Y 6 3 (triangle ) 63 .13 0.00 18 .35 - 24. 55 -23 .34 2 2 

Top 1 3 (triangle ) 0.00 172.49 206 .19 0.00 20 .60 3 7 

To p 2 1 (r ectangle) 0.00 0.00 63 .50 0.00 77 .50 6 7 

To p 3 3 (triangle) 0.00 36 .57 114 .07 0.00 23 .88 7 3 

PE M 3 (tr iangle) 0.00 23 0.4 5 30 7.95 - 23.4 5 0.00 7 11 

BB ~ a 2 (circle ) 0.50 0.00 9.72 0.00 360 .00 1 12 

BB Fo 2 (circle ) 0.50 0.00 9 .72 0.00 360 .0 0 1 12 

Table N .2: Spececrei: coordinates a.nd rotation a.ngles for escb surisce, 

Surface N arne R~ R II Rz ¢> t/J w 

E-S P -357.4 2 -62 .92 -150 .20 90 .00 23.4 5 0.00 

Fill -357.42 -62 .9 2 -150.20 90 .00 23.45 0.00 

Drum -35 7.42 -62.92 -150.20 0.0 0 0.00 -23.45 

+ Y 1 -315.00 4 .00 79.13 180.00 0.00 -90 .00 

+ Y 2 - 315.00 4.00 79 .13 180 .00 0.00 -90.00 

+ Y 3 -315.0 0 4.00 371. 73 180.00 0.00 -90 .00 

BACk -315 .00 4.00 3.96 0.00 0.00 180 .00 

-v 1 -315.00 -28.40 78 .47 0.00 0.00 - 113.50 

- Y 2 -31 5.00 - 73 .50 78.94 0.00 0.00 -90.00 

- Y 3 -378.13 -73.50 61. 78 0.00 0.00 -90 .00 

-Y 4 - 315.00 -73.50 - 76 .00 0.00 0 .00 - 138.00 

-Y 5 -315.00 -73.50 -76 .00 -90.00 -23 .45 -90.00 

- Y 6 -315 .00 - 73 .50 -76 .00 -90 .00 -23.45 -90.00 
I 

Top 1 -272 .03 4 .00 153 .37 90.0 0 0.00 - 120.00 

Top 2 - 37 5.13 4 .00 -25 .20 90.00 0.00 -1 20.00 

Top 3 -407.00 -110.07 -80 .2 2 0.00 -101. 50 0.0 0 

PE l\1 -3 15.00 - 303 .95 3.96 0.00 90 .00 0.00 

BB l\a -35 7.42 -15 .20 -150 .20 0.00 0.00 0.00 

BB Fo -357.42 - 95.52 -115 .36 0.0 0 0.00 -46 .90 
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Figure IV.1: Geotnetricel model of ATSR surrounded by the thetmel panels. 
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OVERLAP BETWEEN A CIRCLE AND AN ELLIPSE 

This appendix details how the area of overlap between a circle and an ellipse (with a common 

origin) was calculated. These expressions were required to calculate the emissivity of the 

external caJ.ibration targets [§5.4.3]. They were used to calculate view factors to the elliptical 

aperture of the target, and also to calculate the weighting function , Wi , given to the surfaces 

on the target base used in equation (5.32) . 

These expressions were originally derived by Simon Calcutt following a lunchtime conversation 

on a 'last Friday of the month' . 

y 

b 

a 

Figure \'".1: Ovetispping circle (ra.dius = r ) and ellipse 

(semi-major exis = a, semi-minor a.zis = b) ~11h a cornman origin . 
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For the circle, define B such that: 

z = r cos B, (V.l ) 

y = r sin B. (V.2) 

For the ellipse, define ¢ such that: 

z = a cos ¢, (V.3) 

and since, 

(V.4) 

then, 

y = bsin ¢ . (V.S) 

From (V .I) , 

dz=-rsinBdB, (V.6) 

and from (V.3) , 

dz = -asin¢d¢. (V.7) 

At the point of intersection, P , between the circle and the ellipse , 

Zo = r cos Bo = a cos ¢o , (V.S) 

Yo = r sin Bo = bsin <Po . (V.9) 

Therefore, 

a~2-b2 (V.ID)cos Bo = - 2 b2 ' r a-

and, 

~ 
cos¢o = V~. (V.ll) 

The area of overlap in one quadrant is given by, 

~ab r 2Bo ab<Po = -+ --- --. (V .12) 
4 2 2 
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APPENDIX VI 

ATSR RADIANCE TO TEMPERATURE LOOK-UP TABLES 

The integrated radiance in each spectral channel, ~ >., from a blackbody at temperature T is 

calculated using , 
2 

~ (T)	 = / R('\) 2he d,\ (V1.1) 
>. ,\S(exp(he/'\kT)-l) , 

where	 R('\) is the (normalised) spectral response at wavelength ,\ [Appendix IIlj,
 

h is Planck's constant,
 

e is the velocity of light,
 

k is Boltzmann's constant.
 

For this work the integration was performed using the 'alternative extended Simpson's rule' 

[Press	 et al., 1986]. The values for the physical constants were taken from Allen [1972], with 

2he2 = 1.191062x104 Wcrn- 2sr-1pm- 4 , 

he/ k = 14388 .0 pmK. 

Table VI.1 gives the integrated radiances in each channel, ~>., in units ofWcm- 2sr- 1 and also 

as a fraction of the integrated radiance calculated for T = 320 K . The values are tabulated for 

5 K increments in temperature from 100 K to 320 K. 

Table VI .2 gives the integrated radiances after correction for the measured non-linear responses 

in the 10.8 utx: and 12.0 pm channels. The radiances are presented in units of Wcm- 2sr- 1 and 

also as a fraction of the uncorrected radiance calculated for T = 320 K . The corrected radiance, 

~~(T), is calculated as a function of the uncorrected radiance , ~ >.(T), using [§8.4.2], 

(VI.2) 

where	 Z2,10.8 = -9.56i72x10- 4 , Z2,120 = -1.54812 X 10- 2 , 

ZI ,10 .8	 = -4 .79514 X 10- 2 , Zl ,120 = -2.25973 x10- 2 , 

ZO,10.8	 = 1.00023, ZO,12 .0 1.00085. 
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Table VI.l: ATSR temperature/radiance look-up table, with the integrated radiances 

given in Wcm- 2sr- 1 and also as a fraction of the integrated radiance at T=320 K . 

Temp 3.7 J.lm Channel 10.8 J.lm Channel I 12.0 J.lm Channel 

(K) Wcm -2 sr-l Fraction Wcm-2sr- 1 Fraction Wcm- 2sr- 1 Fraction 

100 2.15200X10- 111 0.0000000 1.13693 X10-0 7 0.0001170 2.54084 X10-0 7 0.0002468 
105 1.27180XlO- U 0.0000000 2.12282x 10-0 7 0.0002184 4.50312X 10-0 7 0.0004375 
110 6.41044XlO- u 0.0000000 3.74564 X10-0 7 0.0003854 7.57775 X10-0 7 0.0007362 
115 2.81296X 10-14 0.0000000 6.29165X 10-0 7 0.0006473 1.21894 X10-06 0.0011842 

120 1.09316Xl0-13 0.0000000 1.01227x 10-06 0.0010415 1.88488 X10-06 0.0018311 
125 3.81682X 10-13 0.0000000 1.56803 X10-0 11 0.0016133 2.81509 X10-0 6 0.0027348 
130 1.21207 X10-12 0.0000000 2.34876X 10-0 11 0.0024166 4.07706 x 10-06 0.0039607 

135 3.53743X10- 12 0.0000001 3.41479X 10-06 0.0035134 5.74548 X10-06 0.0055816 
140 9.57335Xl0- 12 0.0000002 4.83409X 10-06 0.0049737 7.90135X10-06 0.0076759 

145 2.42110XI0- 1l 0.0000006 6.68171XlO- 06 0.0068747 1.06308 X 10-0 5 0.0103275 

150 5.76027 X 10- 11 0.0000014 9.03893 X10- 06 0.0093000 1.40240 X10 -05 0.0136239 

155 1.29686X 10- 10 0.0000032 1.19924Xl0-0 6 0.0123388 1.81738Xl0-0 6 0.0176553 

160 2.77710Xl0- 1O 0.0000069 1.56332X 10-0 6 0.0160847 2.31747X 10-0 6 0.0225135 

165 5.68186Xl0- 10 0.0000141 2.00555 X 10-0 5 0.0206347 2.91213X10 - 0 6 0.0282905 
170 1.11512XlO-0 9 0.0000276 2.53559 Xl 0- 0 5 0.0260882 3.61078XI0-0 5 0.0350776 

175 2.10675X10-09 0.0000522 3.16320 X10 -05 0.0325456 4.42264X 10-0 5 0.0429646 

180 3.84357X 10-09 0.0000952 3.89817x 10-0 6 0.0401075 5.35668 X 10-05 0.0520385 

185 6.79048XlO-0 9 0.0001683 4.75020X 10-0 6 0.0488739 6.42156 X10-0 5 0.0623835 

190 1.16467 X10-08 0.0002886 5.72884Xl0- 0 6 0.0589429 7.62550X 10-0 5 0.0740794 

195 1.94367Xl0-08 0.0004816 6.84340 Xl 0-0 6 0.0704104 8.97631 X 10-0 5 0.0872021 

200 3.16256Xl0- 08 0.0007837 8.10287X 10-0 5 0.0833688 1.04813X 10-04 0.1018225 

205 5.02634 X10- 08 0.0012455 9.51589X 10-0 5 0.0979071 1.21472x 10-04 0.1180067 

210 7.81598 X10-08 0.0019368 1.10907 X10-04 0.1141101 1.39804 Xl 0-0 4 0.1358154 

215 1.19093Xl0-0 7 0.0029512 1.28351 X10-04 0.1320577 1.59865 X10 -04 0.1553041 

220 1.78058 X 10-0 7 0.0044123 1.47563 Xl 0-04 0.1518251 1.81707X10-0 4 0.1765229 

225 2.61547X 10-07 0.0064812 1.68613 X10-04 0.1734825 2.05376 X10-0 4 0.1995167 

230 3.77874x 10-0 7 0.0093638 1.91562X 10-04 0.1970946 2.30913X10- 04 0.2243250 

235 5.37538X 10-0 7 0.0133204 2.16469X 10-0 4 0.2227209 2.58353 X10-0 4 0.2509823 

240 7.53622x 10-0 7 0.0186750 2.43386 Xl 0-04 0.2504155 2.87727X 10-04 0.2795183 

245 1.04223Xl0-06 0.0258269 2.72361X10- 0 4 0.2802273 3.19061 X10-0 4 0.3099576 

250 1.42296Xl0-0 6 0.0352615 3.03436X 10-04 0.3121998 3.52374xl0-0 4 0.3423207 

255 1.91941 X10-06 0.0475636 3.36649Xl0- 04 0.3463714 3.87684XI0-04 0.3766234 

260 2.55968 X10-06 0.0634298 3.72031 X10-04 0.3827755 4.25004 X10-04 0.4128778 

265 3.37698 X 10-06 0.0836827 4.09611 X10-0 4 0.4214409 4.64340X 10-04 0.4510918 

270 4.41013 X 10- 06 0.1092845 4.49412X10-0 4 0.4623915 5.05698 X10-04 0.4912700 

275 5.70419Xl0-06 0.1413519 4.91454XI0-0 4 0.5056469 5.49079 X10-0 4 0.5334136 

280 7.31104 X10-06 0 .1811703 5.35750X 10-0 4 0.5512226 5.94482 X10-04 0.5775207 

285 9.28996 X10-06 0.2302085 5.82313X10-0 4 0.5991300 6.41901 X10-0 4 0.6235866 

290 1.17082X10-0 6 0 .2901330 6.31149X 10-0 4 0.6493768 6.91328X10- 0 4 0.6716039 

295 1.46415X 10-0 5 0.3628223 6.82263 X 10-0 4 0.7019672 7.42754XI0- 0 4 0.7215629 

300 1.81749XlO-0 5 0.4503807 7.35656X 10-0 4 0.7569020 7.96167XI0- 0 4 0.7734516 

305 2.24029 X 10-0 6 0.5551509 7.91325X 10-04 0.8141790 8.51552X 10-0 4 0.8272561 

310 2.74301 X 10-0 5 0.6797271 8,49266X 10-0 4 0.8737932 9.08892 X10-0 4 0.8829608 

315 3.33719 X 10-0 5 0.8269665 9.09471 X 10-04 0.9357369 9.68171 XlO- 04 0.9405483 

320 4.03545 X10-0 6 1.0000000 9.71930 X10-04 1.0000000 1.02937 X10 -03 1.0000000 
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Appencfu VI 

Table \7.2: ATSR temperature/radiance look-up table corrected for noti-lineerities in 

tbe 10.8 pm and 12.0 pm channels. (Radiances sse given in Wcrn- 2sr - 1 

and also ~ a fraction of tbe uncorrected radiance at T=320 K) . 

Temp 3.7 pm Channel 10.8 pm Channel 12.0 pm Channel 

(K) Wcm- 2 s r  1 Fraction Wcm- 2s r  1 Fraction Wcm- 2 s r  1 Fraction 

100 2.15200x 10- 16 0.0000000 1.13719X10-0 7 0.0001170 2.54299 X10-0 7 0.0002470 

105 1.27180X lO- H 0.0000000 2.12329 X 10-07 0.0002185 4.50691 X 10-0 7 0.0004378 

110 6.41044x lO- H 0.0000000 3.74643 X 10 -07 0.0003855 7.58407x 10-0 7 0.0007368 

115 2.81296Xl0- 14 0.0000000 6.29290X 10-0 7 0.0006475 1.21995XI0-06 0.0011851 

120 1.09316Xl0- 13 0.0000000 1.01245xlO-06 0.0010417 1.88641 X 10-06 0.0018326 

125 3.81682XI0- 13 0.0000000 1.56827x 10-06 0.0016136 2.81732Xl0- 06 0.0027369 

130 1.21207x 10- 12 0.0000000 2.34903 X 10-06 0.0024169 4.08016XI0-0 6 0.0039638 

135 3.53743Xl0- 1 2 0 .0000001 3.41500x 10-06 0.0035136 5.74965x 10-06 0.0055856 

140 9.57335x 10- 12 0.0000002 4.83405 X 10-06 0.0049737 7.90670x 10-06 0.0076811 

145 2.42110X 10- 11 0.0000006 6.68104X 10-06 0.0068740 1.06374 X 10-oS 0.0103339 

150 5.76027xI0- 11 0.0000014 9.03698 X10-06 0.0092980 1.40316XI0-0S 0.0136313 

155 1.29686X10- 1O 0.0000032 1.19881 X 10-0 5 0.0123343 1.81820X 10-0 5 0.0176632 

160 2.77710X 10- 10 0.0000069 1.56247x 10-0 S 0.0160760 2.31825x 10-0 5 0.0225210 

165 5.68186 X10- 10 0.0000141 2.00403 X 10 -os 0.0206190 2.91271 X 10-0 5 0.0282961 

170 1.11512X10-09 0.0000276 2.53300 X 10 -os 0.0260615 3.61092X 10-0 5 0 .0350790 

175 2.10675x 10-0 9 0.0000522 3.15899X 10- 0 5 0.0325022 4.42198x 10-0 5 0.0429582 

180 3.84357x 10-0 9 0.0000952 3.89156 X10-0S 0.0400395 5.35472X10-0 5 0.0520195 

185 6.79048xI0-0 9 0.0001683 4.74015XI0- 0S 0.0487705 6.41759X10- 0 5 0.0623449 

190 1.16467x 10- 08 0.0002886 5.71395x 10- 0S 0.0587897 7.61858xlO-0 5 0.0740122 

195 1.94367x 10- 08 0.0004816 6.82183X10- 0 6 0.0701885 8.96521 X 10-0 5 0.0870943 

200 3.16256x 10-08 0.0007837 8.07228 X l 0-0 6 0.0830541 1.04644x 10-04 0.1016586 

205 5.02634 X 10- 08 0.0012455 9.47332X 10-oS 0.0974691 1.21226X 10-04 0.1177671 

210 7.81598x 10- 08 0.0019368 1.10324 X10-04 0.1135105 1.39454 X 10-0 4 0.1354755 

215 1.19093 X10-0 7 0.0029512 1.27565 X 10-04 0.1312496 1.59381 X 10-0.4 0.1548333 

220 1.78058 X 10-0 7 0.0044123 1.46520X 10-04 0.1507513 1.81049X10-0 4 0.1758839 

225 2.61547X 10- 07 0.0064812 1.67244 X 10-04 0.1720742 2.04499 X 10-04 0.1986641 

230 3.77874 X 10-0 7 0.0093638 1.89789X10-0 4 0.1952698 2.29759 X 10-0 4 0.2232041 

235 5.37538 X10-0 7 0.0133204 2.14197X 10-04 0.2203829 2.56856 X 10-04 0.2495278 

240 7.53622 X 10-07 0.0186750 2.40505 X 10 -04 0.2474512 2.85807 Xl 0 -04 0.2776527 

245 1.04223 X 10-0 6 0.0258269 2.68744 X10-0 4 0.2765052 3 .16623 X10-04 0.3075896 

250 1.42296 X 10-06 0.0352615 2.98935x 10- 04 0.3075687 3.49309 X 10-0 4 0.3393432 

255 1.91941 X 10-0 6 0 .0475636 3.31096X10-0 4 0.3406584 3.83864 x i 0-0 4 0 .3729118 

260 2.55968x 10-06 0.0634298 3.65236 X 10-0 4 0.3757842 4.20279x 10-0 4 0.4082877 

265 3.37698 X 10-0 6 0.0836827 4.01358XI0- 04 0.4129494 4.58539X 10-0 4 0.4454567 

270 4.41013xlO-06 0.1092845 4.39459 X 10-04 0.4521509 4 .98625 X10-0 4 0.4843991 

275 5.70419XI0- 06 0.1413519 4.79530x 10-0 4 0.4933793 5.40510X 10-04 0.5250887 

280 7.31104X10- 06 0.1811703 5.21556x 10-0 4 0.5366193 5.84160X10-04 0.5674937 

285 9.28996 X 10-06 0.2302085 5.65517X10-0 4 0.5818495 6.29538xlO- 04 0.6115765 

290 1.17082 X 10-0 5 0.2901330 6.11386X10- 0 4 0.6290435 6.76598 X 10 -04 0.6572936 

295 1.46415 x i 0-06 0.3628223 6.59133x 10- 04 0.6781692 7.25289 X 10 -04 0.7045960 

300 1.81749 X10-0 6 0.4503807 7.08722 X 10-04 0.7291897 7.75556x 10-04 0.7534288 

305 2.24029x 10-0 5 0.5551509 7.60111 X10-0 4 0.7820634 8.2;336 X10-04 0.8037316 

310 2.74301 X 10-os 0.6797271 8.13257x 10-0 4 0.8367442 8.80562x 10-04 0.8554386 

315 3.33719x lO-o s 0.8269665 8.68110X 10-04 0.8931818 9.35159x 10- 0 4 0.9084781 

320 4.03545X 10-0 6 1.0000000 9.24618x 10- 04 0.9513218 9.91049XI0- 0 4 0.9627731 
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